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Abstract	  
	  
For this project we have conducted a research aiming at investigating how young people at the age 
of 20-25 uses Snapchat and Instagram and how, and why, their perception and use of these 
platforms differ. We have conducted three focus group interviews based on theoretical reading of 
Steinar Kvale. For analysing the focus group interviews we have used Norman Fairclough’s 
Critical Discourse Analysis and Erving Goffman’s theory about frontstage and backstage from his 
book Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. From analysing the focus group interviews we can 
conclude that the use of the platforms differs greatly in terms of how to communicate, how to 
present yourself and how to act with situational appropriateness. 
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Glossary	  
	  
Selfie - A self portrait. A picture taken by yourself of yourself.  
 
Snap - Picture message on Snapchat. You receive a snap, and you send a snap. Short for Snapchat.  
 
MyStory - A function introduced after Snapchat’s initial launch. Here the user can take a picture 
and upload it. The picture then stays for 24h and the user’s friends can rewatch it as many times as 
they like. It is possible to upload several pictures to the same MyStory thereby creating a ‘collage’ 
of picture. Recently firms (Pepsi), events (Roskilde Festival) and radio stations (DR P3) have 
started using MyStory to get in contact with users.  
 
Instagram Direct - A service within the platform of Instagram. Once a picture is taken one can 
decide to either send it directly or upload it. By sending it, one is using Instagram Direct. 
 
Instagram News Feed - The front page of Instagram. Here the user can scroll down and see all of 
one’s friends’ uploaded pictures. 
 
Instagram Followers - People choose to follow each other. By following someone one sees their 
pictures in the News Feed when they upload. If one has a private profile, the people wanting to 
follow needs to be approved by the user. 
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Summaries	  
	  
Danish	  
Dette projekt omhandler en undersøgelse af unge mellem 20-25 års’ brug af Snapchat og Instagram, 
og hvordan og hvorfor deres opfattelse og brug af de to platforme er forskellig. For at besvare disse 
spørgsmål har vi udført tre fokusgruppe interviews baseret på teoretiske principper omhandlende 
kvalitative metoder og interviews. I analysen af disse interviews har vi gjort brug af Norman 
Faircloughs Kritiske Diskursanalyse og Erving Goffmans teori om frontstage og backstage fra. Ved 
at bruge Faircloughs metode og teori har vi kunne danne os et systematisk overblik over relevante 
diskurser omkring vores interview-deltageres brug af sociale medier og ikke mindst kommunikation 
på disse. Ydermere har vi ved hjælp af Goffmans teori kunne undersøge interview-deltagernes 
kommunikation på Snapchat og Instagram i et mere traditionelt kommunikationsperspektiv, da 
teorien omhandler interpersonel kommunikation. Fra vores analyse kan vi konkludere, at deltagerne 
har forskellige opfattelser af, hvilket billede der passer til hvilket social medie. Overordnet set 
bruger deltagerne Snapchat til at kommunikere på en sjov og uformel måde. Hvorimod Instagram er 
en platform, hvor brugerne har mulighed for at uploade billeder, der fremviser et mere poleret 
billede af deres hverdag. Derudover kan vi fra vores fokus gruppe interviews konkludere at 
Snapchat og Instagram giver brugerne mulighed for at præsentere sig på forskellige måder alt efter, 
hvilket publikum de stiler efter.  
 
Spanish 
Este proyecto se basa en el análisis de como la comunicación entre jóvenes de 20 a 25 años ha 
cambiado debido a la introducción de las nuevas redes sociales. Hemos elegido Snapchat e 
Instagram como aplicaciones a analizar debido a que aunque ambas tienen la imagen como base de 
la comunicación entre sus usuarios, el uso de éstas y la manera en que los jóvenes se comportan al 
respecto, es diferente. Para desarrollar este análisis, hemos llevado a cabo una encuesta que nos ha 
servido para dar respuesta a preguntas que nos ayudarían a desarrollar las entrevistas de grupo. 
Hemos desarrollado tres entrevistas. El análisis de estas entrevistas se ha basado en las teories de 
“Critical Discourse Analysis” de Norman Fairclough in el libro “Presentation of Self in Everyday 
Life” de Erving Goffman. Del análisis de las entrevistas hemos podido concluir que el uso de estas 
diferentes aplicaciones difiere en gran medida en términos de comunicación, como uno se presenta 
y como uno actúa dependiendo de si es apropiado en la situación dada. 
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Introduction	  	  
Social media is rapidly becoming a bigger part of our lives. We use it to tell the surrounding world 
where we are and what we are doing, as well as to stay in contact with friends and family, among 
other practices. Snapchat was launched in September 2011, and in 2014 it already had one hundred 
million monthly active users. From these, roughly 70% are women, and 71% under the age of 
twenty five (‘By the Numbers: 45+ Amazing Snapchat Statistics’).   
 
The interest in doing this project came after reading such statistics about Snapchat. One of the most 
interesting data was that out of 400 million daily snaps being sent, only twelve percent were send to 
multiple recipients (‘By the Numbers: 45+ Amazing Snapchat Statistics’). This made us question 
the social media aspect of Snapchat, as it seemed it offered a sort of privacy, not seen on other 
social media platforms to our knowledge. Because how do you present yourself on a social media 
that is private compared to say Facebook, Twitter and Instagram? 
 
This project will therefore investigate how 20-25 year olds’ use of Snapchat differs from their use 
of Instagram. The reason for choosing Instagram is that it is a picture-based platform, as it relies on 
people uploading pictures, rather than sending them directly to friends. We therefore wish to 
investigate the differences in communication on these two platforms by making focus group 
interviews. We will investigate the interviewees’ opinion of these platforms and the use of them, 
both their own and how they perceive other people’s use. In doing so, we aim at understanding the 
discourses surrounding the use of Snapchat and Instagram. We hope to gain an insight of the 
discourses connected with communicating on these platforms, thereby understanding how 
individuals alter their communication depending on the situation, the audience and the discourses 
associated with these platforms. 
 
Our investigation started by conducting surveys in order to confirm or dismiss our initial thoughts 
and assumptions about the use of Snapchat. The research of this project will revolve around 
analysing the conducted  focus group interviews with a Critical Discourse Analysis approach by 
Norman Fairclough and using Erving Goffman’s book Presentation of Self in Everyday Life to 
analyse how the interviewees act on Snapchat and Instagram.  
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Methodology 
This section is a thorough description of the methods that have been used in this study. These tools 
have helped us gather the empirical data we needed to afterwards analyse our data the best way 
possible. We have used four different methods, some more relevant for this project than others; 
‘survey’, ‘focus group interview’, ‘transcription’ and ‘comparative analysis’. 
Survey 
This method has been used as a complement to the focus group interviews, as it helped us collect 
information about general questions such as age, gender, use of the platform and how long the 
interviewees have used the platform for.  By asking these general questions, we narrowed down our 
target group for the interviews, since what interested us was to know the age group in which 
Snapchat was used the most and how. This helped us in finding out key information we later used 
for our broader investigation through the focus group interviews. It is important to have in mind that 
we are doing a qualitative research, and the use of this quantitative method is to get answers to short 
questions that needed to be answered. However, the survey does not offer enough insight on the 
topic to research, as it does not have a conflict point or does not offer interaction where the 
interviewees can discuss. Furthermore, as the survey gave us an idea of how several young people 
use Snapchat, we were able to formulate our questions for the interview guide that we have used in 
the focus group interviews. The answers we got from the survey also played a part in the 
formulation of our problem statement and research questions. The survey was shared through our 
Facebook profiles, two weeks before conducting the focus group interviews (‘A Guide To Using 
Qualitative Research Methodology’).  
 
Focus	  Group	  Interviews 
The method in which this project has relied mostly on is ‘focus group interviews’, also known as a 
qualitative research method (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009: 150). Because we are investigating young 
people’s use of two social media platforms, we are aware that their use may vary greatly both 
within one platform, and from one platform to the other. Therefore, we decided that focus group 
interviews would be of interest since we could facilitate a discussion that could enable the 
interviewees to speak freely without us trying to steer them in a certain direction. We have 
conducted three focus group interviews with different focus for each of them. These interviews took 
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place in Copenhagen, this is important to mention as some of the interviewees mentioned people 
that live far away from them. One focused only on the use of Snapchat, the second focused solely 
on the use of Instagram and the last one we conducted was a mix of both. The interviews were both 
video - and audio recorded in order for us to be able to work thoroughly through them for our 
comparative analysis.  
While working with the method of focus group interviews, we have put emphasis on the fact that 
these kind of interviews are “[…]characterized by a non-directive style of interviewing, where the 
prime concern is to encourage a variety of viewpoints on the topic in focus for the group” (Kvale & 
Brinkmann 2009: 150). We have done this because in our research, it is important to create a broad 
understanding of the diverse use of the two social media platforms and by that, being able to collect 
the differences and similarities that come up while the interviewees discuss.  
Our focus group interviews have been done with a ‘social constructivist approach’, which is defined 
as an interview where we, as interviewers, understand the knowledge produced as context 
dependent, relational and potentially mutable. We have analysed the interviews as socially 
performative and we have therefore looked at both what is being said and the patterns of interaction 
among the interviewees. As Bente Halkier notes, focus groups are first and foremost good for 
investigating specific social groups’ interpretations, interactions and norms (Halkier 2015:139). 
This, combined with our choice of theory, has made it possible for us to look at social media use as 
something different for the individual user of it.  
We are aware that by having a social constructivist approach, and using theories of Goffman and 
Fairclough, we are investigating only a part of reality. We are aware that what our interviewees 
have uttered at the interview, may not be the exact reality, or what they would say about Snapchat 
or Instagram amongst their closest friends, as interviews tend to be more serious than when you talk 
to friends. But in choosing to conduct a mixed group following two interviews focusing on either 
Snapchat or Instagram, we are increasing our amount of empirical data to analyse, which will result 
in a better foundation for analysing the use of Snapchat discursively. 
The reason why we decided to conduct these interviews comes from the fact that group interaction 
enables the participant to reveal point of agreement and conflict, otherwise not reachable through 
other practices (Liamputtong 2011:32). By using a focus group, the research enters a terrain that a 
survey or questionnaire would not, allowing us to comprehend our data better. Interaction is the 
main essence in a focus group, as it provides the interviewees with a better understanding of the 
other people’s world. As Jenny Kitzinger explains, there are two different types of interaction 
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during the focus group: it can be complementary, in which there is an experience sharing; or it can 
be argumentative, in which the member question or challenge each other (Liamputtong 2011: 33). 
Both of these types of interaction allow the interviewees to emerge and gives them the opportunity 
to review their own perspective.   
The task of the moderator is to conduct the interview trying to get the most out of people’s 
experiences in relation to the topic. We made sure that the moderator was the person of our group 
with the least ties to the interviewees of each interview. This was also done for the sake of the other 
interviewees, so we could avoid them feeling restricted due to the friendship between some 
interviewees and the moderator.  
The three focus group interviews are thought in a way where they were all homogenous, where 
people were familiar with Snapchat or Instagram, allowing the conversation to be more fluid and 
for the interviewees to feel more comfortable with each other. For selecting people for our 
interviews we only focused on age and gender, as we wanted as close to an equal amount of men 
and women as possible within the age of 20-25 due to the answers that we obtained from the 
survey. In combining people for the interviews it was also important to make sure that the 
interviewees had as little a relationship as possible with fellow interviewees as well as the 
moderators. 
Another thing we needed to take into consideration before conducting the interviews was the size of 
the focus group. Jenny Kitzinger suggests that the ideal number is between four and eight people 
(Liamputtong 2011: 35). However, it all depends on the level of involvement of the interviewees 
since if there is not many people in the focus group and they are not involved, the results are going 
to be different than if they are involved. Since the interviews were regarding topics that the 
interviewees were familiar with, we decided to have four people in the Snapchat and the Instagram 
interviews. However, we wanted to get a deeper understanding on how young people regard the 
differences between both these platforms, therefore, we chose to have six interviewees during the 
last interview. We believe that by having three focus groups with these amounts of people gave us 
the adequate amount of data on the topic of research. The method has enabled us to collect data in a 
non-directive way as is also mentioned above, but we also made the decision quite early in the 
process to create a brief framework for us to be prepared and have quite a few questions we could 
ask if the conversation did not run smoothly. These aspects combined has helped us to write an 
examining and comprehensive comparative analysis of the discussions among the interviewees.  
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Comparative	  Analysis 
We have applied the method of comparative analysis to be able to get an insight into the differences 
and similarities of our focus groups’ discussions of Instagram and Snapchat. 
The comparative method was first developed by Charles Ragin in 1987, who describes the 
technique as an attempt to “maximize the number of comparisons that can be made across the cases 
under investigation, in terms of the presence or absence of characteristics (variables) of analytical 
interest” (Marshall 1998: 1). 
Although both Instagram and Snapchat are image-based social media platforms and do not focus on 
written text, We realised that they differ from each other in many different ways. In one of the 
platforms, for example, the picture stays there unless you delete it, whether in  the other one, you 
share a quick moment where the  picture only lasts for maximum 10 seconds. With the realisation 
of both the survey and the focus group, we came into account of how different the way people use 
each of the platforms is. In order to make a valuable analysis, we need to understand and have an 
insight on both of the platforms. 
This comparative analysis will be carried out by extracting the key points of both platforms from 
the focus group interviews. These will be related to the theory explained in this project, and 
thereafter be compared to each other. Our main focus throughout the analysis has been Snapchat, as 
Instagram has been the platform that we have chosen to compare it with. Therefore, the analysis of 
Snapchat is broader than the one of Instagram, as the interviews also offered us more valuable 
information. The analysis of Instagram has enabled us to get a bigger perspective on how young 
people communicate via social media, therefore it is also a big part of this project, although 
relatively shorter that the Snapchat one. 
 
Transcription 
In order to be able to use arguments, quotes and parts of the debates from the interviews in our 
analysis we have transcribed all three of them from start to end. This has been done so it is easier to 
comprehend the whole interviews while choosing parts of them to draw upon in our analysis.  
The transcriptions consist of everything that has been said and done during the interviews, even if 
there are parts of it we did not quite understand while listening to it, if that has been the case we 
have written in our transcription what the problem was; that we either could not hear it or 
understanding it was difficult. This method results in the “transformation of sound/image from 
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recordings to text” (Duranti 2007). It is a selective process in which certain factors or elements of 
conversation are to be transcribed (‘Transcription: Imperatives For Qualitative Research’). 
Although the interviews have been transcribed completely, the selective process comes when we 
are to choose the relevant points that we will use further on for the analysis. The videotapes have 
helped us in the transcribing job, as we were able to also see the interviewees, when they talk 
simultaneously in order to distinguish who is saying what.  
 
Theory 
In this section we will clarify the theories, which we have used throughout the project. These 
theories have enabled us to write a thorough comparative analysis of our collected empirical data. 
Within this section we will provide a general introduction in order to define what aspects of the two 
theories we have focused upon and for the reader to get a comprehension of our use of them 
throughout our analysis. 
Critical	  Discourse	  Analysis	  
By conducting a critical discourse analysis (henceforth CDA) of our focus group interviews we can 
investigate into-depth how the interviewees see, understand, interpret and use Snapchat and 
Instagram. Furthermore, the analysis will provide us with knowledge as to where their opinions 
differ, and thereby tell us how they understand the discourses surrounding Snapchat and Instagram, 
and if they agree or object to these.  
According to Fairclough discourse “makes for an important dimension in any social practice that 
both constitutes knowledge, identities and social relation and is constituted by other dimensions of 
social practice.” (Phillips 2015: 303). Fairclough believes that discourse is in a dialectic 
relationship with other social dimensions, meaning that discourse is changed by social structures 
and vice versa. Louise Phillips mentions that different discourse analyses have different empirical 
focus (ibid). For this project our focus is on what Alvesson and Kärreman are calling the ‘mikro- 
and meso level’ (ibid). This involves systematic empirical studies of daily social interaction and is 
researched by systematically looking at what is being said or written about a certain topic. 
As Louise Phillips notes in the book Qualitative Methods, CDA involves three parts of analysing; 
textual analysis, discursive practice and social practice (Phillips 2015: 308). In textual analysis it is 
essential for us, to look at the patterns of how the interviewees talk about Snapchat and Instagram. 
In doing so it is important to take notice of choice of words, repeating of certain words or sentences 
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and other linguistic characteristics. Discursive practice is “the discourses that are articulated in 
production and consumption of texts in order to construct certain representations of the world, 
identities and social relations;” (ibid). For discursive practice we will look at which discourses are 
articulated about Snapchat and Instagram. How do they relate use of these platforms to their own 
life and to their ‘reality’. Furthermore we will investigate how our interviewees’ opinions differ and 
thereby we will gain insight into how they use the platforms and where they agree or disagree about 
the discourses or the general use of the platforms. Lastly, we will investigate social practice, which 
can be defined as “the discursive practice’s role in social reproduction and change.” (Phillips 
2015: 308). We will investigate how they position themselves to the discourses of Snapchat and 
Instagram in order to establish if their use of the platforms object to the general discourse or if they 
are upholding and reproducing it via their use of these platforms?  
Erving	  Goffman	  -­‐	  Frontstage/Backstage 
Another theory we have chosen to include is the theory of ‘frontstage’ and ‘backstage’ by Erving 
Goffman. This theory will be used as a tool to analyse how the participants present themselves in 
everyday life. Goffman’s book focuses on theorising interpersonal communication among humans 
as being dramaturgical performances. Erving Goffman looks at human lives in a dramaturgical 
model to use it “as a conceptual framework for understanding life-in-society” (Goffman 1990: 
135). This means that Goffman sees people’s life as a stage performance, and the people who is 
watching the parts you are ‘playing’ (ibid) is the audience. Furthermore, during a conversation, we 
are acting the part of both audience and stage performer. 
One of the reasons for choosing this theory is that it deals with the terms backstage and frontstage. 
These terms are, despite the fact that the theory is from 1959, applicable to communication research 
today, even social media communication, and we also believe it would be of interest to use pre-
social media theories rather than ones revolved solely around social media communication. One of 
Goffman’s essential point about, how people act:” In the end, our conception of our role becomes 
second nature and an integral part of our personality. We come into the world as individuals, 
achieve characters, and become persons” (Goffman 1990: 30). Frontstage and backstage happens 
in everyday interaction.   
Frontstage defines how people act to keep a certain situational appropriateness about the 
communication/conversation i.e. adapting one’s performance according to the situation, audience, 
etc. Frontstage is (also called front region) the performance of the individual, when the individual 
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wants to a make an effort in his/her appearance to maintain a certain standard or image of 
himself/herself (Goffman 1990: 110). This means that the individual acts well knowing that he/she 
is being watched, wants to create a certain image, which is different from the backstage. Backstage 
is when the individual diverts from his/her role in frontstage. 
Backstage performances are usually inappropriate behaviour for the front stage, but can thereby 
also be seen as more honest presentations of self because they are not affected by situation, 
audience, etc. As Goffman explains about backstage:”Here the performer can relax; he can drop 
his front, forgo speaking his lines, and step of of character” (Goffman 1990: 115). In the backstage, 
the individual can perform differently, because he/she does not necessarily have to play a certain 
part/role, because there may not be any audience to impress (Goffman 1990: 114). Therefore 
backstage differs from front stage, because in frontstage is what we use to keep a certain appearance 
up in front of other people, e.g. a sales clerk that sells fancy clothes will dress accordingly to make 
customers see how nice the clothes are, he/she will also argue that the high price of the clothes are 
worth it based on the quality. This is defined as ‘frontstage’ because the individual takes on a part 
that is appropriate for the situation and for the people in that situation. The backstage of this 
scenario may be that when the sales clerk is talking to colleagues he/she talks about how it is insane 
that one would spend so much money on clothes and that the quality is not worth that much money. 
By diverting away from his previous frontstage act as a sales clerk, he/she is now backstage doing a 
performance that would not have been appropriate for the previous situation, and a performance that 
is more honest to his/her personal beliefs and opinions. For our empirical data this theory will be 
used to analyse the interviewees acts of frontstage and backstage on the two social media platforms 
that we have interviewed them about. It will be looked upon in the way of through their arguments 
apply what we have defined as frontstage and backstage through Goffman and thereby be able to 
argue ourselves what kind of acts the interviewees seems to be using when they interact on either of 
the platforms. 
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Survey	  Analysis	  	  
This chapter contains an analysis of the survey we conducted and shows how the answers we got 
enabled us to narrow down our problem formulation, and the project in general (‘Methodology’ ). 
The survey was available for a few days and eight people responded. One main findings was the 
fact there was difference in receiving and sendings snaps.This suggests a ‘laid-back’ attitude 
towards communicating on Snapchat. Despite receiving a snap, you are not required to answer, 
which also suggests a forum where the style of conversation is not dependent on immediate 
answers. The next thing worth mentioning is that 63,8% claimed that they only use MyStory 
(‘Glossary’) rarely, and only 17,6% use the function several times a week. This shows that many 
people still see it as a way of communicating directly and privately, as one participant stated “It's so 
personal on another level than Instagram and it's so direct” (Appendix 4).  
This is a good example of how the participants of the survey see Snapchat and what it offers as a 
social media and a communication tool. Furthermore, it suggests that there is a general consensus 
surrounding the fact that Snapchat should mainly offer and facilitate private conversations/picture-
sharing.  
The question “What do you mainly use Snapchat for?”, the two biggest reasons relates to friends 
and fun. Words such as ‘friend(s)’ and boy-/girlfriend is mentioned overall 43 times. 96,3% also 
claimed that they mainly snap with friends. Many of the participants explained how they use 
Snapchat to stay in contact and to show friends what they are doing, “Talk w/ friends and show 
them my daily life” (Appendix 4). Many of the participants wrote similar things in relation with 
who they communicate with and what it is for. The words ‘fun’ and ‘funny’ are mentioned an 
incredible 60 times and is thereby the most used word to describe Snapchat and the use thereof. The 
fact that ‘fun’ is mentioned so much more than easy (mentioned 10 times) and quick (20) shows the 
main discourse surrounding Snapchat among the participants. But more importantly it shows that 
the perception of Snapchat is indeed based on the usage, rather than the platform’s technical 
attributes (timer, pictures, privacy). This is also important for the discursive understanding of 
Snapchat being a social media that is changeable according to every single user and that user’s 
audience. The fact that ‘personal’ is referred to multiple times shows that despite the fact that 
Snapchat facilitates communication from one user to many, it also facilitates a system that allows 
authenticity and personality.  
An interesting view also came concerning personality and the textual aspect of Snapchat, “it is a 
more personal and fun substitution for a text message.”. Comparing it to text messaging says a lot 
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about the participant’s general perspective on communication via Snapchat. Text messages are 
usually short, quick and a convenient substitute for the more serious email or phone call. Text 
messages are (mainly) private, as they are send to selected people, which thereby shows how this 
participant sees Snapchat, i.e. comparing it to text messaging rather than other social media. 
 
All in all the survey has served as a way of gaining insight as to what would be of interest to 
research for this project. The results of the survey also made us decide on our methodological 
approach since some of the answers raised new questions.  
The survey has provided us with important empirical data in terms of what Snapchat is used for, 
why it is used that way and how the participants see Snapchat and social media in general. These 
informations have been beneficial for deciding what to actually research, just as it has provided us 
with knowledge before going into the focus group interviews. 
Focus	  group	  analysis	  
	  	  
In this analysis of our empirical data, we will be focusing on certain aspects of what our 
interviewees have said in the interviews. We have chosen to make headlines in the analysis in order 
to illustrate what has been the focus and it serves as a good way of structuring the text. The 
headlines are: ‘communication tool’, ‘time frame’, ‘selfie’, ‘self-promotion’ and ‘audience’. 
However, it is important to emphasise that not all the headlines are used for each part of the analysis 
of every interview as the interviewees did not discuss certain topics as much in one interview as in 
the others. Throughout the analysis, it is important for the reader to keep in mind that the statements 
in the empirical data, and thereby in the analysis, is our interviewees’ opinions on the social media 
platforms. Therefore, the quotes that we use are solely their views upon it and not a general picture 
of how the social media platforms are perceived. We will be conducting a comparative analysis 
with focus on our core concepts, which are ‘critical discourse analysis’ by Norman Fairclough, 
where ‘textual analysis’, ‘discursive practice’ and ‘social practice’ lies under (see ‘Theory’). 
Furthermore we will use the terms ‘backstage’ and ‘frontstage’, which are defined by Erving 
Goffman (Theory).  
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Snapchat	  focus	  group	  
For the first focus group interview our main subject was Snapchat. This focus group consisted of 
three women and one man; Julie, Anna, Laura and Anders. During the interview we only asked 
questions about Snapchat. However, the interviewees kept mentioning other social media platforms 
such as Facebook and Instagram. This chapter will carry out an analysis on the interviewees’ 
perception of differences and similarities in their use of Snapchat. 
Communication	  tool	  
With the introduction of the new social media platforms, like Snapchat, the way of communicating 
among young people, has changed. Snapchat provides you with the opportunity to send pictures in 
the moment and then they disappear, and that has become very popular. For this focus group 
interview we were interested in why and how the interviewees use Snapchat. 
Anna said in the beginning of the focus group interview that she initially used Snapchat for short 
messages as ‘I’m on my way’ and other small ways of practical information (Appendix 1 L. 42-44). 
Other interviewees agreed with Anna on this point. As Laura stated, she begun using Snapchat to 
stay in contact with her dad and his fiancee, because they live far away. For Laura, Snapchat has 
become a communication tool where she can share about her daily life “and it’s a way to keep in 
touch” (Appendix 1 L. 310-311). She pointed out that she did not think that Snapchat is for deep 
and thorough conversations, but rather “conversations [...] where you have the whole day-to-day 
conversation about nothing” (Appendix 1 L. 56-57).    
Anna argued that she mostly uses Snapchat to keep in touch, as she explained, her family lives in 
another part of Denmark. However, the two remaining interviewees claimed that they do not use it 
to keep in touch, but mainly use Snapchat to send something funny or show where they are. The 
interviewees therefore disagreed to what the main use of Snapchat is. This is interesting as Laura 
and Anna agreed to one discourse, whereas Anders and Julie agreed to a different discourse.  
Laura and Anna shared their discourse on the basis of having relatives who live abroad, and can 
thereby relate to each other. With this, they also highlight one of the strong points of what Snapchat 
offers; an easy and quick way to communicate across great distances. Julie’s discursive practice is 
interesting as she based her use and understanding of Snapchat, by using examples, thereby relying 
on her own personal experience and expertise. Julie and Laura quickly became the leaders of the 
interview, which is shown further when Julie told Anders something about a function on Snapchat, 
thereby constituting her position as the leader. In general Julie had a tendency to share the 
knowledge she had about Snapchat and in most cases, Anders did not know about it before. 
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During the interview only Anna did not agree to the discourse of Snapchat being mainly for fun 
pictures and Laura, later on agreed to Anders’ and Julie’s discourse. It was, furthermore, interesting 
how they had similar opinions on the fact that Snapchat is for personal communication. They 
agreed to this, but moreover, denied the use of MyStory, as Laura stated: “Normally, you choose 
your audience because some friends will find this funny and the rest wouldn’t.” (Appendix 1 L. 
115-116). In doing so, she stated that ‘normally’, people choose their audience, thereby assuming 
that most people who use Snapchat mainly send pictures to selected people. By doing this she, via 
this discursive practice, understands Snapchat as a social media meant and used for personal 
communication aimed at a  few selected friends, rather than meant as a mass communication tool 
for uploading as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Furthermore, she and the rest of the interviewees 
are putting Snapchat into a social media discourse, but they also highlight what makes it different 
and thereby challenge the common discourse of social media. Furthermore, Laura and Anders 
challenged the certain discourse surrounding social media as being primarily for sharing,“Snapchat 
doesn’t.. I guess it’s still sort of self promotion but it goes away, it doesn’t stay there” (Appendix 1 
L 128-129), Anders added “It’s not like you’re .. Trying to achieve a status in some sort of way and 
also the fact that you can’t get likes I think that’s very important. (...) You are not thinking what 
would they think about this, would they like it” (Appendix 1 L 133-138). Here, Anders is clearly 
showing his opinion of social media in general, in stating that Snapchat is not about ‘achieving 
status’, which it seems, he believes other social media are about. Finding Snapchat so different and 
using it so differently than other social media, the interviewees are both, in the way they talk and 
they way (they say they) use Snapchat, challenging the discourse of social media.  
Time-­‐frame	  
For the interviewees it is an important feature that the pictures are only visible for a maximum of 
ten seconds after clicking on the picture. To this Anders said that he would not use Snapchat if it 
did not have that function, because otherwise it would be like other social media: ”If there wasn’t a 
timer on the app I wouldn’t use it, because then it would be for me more like Instagram and I’m not 
that much into that kind of apps” (Appendix 1 L. 97-98). Here, Anders is again reinforcing the 
discourse of Snapchat being for personal communication, as he does not want his pictures to be 
saved on other people’s phones. Julie then pointed out that it is possible to take screenshots, which 
to a certain degree challenges Anders’ understanding of Snapchat, “sometimes you can screenshot 
it, so it’s very funny of my friends making an ugly face and I often do that (indicates with her hands 
that she screenshot) and them i’m just like hahah I got you there.” (Appendix 1 L. 100-102). As 
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Julie talked about how she has taken screenshots of her friends’ funny pictures, the rest of the group 
laughed. It can therefore be argued that despite Julie challenging their discursive understanding of 
Snapchat being personal, they allow it and even agree to it. Via the fact that Julie talked so openly 
about how she does this, it can be argued that her friends do the same, and that it is common 
practice on Snapchat, as none of the other interviewees reject to her statement. It can therefore be 
argued that despite the discourse of Snapchat being personal, there are still some implicit rules as to 
what is appropriate and inappropriate behaviour. These may not be articulated in the interview or in 
‘normal’ life, but the interviewees’ interaction show that Julie’s conduct is not abnormal, which 
further shows that the common discursive understanding of Snapchat is being challenged.  
Selfie	  and	  self-­‐promotion	  
The aspect of taking a selfie was interesting, as the interviewees agreed to certain points, while 
taking different stances on others. When asked about whether or not they think about how they 
appear when sending a selfie, they all agreed that they do not, as Laura said: “But I think if I take 
pictures of myself and i’m sending it it’s only for my closest friends. Not the people I would have to 
think about my appearance because they know. So, if it picture of myself it’s mostly to closer 
friends” (Appendix 1 L. 523-525). In saying that she only sends selfies to ‘closer friends’, it would 
seem like she is still aware of her appearance to a point where she does not want everyone to see 
her selfies and further on her closer friends have seen her in all kind of situation and therefore she 
do not need to maintain a certain appearance of herself.  
Anna said:” If I was a place for instance on holidays or something like that øhh.. where the 
surroundings were interesting .. Interesting in a way so yeah i’m here look lucky me or if I was 
wearing something funny like a hat or some ugly glasses .. yeah.. probably” (Appendix 1 L. 554-
556). Here, it is interesting that Anna only wants to take selfies when she is differing from her ‘real 
world’, meaning that she has to be on holiday or be wearing a funny hat or ugly glasses. It further 
proves their understanding of Snapchat and snaps needing to be funny. 
The other interviewees agreed on this. They do not mind sending a selfie, if they are on vacation or 
at a ‘cool’ place. This can be connected to Goffman’s term frontstage. The interviewees are willing 
to take selfies and send it, if they can show something interesting to upkeep a certain appearance. 
The interviewees take on an act and want the audience to see it. According to Julie there seems to 
be a tendency among her Snapchat friends that you should send a picture when you are somewhere 
that makes you seem interesting. As Julie says:”... It’s like .. Look at me, I’m here .. haha.. I’m 
getting a lot of those snaps myself, when my friends are on vacations it’s like haha you are cold in 
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Denmark and here it’s like 40 degrees or something yeah” (Appendix 1 L. 563-565). It can thereby 
be said that among the female interviewees there seems to be a discursive understanding that selfies 
from ‘cool’ places are a way to communicate on Snapchat.  
Anders had an interesting point about sending selfies, “For my part, If I take a picture of myself it is 
mostly for fun just like ugly faces or hangover faces or something like that. Only for good laugh” 
(Appendix 1 L. 527-528). He very clearly stated that he does not think about looking good, but 
rather want to be considered ‘funny’, which can be related to what Goffman says: ”there is the 
popular view that the individual offers his performance and puts on his show ‘for the benefit of 
other people’” (Goffman 1990: 28).  He admits that he still thinks about the content he is sending, 
”You are not thinking what would they think about this, would they like it or of course you are 
because you are sending it to people who maybe would think that the photo you just snapped is 
funny...“ (Appendix 1 L. 137-139).  
The interviewees seemed to be doubtful as to their appearance on selfies, on one hand they argued 
that they do not think about looking great, but on the other hand they want to send something 
special or funny, so in reality it seems they think about their appearance. As mentioned earlier, 
Anders does not think about appearance, however, you can argue that he contradicts himself and 
actually does have some thoughts about appearance, because he wants to be presented as funny and 
that can be argued as being his frontstage because that is how he wants to appear to the audience he 
is sending his snaps to.  
The presentation of themselves and the discussion about selfies created a discursive problem as to 
what selfies involve. When asked about selfies, their discursive understanding of the terms meant 
that they quickly drew the conclusion that taking selfies requires looking good, and they just as 
quickly deny taking that into consideration. However, they do consider their appearance, as they 
mention drunk faces and wearing funny hats in relation to taking selfies. It can therefore be argued 
that the discourse of selfie is different for Snapchat than it is in relation to other social media, but 
the interviewees agree to a common discourse of selfies on Snapchat being more ‘for laughs’ than 
for likes, which further builds their argument of Snapchat being funny and personal. On one hand 
their appearance is not important to them, which suggests an honest and profound way of 
communicating through pictures. This seems to be more of a backstage act and as Goffman 
explains:”In a sense, and in so far as this mask represents this conception we have formed of 
ourselves - the role we are striving to live up to - this mask is our truer self, the self we would like to 
be” (Goffmann 1990: 30). On the other hand, they want to appear either funny or interesting, 
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which  depending on the situation of the conversation, suggests a frontstage act. When it comes to 
defining back- and frontstage in relation to selfies, it is highly dependent on the actual 
communication between the two parties, i.e the situation and the communicators. It is therefore hard 
to distinguish if their act is done to uphold a certain appearance or situation, or if that act is 
incompatible with the frontstage situation.  
Audience	  
Most of the interviewees talked about how they liked the aspect of being able to choose their 
audience. Whereas on Instagram (unless you choose to have a private profile) you do not know who 
sees your pictures. Julie pointed out: ”I think it’s nice who you are sending to and what kind of 
picture you want them to see ..øhh ..yeah.. I think that’s one of the good things about Snapchat you 
choose who sees the picture” (Appendix 1 L. 438-439). The interviewees showed that they are 
aware of which pictures are appropriate for a certain person/audience. Anders explained: “Actually 
one of my experiences is that I took the picture and I checked out the friends I wanted to send the 
snap to and then I just deleted it anyway because well then I think this is not necessary actually” 
(Appendix 1 L. 464-466). Julie and Laura also agreed to this, by explaining how they receive snaps 
and sometimes ask “Do they really think this is funny?” (Appendix 1 L. 463). By being critical of 
what they receive, the interviewees also alter their behaviour in terms of sending their own snaps, in 
order to avoid their receivers not finding the snaps relevant. This shows a clear example of the 
interviewees taking on a frontstage act, as their performance is done on the basis of what they think 
their audience expects from them.. Thereby altering their behaviour in favor of their audience. The 
group went on to talk about how they appreciate that on Snapchat you do not get feedback, besides 
in the form of replies, whereas on Instagram your followers can give a like and people from ‘the 
outside’ can see it. As Julie said: “You don’t feel like you have to send a message or snap back.. 
Like as on other social media. I think that’s cool.” (Appendix 1 L. 149-150), Laura elaborated: “It 
[Instagram] shows how many people like (...) how many people watching you.”, (Appendix 1 L. 
154+157-158), here Laura and Julie are clearly differentiating Snapchat from Instagram and other 
social media.  
We have established that the interviewees uphold certain discourses that causes them to believe that 
Snapchat enables them to communicate in a personal, private and fun way about everything and 
nothing. Despite finding it personal and private, we have found that what they send out is still 
regulated in terms of who they are sending it to. Thereby we can conclude that although Snapchat 
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offers a private setting, our interviewees still think critically about what to send and as such adjust 
their behaviour and act depending on each situation. 
Instagram	  Focus	  group	  
The second focus group interview was focused on Instagram. Within this we therefore solely asked 
questions about Instagram. This focus group consisted of four women; Katrine, Stine, Lena and 
Susana.  
 
Communication	  tool 
When asked what the interviewees use Instagram for they all agreed that they use it when they are 
bored, or when there is nothing fun on Facebook. Katrine said, “It’s nice just to lay down and watch 
all the pictures and then you can just scroll down” (Appendix 2 L. 16-17) by saying ‘just’ it 
becomes clear that Katrine sees Instagram as an easy accessible platform that allows for little 
interaction as you can ‘just’ scroll down. Katrine’s discourse is backed by the group, who agree to 
the use and the discursive practice is thereby constituted. Her use of ‘just’ also indicates that she 
finds other social media to be more demanding on time, effort and interaction. One discourse that 
the interviewees agree on concerning Instagram is it being for selected forums. As Katrine said “If 
it’s like.. Food.. Then I’ll just leave it on Instagram.. But.. If it’s like some good friends having too 
much to drink or.. [...] Like that.. Then it’ll go to Facebook..” (Appendix 2 L. 148-150), here 
Katrine showed that her Instagram is only for her food pictures, which proves that she uses it as a 
social media for a niche interest, and thereby also suggests that on Instagram she needs to take into 
consideration who her followers are and what is appropriate for them. As Stine said, “Actually I like 
Instagram because .. I don’t have to follow all the people on Facebook that I... don’t want toooo... 
Interact with..” (Appendix 2 L. 87-88), Susana and Lena agreed and thereby share that discourse of 
Instagram. It is interesting how their perception of Instagram is, that it is good way to stay in 
contact with people they do not talk to regularly, but at the same time enjoy the fact that they are 
not required to actually talk to them. Further on, there seemed to be a more casual view on, who to 
follow and unfollow as Susana said: ”I think with friends it’s a bit tricky [...] But in general I follow 
and unfollow many... Like famous people [...] I  used to follow James Franco [...] Not anymore [...] 
I used to follow Miley Cyrus because she’s hilarious on Instagram.. But then.. Her craziness also 
got too boring.” (Appendix 2 L. 294-298). During the interview it was obvious that the different 
tastes and hobbies of each interviewee had a significant impact on their behavior on Instagram, 
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making it a user-based platform. Susana stated that she is using it to be updated about different 
artists and museums, Stine said “I think I also use it when I’m bored and just.. To [...] see if 
anything is happening.” (Appendix 2 L. 34-35). Lena said that she uses it to follow famous people 
and Katrine follows people who upload pictures of food. They all have in common that they use it 
when they are bored and they want to see what is happening. The interviewees also agreed to the 
fact that they like how Instagram is for a certain purpose and they would not like it to change to be 
more like other social medias, as Susana said:      
“what is nice now is that you have to click at things that you use a lot [...] But they 
are very different than that.. In kind of Facebook [...] You can go personal because 
there is a lot more information and you’re showing way more things that you are in 
Instagram and I kind of like that in Instagram that you don’t really have to explain a 
lot what is going on you just post a photo. [...] like that. It’s in a sense superficial 
and that’s what I actually like on Instagram.” (Appendix 2 L. 481-488).  
Here, Susana is forming a new discourse of Instagram being superficial, but that it is okay. In doing 
so her discursive practise draws on a comparison of Facebook and the rest of the group agree to her 
points. She thereby becomes leader of this discourse, a discourse that entails separation from other 
social media such as Facebook, which can be argued to challenge the common social media 
discourse, as the word ‘social’ entails some human interaction which the interviewees seem to 
challenge as they find and use Instagram superficially.  
Self-­‐promotion	  
“In thinking about a performance it is easy to assume that the content of the 
presentation is merely an expressive extension of the characteristics of the performer 
and to see the function of the performance in these personal terms. This is a limited 
view and can obscure important differences in the function of the performance for the 
interaction as a whole” (Goffman 1990: 83). 
As we will see in this section, Goffman’s claims are reflected on the participant’s perspective about 
themselves and about other people’s behaviour on this social media platform. The way they behave 
and put the image of themselves out for the public, has a preface in which this photo is considered. 
This means that the image that they give of themselves is often not the whole reality of who they 
are, but just a mere performance. 
As Stine mentioned during the interview, she thinks a lot about what she uploads as she wants to 
make sure that she is not going to regret it. Susana agreed, she stated that many people take a lot of 
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time when sharing pictures on Instagram because they want to promote themselves as something 
they would like people to think they are. Also, Lena claimed that she uses photos from a genuine 
camera to then upload them into Instagram, which shows that some effort and thought has gone into 
it. Perhaps one of the reasons why it takes more time when you upload a picture to Instagram is 
because of all the filters and options that this platform has, as Susana claimed: “many times what 
happens with Instagram is it allows pretty much everyone to try and be like a... Arting themselves 
as a photographer [...] You can always edit the photo” (Appendix 2 L. 182-184). However, Susana 
also claimed that Instagram would not be that fun if it did not have the filters, as it would be like 
Facebook, where the pictures are mostly uploaded without any kind of editing. 
All of the interviewees agreed that Instagram is more superficial than other social media platforms. 
Lena put the example of Facebook when she stated that one’s ‘identity’ on Facebook is to a large 
degree defined by what other people post of you. Whereas on Instagram you are the only one that 
choose what to put on your profile to represent yourself.  
Lena argued, that communication on Instagram is usually short and to a certain degree superficial, 
“If people either like comment on a picture.. One of my pictures, it’s never something.. Personal” 
(Appendix 2 L. 457-458). This is interesting, as Lena herself revealed earlier that she does not 
comment on other people’s pictures, which suggests that despite her finding Instagram superficial, 
she is not objecting to that discourse, on the contrary she is actually reproducing it. It could suggest 
that they accept the discourse of Instagram being superficial, as it is showing only a part of life. 
Katrine believed that her pictures on Instagram do not show her true daily routine. They all agreed, 
except Susana, as she claimed that her Instagram is all about Lucia (her daughter) and that is her 
everyday life. However, as Goffman argues:”At one extreme, one finds that the performer can be 
fully taken in by his own act; he can be sincerely convinced that the impression of reality which he 
stages in real reality” (Goffman 1990: 28). Susana strongly believes that she is showing her reality, 
but in fact she only shows part of it, as argued above.  
They all believe that you selectively choose what to upload from your life, and thereby you can 
choose to show only certain parts of your everyday. Referring to Goffman, this practice is what he 
refers to as an act, in which people highlight certain parts of themselves to the audience in order to 
uphold a perception carried by the audience towards the individual. As he argues, sometimes an act 
may include a preparation, as for example in the case of Instagram when people take the time to edit 
and put filters to the picture before uploading it. 
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Audience	  
The interviewees seemed to agree on the pictures on Instagram not necessarily being Facebook 
material. Most of the interviewees do not share the pictures on both platforms and, to some extent, 
it seems very blurry, why it is like that. One of the arguments Katrine had for uploading the picture 
both places is if the picture is funny, as she elaborated:”Depends on if I think it’s funny then I’ll put 
it on Facebook and if not then I’ll just leave it on Instagram.. If it’s like.. Food.. Then I’ll just leave 
it on Instagram..“ (Appendix 2 L. 147-149). The fact that she finds food pictures only appropriate 
for the audience on Instagram is also interesting, as she is creating a discourse of Instagram being 
for more serious pictures that carry some sort of characteristic that makes them only appropriate for 
Facebook. For Katrine it seems like her use of Instagram is connected to her understanding of her 
audience and a discursive understanding of Instagram being a more streamlined social media where 
people go to see particular things.  
In general there seems to be a lot of thought behind their choice of what is appropriate for 
Instagram and Facebook. One of their main considerations are about the audience. They mention 
there is a difference between their friends on Facebook and their followers on Instagram. Lena feels 
that she would not have control over the picture, if she posted it on Facebook:”... because I feel like 
then you can’t really control where your pictures are.. I felt like that even though maybe it doesn’t 
make any sense [...] But… I just felt like.. If I wanna post something on Facebook I’ll post it on 
Facebook. If I post it on Instagram it doesn’t mean necessarily that I want everyone to see it.. I 
guess.. “ (Appendix 2 L. 123-126). To some extent you can argue that this feeling is because you 
have many friends on Facebook, whereas Instagram is more of a niche platform, where users can 
have assorted profiles for particular topics, e.g. food, fitness or photography. 
Some of the interviewees have chosen to have a private profile and this means that they need to 
approve who follows them. Susana has chosen to have a private profile, because:”I have.. Many.. 
[...] Way too many friends on Facebook at the moment [...] Whereas on Instagram I think I control 
it way more at least because I have my private page.. So not really I… Like everybody can look at 
my pictures they have to follow me or to ask me [...] whereas on Facebook there is so many people 
that I haven’t really seen or talked to.. And I don’t really want them to see... [...] What is going 
on?“ (Appendix 2 L. 129-134).  
In relation to Goffman, it can be argued that the fact that they alter their behaviour depending on the 
audience and situation suggests mainly a frontstage act. They are to a large degree communicating 
in a way that they feel is appropriate for that social media. This is interesting as they believe that 
Instagram shows an unrealistic image of people’s lives and offers a superficial way of 
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communicating. Despite this, they accept these discourses surrounding the platform, and thereby 
also accept how it functions as a communication tool, and furthermore adjust their actions on it 
accordingly. 
 
Mixed	  Focus	  group 
Our final focus group concerned both Snapchat and Instagram, because we wanted our interviewees 
to have a discussion about their use of these two platforms. This focus group consisted of three men 
and three women as interviewees;  Michael, Mads, Sergio, Sabrine, Vincci and Kamilla.  
Communication	  tool	  	  
In the beginning of this focus group interview, Mads and Kamilla agreed that Snapchat works well 
for communicating about daily things, or as Mads calls it “small events” (Appendix 3 L. 25). They 
agreed to the discourse and connected it to sending fun and unnecessary things. 
Relating to this, a discussion arose among the interviewees about what they found interesting to see. 
Vincci, who had not been a part of the previous conversation,in a way started to agree with Kamilla 
and Mads’ discourse on Snapchat as she stated:   
“[...] actually one of the things I like about it, it’s like [...] since my friends are all 
spread all over the world and [...] I mean of course I wanna be there for the special 
moments, but I also want to be there for the normal ones, like to me I find [...] the 
mundane life exciting as well [...] I don’t know, maybe it does get kind of annoying 
once you get photos of breakfast [...]” (Appendix 3 L. 61-65).  
This opinion showed that she in a way inclined to change her perception according to Mads and 
Kamilla’s discourse, as she in the end of the sentence shows doubt as to her opinion. Vincci talked 
about her friends being spread all over the world, which makes her basis for judging what she wants 
to receive different from Mads and Kamilla. So, here the discourse of Snapchat is also affected by 
her using it to stay in contact with friends all over the world. Vincci is also showing how the use 
and perception of Snapchat is highly individual, as she finds the feature ‘MyStory’ useful where the 
other interviewees do not. The fact that Vincci refers to ‘mundane’ life is also key to understanding 
her opinions. It can be claimed that mundane to her friends, may not be mundane to her based on 
the fact that they live in another country.  
The function MyStory seemed to split the group into two, as their understanding of Snapchat 
differed on this point. Kamilla felt that the feature is more relevant for another social media 
platform as she elaborated:” but for me I wouldn’t, I’ve never used the story function on Snapchat 
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because then again is like a status, I don’t use it for that, that’s more for Facebook or Instagram, 
you go and  you post something that stays there that’s for me, Snapchat is like.. the spare of the 
moment, so I’ve never used the ‘MyStory’ thing on Snapchat” (Appendix 3 L. 41-44). Here, 
Kamilla was clearly drawing on other social media, in arguing for why she does not find Snapchat 
compatible with MyStory. In doing so, it can be argued that she via her discursive practice 
challenges the social order of social media discourse, as to her, Snapchat is something very different 
because it does not rely on posting statuses that stay there.  
 
Self-­‐promotion	  
We asked this group about their view on whether or not they thought the users of the platforms 
present a realistic picture of their life, as this question includes both their perception on their own 
use and upon their friends’ presentation of themselves. This started an interesting discussion, 
because it presented a different conflict point that was not presented in the previous focus groups.	  	  
In the beginning of the focus group, Sergio talked about how on Instagram you are able to create 
who you want to be, as he said:”This Snapchat thing like to take something that it’s kind of real, 
instant while in Instagram you can just be whatever you wanna so this is just this is very like run 
away you have this 3 filters that can just cover you and you choose the one that looks better but ah 
for me it’s kinda... it [Snapchat] is more authentic” (Appendix 3 L. 220-223). He is stating that the 
two platforms differ as Snapchat offers fewer features than Instagram to edit the picture of yourself, 
therefore choosing Snapchat to offer the real you. Sabrine agreed to this and stated that all of her 
‘ugly’ pictures are on Snapchat, but for her the authenticity comes from knowing who sees the 
picture and for how long. Thereby it can be claimed that Sabrine believes that the reason for the 
authenticity is that you know who sees the pictures, and it seems that she is of the belief that, this 
allows people to send more real and private pictures. The other interviewees agreed that Instagram 
is not a realistic picture of yourself, but rather a more positive image (Appendix 3 L. 574). They all 
agreed to the discourse of Snapchat being authentic, and Instagram being a polished picture, but 
what has made them come to that understanding is different. As Vincci pointed out:”Instagram for 
me it’s not realistic at all [...] it's like I post things when I go to Louisiana museum, that’s not what 
my life looks like, Snapchat it’s more the normal life” (Appendix 3 L. 530-532).  In terms of 
Goffman it can be argued that the interviewees accept that that they know Instagram is a polished 
picture and by then accepting the fact that Instagram is, which most of the user present a frontstage 
act. From Vincci’s point of view you can argue that Instagram enables her to show aspects which 
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are not regular in her daily life and therefore she is using Instagram to show a better image of 
herself, whereas Snapchat is used to show her ‘normal’ life. Moreover, it is interesting that Mads 
likes the fact that Instagram does not show the normal life, thereby objecting to the negative 
discourse created by the others concerning Instagram being polished:”I think the good thing about 
Instagram that is not all mundane things, I also like that people don’t post pictures everyday it’s 
like when they post something is much more interesting than you know just what they are doing 
everyday it’s much more a special events” (Appendix 3 L. 535-537). Kamilla followed: “Yeah 
that’s the thing, you don’t expect Snapchat to be realistic, you know if you are checking, Instagram 
sorry, you know if you go to the Instagram profile that it’s not how a day in the life is, you know 
that is something polished” (Appendix 3 L. 539-541). By saying ‘you know’, Kamilla here states 
that she feels it is common knowledge that Instagram is not showing the ‘real’ life, but given the 
fact that she is aware of this, it seems like it is a common knowledge and a common discourse of 
Instagram. 
Audience	  
It seemed to be important for the interviewees when it came to choosing their audience for the two 
social media platforms. Kamilla stated that it matters who she is frequently talking to in real life, as 
she said:  
”yeah I’ve actually noticed that on my Snapchat I have friends on Snapchat I used to 
send stuff to and after we stopped talking I just don’t send them anything anymore 
then you are picking up who you want to send your picture to and just skip them 
because I haven’t talk to the person in like a year so why should I bother” 
(Appendix 3 L. 204-207).  
This shows Kamilla comparing Snapchat to her real life, she only snaps with the people she is in 
contact with regularly. Sabrine is also using Snapchat for more private conversations as she 
said:”Snapchat is kind of like an intimate relationship in a way I mean .. Kinda use it for intimate 
things sometimes [...] ..No.. But like it seems more it’s just you and me, no one else. On Instagram 
and Facebook everyone else can see what you are doing and…”  (Appendix 3 L. 167-171). Sabrine 
thereby agreed to the overall discourse of the group surrounding Snapchat as being about private 
and personal communication.  
However, there is a shift of opinions concerning audience when we asked them about Instagram, as 
Kamilla said:  
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”I guess is the same thing as we talked about with Snapchat you don’t 
Snapchat    people you don’t talk to and it’s not like I still talk to everyone I have on 
Instagram but I’m still interested to see how they are doing without having direct 
contact so it might be high school friends that I don’t talk to anymore but I still want 
to know if they are doing well” (Appendix 3 L. 462-465).  
This shows a completely different way of using Instagram compared to Snapchat. Kamilla stated 
that direct contact is not needed and it is more about knowing how people are doing, which suggests 
more of a one-way communication. Kamilla’s view is identical to the one of the Instagram group. It 
is interesting that she, based on her critical discourse towards Instagram, still finds it can be used for 
knowing if people are doing well, given the fact that she earlier stated that Instagram was a polished 
picture. In terms of Goffman, it can be argued that individuals accept a particular performance in a 
given situation, because they know it is a particular performance and you can therefore argue that 
Kamilla accepts the fact that people put up their frontstage on Instagram (Goffman 1990: 235).  
There seems to be an agreement about who you follow on Instagram compared to Facebook. The 
interviewees did not seem to follow all their Facebook friends on Instagram. Vincci argued that it is 
a matter of the amount of content they upload:”I’ve realised that I don’t follow family or any people 
anyone I know from the Philippines basically because they post so much content is driving me 
crazy” (Appendix 3 L. 441-442). Further on Vincci explained her choice:” I don’t follow those 
people but it’s nice to have that option to [...] just unfollow and it’s also super super quick, on 
Facebook it’s kind of different when you unfriend someone then you loose the chat” (Appendix 3 L. 
445-447). It is interesting how Vincci brought up losing the chat function of Facebook, a function 
that is not included in Instagram, and a function that entails private conversation. By saying that the 
lack of chat function on Instagram makes it easier to unfollow people, they are also adding to the 
discourse of Instagram being more about the pictures, rather than communication amongst friends. 
Discussion	  
 
In this section we will discuss why the interviewees perceive their own, and other’s, self-
presentation on Instagram and Snapchat they way they do. This will be done by drawing on our 
main theories in relation to the findings we have made in our analysis. 
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Discourses 
In our interviewees’ discursive understanding of Snapchat and Instagram they seem to draw on 
Facebook a lot. This may be due to the fact that social media discourse to a large degree entails 
Facebook, as it is still the main social media and a pioneer in this field. In their discussions the 
groups challenge and separate Snapchat and Instagram from Facebook and a central point seems to 
be that they find it too cluttered and broad. Therefore it can be argued that their discursive 
understanding and practice of Snapchat and Instagram challenge the overall perception of social 
media discourse. Vincci creates an interesting discourse concerning self realisation concerning her 
media use, as she questions if her use of Instagram and Snapchat is due to the fact that she has 
grown up and therefore do not see the great appeal of Facebook anymore. In doing so, she is 
obviously finding Instagram and Snapchat more fun, but what is more interesting is that she creates 
a discourse of Facebook being for younger people than herself, which goes against the broader 
social practice of Facebook right now, as it seems to be a known fact that younger people seek other 
social media because their parents are now on Facebook. Kamilla agreed to Vincci’s reasoning and 
discourse and stated “It’s more I want to follow my friends to see what they are up to, on a different 
platform than facebook, because I don’t think a lot of people our age post on Facebook anymore” 
(Appendix 3 L. 254-255). In Kamilla’s argument it is interesting that she says ‘follow’ people rather 
than choosing a word that entails more communication, which also says a lot about her overall 
perception and use of Instagram. It can be argued that Kamilla and Vincci create a discourse of 
Snapchat and Instagram being the ‘new’ platforms, but for different purposes. It can be argued that 
this discourse is challenging the overall social media discourse, as the new discourse proposed by 
Kamilla and Vincci suggests that there is a need for, on one hand more personal communication and 
on the other hand more distinct separation of social media as to what they offer. In articulating this 
discourse it seems that the group also find Instagram to be about watching beautiful pictures rather 
than communicating as on Snapchat and Facebook. This means that they also challenge the social 
media discourse of Instagram by connecting it more to seeing beautiful pictures, rather than 
interacting socially. They establish that for most people this is what Instagram is about, which 
suggests that Instagram and their users are discursively challenging a fundamental notion of the 
discourse of social media. The interviewees are also creating a discourse of Snapchat that 
challenges the social media discourse. In seeing it as a social media, but connecting it with private 
and personal communication they are distancing it from their discourse of Facebook and Instagram, 
by doing so they are objecting to and potentially changing social media discourse. The fact that they 
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do this indicate that our society is changing their understanding and discourse towards social media, 
which could result in a discursive revolution when it comes to social media.  
Goffman 
In terms of Goffman’s theory, one could quickly jump to the conclusion that Snapchat is a 
backstage situation, where people are able to be themselves because conversations are private and 
the pictures disappear, but it seems that it may not be that simple. Further on, Snapchat might seem 
to be a platform, where the user’s do not feel they need to maintain a certain appearance. Instagram 
on the other hand seems to be a more frontstage act, because most of the interviewees admitted that 
Instagram was a more polished picture of their everyday life and they seemed to accept this fact.  
When it comes to self presentation our interviewees found it very different from one platform to the 
other. This surfaced through the focus group interviews and seemed to be the case in all three of 
them. To some extent the interviewees’ arguments and reasonings differed as to what kind of 
pictures should be sent and uploaded where.  
In using Snapchat, the individual chooses who to communicate with, and within that 
communication, there could be implicit rules as to how one behaves. There could, furthermore, be 
hegemonic relations within that communication, that means that both sender and receiver act in 
order to upkeep these relations. This means that it is difficult to say that the whole media provides 
an arena where people are always backstage, as it is dependent on the particular conversations, i.e. 
who is communicating with who. Instagram is a different kind of communication, because all your 
followers can see your picture and therefore the interviewees have a different view on what is 
appropriate. This can be argued relating to Goffman, because the interviewees are well aware of 
what presentation of themselves they want to present. They have an act to maintain and therefore 
their frontstage is clearly showed on Instagram whereas on Snapchat it is blurry. Even though some 
of the interviewees argue that they only send funny or ugly face on Snapchat, you can discuss if that 
is really the truth. Some of the interviewees argue that for close friends they do need to think about 
appearance and therefore they can send ugly pictures of themselves. However, there is a 
contradiction in their opinion, because some of the interviewees still argue for the content of their 
snaps and will not send it, if they do not find it necessary. Therefore it can be discussed that to some 
extent they still think of their frontstage even though the picture represents a backstage act. It is 
difficult to figure out, when or if the interviewees are using their backstage, because it seems highly 
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dependent on the audience and the conversation. Further on, it can be discussed that you always 
have some frontstage, when you are performing an act to an audience.  
Conclusion	  
	  
The main findings of this project are based on the analysis of focus group interviews revolving 
around the two social media platforms Snapchat and Instagram, focusing on the discourses and the 
interviewees perception on presentation of self.  
Through the last years, picture-based communication has grown heavily, and even though Snapchat 
and Instagram make use of pictures, we had the hypothesis that there was a difference on how 
young people made use of these two platforms.  
In the beginning of the research we made a survey that provided us with basic knowledge as to the 
use of Snapchat. By doing the survey we found that the majority of our participants do not use the 
function MyStory, which showed us that Snapchat is more of a personal communication tool, rather 
than for uploading. The survey also suggested an important aspect in terms of the discourses 
surrounding Snapchat; the fact that ‘fun’, ‘private’ and ‘personality’ were words mentioned in 
abundance.  
In analysing the focus group interviews, we found main differences between how the interviewees 
perceived Snapchat compared to Instagram. Among the interviewees there seemed to be an 
agreement that Instagram is a more polished picture of your life, whereas they see Snapchat as 
being a platform where you are allowed to send ugly or funny pictures of yourself. We have found 
that despite the interviewees acknowledging that Instagram is polished, they uphold and reproduce 
that discourse. In terms of the discourses surrounding Snapchat, we have found that the discourses 
uttered concerning Snapchat are challenging the discourse of social media, as the interviewees’ 
view on Snapchat as a social media differs greatly from their view on the whole field of social 
media. 
In terms of Goffman’s theory we have found that Instagram involves more of a frontstage act 
among the users, whereas Snapchat is a combination of both frontstage and backstage, as it is 
dependent on the communication between specific sender and receiver. The analysis proved that on 
Snapchat the interviewees think more about sending funny snaps rather than looking good, whereas 
on Instagram it was the opposite. All the interviewees had different ways of using Snapchat and 
Instagram, but through the analysis we have pointed out some of the similarities and differences. 
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The interviewees showed that both platforms are used mainly to stay in touch. However, the way 
they keep in touch differs from one to the other: on Snapchat most of them agreed that a way to 
keep in touch is to send everyday things, whereas they see Instagram as a platform to know what is 
happening in their friend’s life without having to interact with them. This affects whether they 
expect answers from their audience as on Snapchat they do not necessarily wait or expect an 
answer, whereas on Instagram they hope for ‘Likes’ or ‘followers’. 
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Transcript of Snapchat Group 1	  
 2	  
Interviewees: Julie, Anders, Anna & Laura 3	  
Mediators: Clara & Anne 4	  
 5	  
Clara: So, why are you using Snapchat? 6	  
(All laughs a little bit) 7	  
Anders: Because it’s fun.  8	  
Clara: Because it’s fun? 9	  
(All nodding) 10	  
Anna: Like to follow, catch up with friends you don’t see often for instance 11	  
Clara: Aha, jaa? 12	  
Anna: I use it for that, because I have many friends in Jutland, where I come from. It’s just easy to 13	  
ohhh .. Yeah.. It’s a way to know what’s going on without talking all the time. 14	  
Clara: Mmmh  15	  
Julie: I think it’s fun to øhh like what are you doing right now. “I’m here and that’s kind of fun and 16	  
you take a picture of yourself and some kind of situation or something and you get update of 17	  
somebody else who sends back I’m here and that’s like pretty funny. Sometimes you can be øh on 18	  
the same place without knowing it and then you send a Snapchat and oh you are here too and you 19	  
are like ahh you are here too and you meet and I have experienced that.  20	  
Clara: Oh really?  21	  
Julie: Sometimes and that’s kind of fun. I’m here right now and just send a Snapchat. I think that’s 22	  
quite fun.  23	  
Clara: Okay.. Yes  24	  
Anders: Jaa, I’m primarily using it for good laughs.  25	  
Julie: Jaa 26	  
Anders: With friends like.. Look at this.. hahah.  27	  
Julie: Ja ja ja. When you something really funny. It’s like you all have to see  28	  
Anders: Yeah, exactly  29	  
this it’s very hilarious and then you just send a video or photo and it’s like, experience this with me 30	  
right now. I’m using it when i have been at concerts or something and i’m like this is amazing and 31	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them I’m just (indicates with hands that she is taking a picture) sending a video out so that 32	  
everybody everybody can experience the same thing I am right now. 33	  
Clara: Exactly,  so you use it to share your experiences and ? 34	  
Julie: Yeah  35	  
Clara: And to contact people to be seen? 36	  
*Everybody nods*  37	  
Laura: It’s very much like I a huge humour tool. I find it’s like that I primarily use it for that or 38	  
something something it’s either very funny or if I sees something *Mumbles a word* or something 39	  
like that (5:10). That’s sparks some interest. Then.. Then I use it yeah. 40	  
Clara: Yeah  41	  
Anna: Sometimes I also use as not like sending messages but almost the same way just for instance 42	  
like i’m coming over or something like that and just like taking a picture of me sitting in a cap and 43	  
just relax and yeah 44	  
*All bursts into laughing* 45	  
Anna: It’s not like the function is the same as texting but almost sometimes. For some short 46	  
messages sure. Sometimes you will instead  47	  
Anne: So, you use it instead of texting? 48	  
Anna: Yeah sometimes yeah. If of course it’s for friends I know would check often. 49	  
Laura: But it also has the function of scroll right and then actually write a message  50	  
Anna: Yeah, yeah.. and then chat.. I don’t use that function 51	  
Anders: No, I don’t use it 52	  
Clara: You don’t use it? 53	  
Laura: No, it’s not a tool you use for longer conversations 54	  
Julie: Conversations 55	  
Laura: Conversations than it would be a picture where you have the whole day-to-day conversation 56	  
about nothing, where you just like yeah where are you now or. 57	  
Julie: Yeah exactly, it’s yeah like short messages  58	  
Anne: Yeah 59	  
Clara: So you also use it because you know it’s gonna go away fast? 60	  
Laura: Yeah, some of the things you send are just.. Not something I wouldn’t necessarily 61	  
embarrassing but something it’s it’s just for fun in a few minutes. But I, But I don’t often change 62	  
you know there is a the time setting. I actually do not often change that, because it’s always on 10  63	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*Everybody laughs and agree* 64	  
Anders: *Mumbles and laugh something* because it’s only like 2 seconds and i’m like so bad of 65	  
changing the setting.  66	  
Everybody laughs and say yeah yeah  67	  
Julie: Some people are. Sometimes I’m get like a Snapchat and it says something but it’s only like 68	  
3 seconds and them I’m like what what what . I didn’t get that  69	  
Everybody laughs 70	  
Laura: You feel like you missed out or something 71	  
Julie: And if something it’s very funny and it’s like 2 seconds and then no no and you can press 72	  
and replay it. I often do that if I don’t think I got it all.  73	  
Anders: How do you do that? 74	  
Julie: You just hold it in and then it’s like says cancel or replay I think  75	  
Laura: Really? I didn’t know that 76	  
Julie: Yeah and then I can replay. You didn’t know that? 77	  
Laura: I only thought it was like history function or something it’s going on and on  78	  
Julie: But you can do that  79	  
Anders: Ohh okay 80	  
Everybody laughs 81	  
Clara: Okay, we try that. Would you still use or would you still find it interesting if it didn’t have a 82	  
timeframe or filters and or these huge letters you can put on would you still use it? 83	  
Laura: I think the part of think it had done so well because of the function is there and i don’t know 84	  
what is *mumbles something* (8:26). Because before that there was what is it called MMS? 85	  
Anders and Julie: Yes 86	  
Laura: Which was basically the same that you send a picture but i don’t know it was not a big 87	  
thing 88	  
Anders: No 89	  
Laura: As far as I remember and I don’t think you can send videos either.  90	  
Clara: Maybe because it costed money 91	  
Laura: Oh yeah it did it, that’s true 92	  
*Everybody mumbles something* 93	  
Anna: And it takes quite a lot of space on your phone, so it’s easier with chat oh Snapchat. It’s just 94	  
like send and then it disappears so 95	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Clara: Yeah exactly 96	  
Anders: If there wasn’t a timer on the app I wouldn’t use it, because then it would be for me more 97	  
like Instagram and I’m not that much into that kind of apps but  98	  
Julie: Naah.. I think it’s fun that it does not have a timer and then just dissapear and you don’t have 99	  
it, but sometimes you can screenshot it , so it’s very funny of my friends making an ugly face and I 100	  
often do that (indicates with her hands that she screenshot) and them i’m just like hahah I got you 101	  
there. I think that’s pretty funny. 102	  
*Everybody laughs*  103	  
Julie: But otherwise I think it’s like i like it’s 10 seconds and then it’s like if you send a lot Snaps 104	  
in a row rows and then you can just point it and then it moves on and then you like a whole story 105	  
also my story you can do that i think that’s kind of nice.  106	  
Clara: Yes 107	  
Julie: A little story that’s been told. Like that I think 108	  
Clara: My story is? 109	  
Anders: Something you use… 110	  
Anne: You use that anyone? 111	  
Everybody: No no 112	  
Anne: The my story thing? 113	  
Everybody: No  114	  
Laura: Then it needs to.. Then its need to ‘cause.. Normally, you choose your audience because 115	  
some friends will find this funny and the rest wouldn’t  116	  
*Everybody agrees* 117	  
Laura: Maybe.. My father lives in New Zealand, so we Snapchat a lot just pff for what’s going on 118	  
and stuff like that but that you wouldn’t find something funny that I send to my girlfriends or some 119	  
silly faces of people  120	  
Julie: Yeah 121	  
Laura: *Mumbles something* of the 4 of us or something like that 122	  
Julie: Yeah 123	  
Laura: But I actually think that the thing you said that you wouldn’t use if it wasn’t for I think the 124	  
thing because it only shows a certain time setting on it that for Instagram, Facebook and other 125	  
things sort of more in my view sort more like self promotion  126	  
Anders: Yeah 127	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Laura: Snapchat doesn’t I guess it’s still sort of self promotion but it goes away it doesn’t stay 128	  
there  129	  
Anna: Yeah yeah 130	  
Anders: It’s not like your.. your.. 131	  
*All mumbles* 132	  
Anders: Trying to achieve a status in some sort of way and also the fact that you can’t get likes I 133	  
think that’s very important  134	  
Anne: Why? 135	  
Anders: Because then you.. Well, i don’t if it’s in your conscious or whatever..  but you’re not the 136	  
thing you are posting or the pictures you are posting you are sending to other friends. You are not 137	  
thinking what would they think about this, would they like it or of course you are because you are 138	  
sending it to people who maybe would think that the photo you just snapped is funny, but it not 139	  
some kind of permanent status you get on the thing you are snapping of.  140	  
Anna: You don’t get the feedback. So.. Yeah.. If they like it they can send something back. If they 141	  
don’t it just yeah  142	  
Anders: You can get feedback like pictures sended back but it’s not some sort of permanent 143	  
feedback  144	  
Laura and Anna: No 145	  
Anders: That stated somewhere.. I think that’d quite nice  146	  
Julie: And you can choose to answer  147	  
Anders and Laura: Ja 148	  
Julie: It’s not something you have to do. I like that. You don’t feel like you have to send a message 149	  
or snap back.. Like as on other social media. I think that’s cool.  150	  
Clara: So, you think the likes on Facebook it’s like a competition to see who gets most likes at 151	  
what picture that Snapchat doesn’t have and you think that’s good?  152	  
Anders: Yeah, definitely 153	  
Laura: But Instagram does the same, doesn’t it? It shows how many people like or hearts or 154	  
whatever 155	  
Anders: Likes, followers … 156	  
Laura: Followers and yeah Twitter whatever all that has some function that .. layering up how may 157	  
people watching you and you don’t know how many friends your other friends have on, you only 158	  
know who, what is it? There is some kind of best friends scale 159	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Julie: Yeah  160	  
Laura: I guess that’s sort of *Mumbles something* (13:23) 161	  
Clara: *Mumbles something* 162	  
Anne: They brought it back after taking it down.  163	  
Laura: That’s just show how many people or who you view the most and not who enjoys it  164	  
Julie: No and not how many friends you got, so you can compare yourself. Oh, I have something 165	  
like 20 friends and you have 300. I think that be kind of a bad thing.  166	  
Anders: Yeah 167	  
Julie: I think .. To compare ones self to others  168	  
Anna: Hmm yeah 169	  
Anne: *Coughs* Why do you..I mean to get some kind of an explanation why is it a bad thing that 170	  
sort of you can compare to I mean does it do something to your to you as a person or your self 171	  
realization or what, what is it?  172	  
Julie: Hmm,  I don’t know. I think some people think a lot about that. And like to have as many 173	  
friends as somebody else or something.. Øhhhh I think for some people, who you have very bad self 174	  
esteem.. It’s not it doesn’t get any better by doing that I  175	  
Anne: *Nodding* 176	  
Anna: That’s.. Yeah, I think you’re right. It can at least be a bad thing and also because it’s it’s I 177	  
know some people, who are actually speculating in when should I post this picture because when 178	  
would there be most people online and things like that and it’s gets, it’s gets quite like a disease 179	  
almost, it’s .. this.. they have to.. they have to get this confirmation by 180	  
Anne: Okay 181	  
Anna: For feeling like.. yeah..sufficientent.. i don’t know    182	  
Anne: So you don’t, you don’t think about that when you use snapchat? you don’t think about 183	  
when it’s most appropriate to send it? 184	  
*Everybody laughs and say no no no*  185	  
Laura: I don’t look at it that competitive.. Yeah, mmh.. what I meant.. Or at least you don’t know it 186	  
does ‘cause you don’t know how many friends your friends has or how many snaps they receive or 187	  
during the day neither  188	  
Anders and Julie: Yeah yeah  189	  
Laura: Because some people might just receive a few from you and others might receive I don’t 190	  
know .. 40..  *Mumbles and the others laughs*  191	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Julie: Then you wouldn’t do anything else than but like *Indicates she is taking a selfie* 192	  
Anders: No no no 193	  
*Everybody laughs* 194	  
Clara: So you think the snaps you sends the pictures you send with Snapchat is a more realistic 195	  
image of yourself because the are more in the moment? 196	  
Anna: Yeah  197	  
Laura: I wouldn’t necessarily say more realistic  198	  
Anna: But .. I not thinking that much of *Putting her hands up to her hair* .. I haven’t done 199	  
anything to my face or my hair yet .. this.. this is just disappears. No one will ever unless they take a 200	  
screenshot  201	  
*Everybody laughs*  202	  
Laura: But then you get the notice don’t you? 203	  
Anna: *Laughs* yeah  204	  
Anders: You do?  205	  
Laura: Yeah,  206	  
Anna: On the screen  207	  
Julie: *Pointing at Anders* You are like.. OMG.. OMG.. OMG 208	  
Laura: *Indicates that she is talking about Anders* I’m like.. I didn’t know that!  209	  
*Everybody laughs* 210	  
Clara: Ohhh.. What did you make use Snapchat in beginning?  211	  
Laura: I was actually childish.. I didn’t get my Iphone until last year, where I bought my roommate 212	  
mums old phone just because I only got it because of Snapchat.  213	  
*Everybody laughs*  214	  
Laura: That was the only reason I got it .*Everybody laughs*. Hey, i’m gonna buy an Iphone 4, 215	  
because I thought it was so much fun. So, that actual the reason I got it.  216	  
Anna: I did the same thing, I bought a, well.. I had a smartphone but it was Windows and it 217	  
couldn’t at the time, I don’t if it can now, but at that time i couldn’t download chat Snapchat. So, i 218	  
bought another phone just because of, yeah because of I just met my boyfriend and he had Snapchat 219	  
.. 220	  
*Everybody laughs* 221	  
Anna: It was fun and I had to get it too 222	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Julie: My friend had also Snapchat before me and I always sitting next to her and she was snapping 223	  
a lot, so it was like ihhhh *Indicate with her hands, that she is taking a snapchat* And i thought it 224	  
was very much fun and I was like when I get an Iphone I would like to have that, so when I got my 225	  
Iphone the first thing I had as an app was Snapchat, so it was like jaaa  226	  
*Anne and Clara laughs* 227	  
Anne: So it was like an influence, so it was an influence from your friends because you heard it 228	  
from other people?      229	  
Julie: Ja ja ja 230	  
Anders: Ja  231	  
Clara: And you still use it because you think it’s fun and …?        232	  
Julie: *Looking around* Yeah yeah 233	  
Laura: Not as much as I did in the beginning but I still use it yeah. Use it a few times a day 234	  
Julie: Yeah.. In the beginning you snap everything  235	  
Anders: Yeah, and some people are worst than others  236	  
*Everybody agreeing* 237	  
Anders: We all have these friends 238	  
Julie: Jaaa 239	  
Anders: There snapping like  240	  
Julie: Everyday 241	  
Anders: 24/7 242	  
Julie: Yeaah *Laughs*.. Actually before I got here I got a whole snap from a friends with a lot of 243	  
snaps in it, I don’t know, It’s not like a my history or story, but it’s like a lot of snaps in a row  244	  
Anna: It’s changing 245	  
Julie: Yeah.. And she was like i’m on work , I’m bored, … eh eh eh *Make a lot of positions 246	  
indicating different snaps* and then pictures within she is working in a clothing store and pictures 247	  
of clothes and her ugly face and i’m just like *Showing with her hands that she is just swiping 248	  
through the pictures* and it was like 10 or 12 something pictures and I was just alright and she does 249	  
that I think almost everyday i think .  250	  
Clara: So, she get’s really bored?  251	  
Julie: Jaa, It’s like you all must know how much I’m bored or something. So, i think you can also 252	  
use it for that if you feel are little bored and just get some attention  253	  
Anders: And just ignore other people  254	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Julie: *Laughs* I just ignore it *Use her hands to snow she is just swiping through the pictures* 255	  
Laura: It must be something in the interaction tough that the interaction is different than texting 256	  
you  257	  
Julie: Yeah 258	  
Laura: That’s the reason why cause my other friend who always always sends videos and it doesn’t 259	  
matter what she’s doing  260	  
*Everybody laughs* 261	  
Laura: Yesterday there was one of her where she trying figuring out that she could put her electric  262	  
Anne: Piskeris?     263	  
Laura: Hvaaa hedder det? 264	  
Clara: I don’t know 265	  
*Everybody looks a little confused*  266	  
Laura: The thing you use for mashed potatoes  267	  
Clara: Aaah, a blender  268	  
Laura: Yes, sort kind of a blender. So, she figured out if put in the bowl so she couldn’t, she didn’t 269	  
needed to hold the bowl it could just *showing with her hands that the bowl can turn around it self*  270	  
*Everybody laughs*  271	  
Laura: It was something ridiculous. So she could make an omelet without touching the pan, which 272	  
would spending so much time on the video and everything is in video format and my way to school 273	  
and it’s a video ohh  274	  
*Everybody says aaah ohhh* 275	  
Laura: And then she sends a video if you don’t reply so it seems like she *Mumbles something* 276	  
*Everybody laughs*  277	  
Julie: Because they can see if you have seen it and not responding .. I 278	  
Anders: They can? 279	  
Julie: Ja ja 280	  
*The girls laughs* 281	  
Laura: There are so many things *Mumbles something* 282	  
Anders: I’m such an old man      283	  
*Everybody laughs* 284	  
Anders: Is it there it says something delivered? or something? 285	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Julie: Øhhhh, No it’s like *makes a square to indicate the screen*, you have your friends names 286	  
and then you have like a trekant?  287	  
Anne: Triangle  288	  
Julie: Yeah a triangle and then it’s coloured when it’s sended and when the colour is gone 289	  
Anders: *Mumbles something* 290	  
Julie: Yeah, then they have seen it  291	  
Anders: Ohh okay 292	  
Anna: But it also says open doesn’t it? 293	  
Julie: Does it? 294	  
Laura: Yeah, i think it does yeah  295	  
Anna: Yeah delivered or send or opened 296	  
Julie: Oh yeah, I didn’t know that 297	  
*Everybody laughs*  298	  
Anne: So, you guys talked about that you get random snaps from your friends, do you snap people 299	  
you don’t normally see? Like for instance people you don’t go to school with or people you are not 300	  
that close friends too, so you don’t see them everyday but you snap with? People like that? You do? 301	  
*point the finger in the direction of Anna and Laura*   302	  
Anna: Yeah, I do. A lot actually. Well, øhh.. Not People I don’t know that much, but I don’t talk 303	  
too on a regular basis. It could be friends of friends or people from school and well I haven’t talk to 304	  
them in years, but it’s a way to catch up of what are they doing or what do they want too .. Øhh 305	  
okay ..  306	  
*Everybody laughs*  307	  
Anne: What about the rest of you? Do you snap with anyone from far away or you don’t really talk 308	  
to beside Snapchat?  309	  
Laura: My dad (22:50) and his fiancée.. My Cousins, because they live far away and it’s a way to 310	  
keep in touch  311	  
Julie: Yeah, I don’t do that 312	  
Anne: Hmmm 313	  
Anders: I don’t do that  314	  
Julie: I have my friends I snap with and some friends I snap more often with than others, it’s like 315	  
my closest friends they get most snaps, so it’s like that I think. But I don’t have anyone in my 316	  
Snapchat friends that somebody I wouldn’t see really I don’t think  317	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Clara: Do you also Snapchat with your family?  318	  
Anna: I do with my mother and brother and sister also because they live far away or far away in 319	  
Denmark but yeah in Northern Jutland, so it’s also a way to see what they are doing  320	  
Julie: My family doesn’t have Snapchat, not my father, mother or sister. But my aunt and cousins 321	  
do, so I snap them sometimes. But I’m thinking about blogging on of my cousins because 322	  
*Everybody starts laughing* because she’s always in the weekends snapping me always having 323	  
videos of her and her friends dancing *moving her arm and indicates dance moves*. Sometimes 324	  
when I see it’s just like woof in my face and it’s every weekend . So it’s just like alllright and it’s 325	  
like many pictures in a row so it takes a lot of time to get over all the pictures *showing with her 326	  
hands that she is swiping*. It’s a little much and I’m like how can you enjoy yourself when you 327	  
have to snap the whole night. Sometimes I’m like I want to ask her that, because it can’t be that fun, 328	  
if you send me so many snaps in one night øhh. The most awesome night I had I don’t even have 329	  
my phone up or something unless it’s something very very funny like people taking of their shirt 330	  
and dancing around and something like that 331	  
*Everybody laughs* 332	  
Julie: Otherwise I wouldn’t Snap if I were at very cool party or something 333	  
Clara: No 334	  
Julie: Maybe once but not like a whole story *showing her hands that she is swiping*. No, I’m 335	  
doing that.  336	  
Clara: So, you think Snaps because it’s like it’s very easy to send snaps compared to post on 337	  
Facebook or social media? 338	  
Julie: Yeah, I think it’s very easy to do that. I also think it’s because look at me I’m having so 339	  
much fun or something like that. I think she wants to express herself as being that because she 340	  
doesn’t send any snaps otherwise only she’s at a party or in the city or something so yeah  341	  
Anne: So, what’s the difference from what you send ‘cause I heard you mentioned that some 342	  
people you snap with more than others of course, but øhh what’s the difference from what you send 343	  
to your closest friends than the others on your snapchat list?        344	  
Anders: I’m  345	  
Anne: If there is any differences  346	  
Anders: The only members of my family who I has snap with is my cousin and my or cousins and 347	  
my brother. So, that’s primarily the same thing and the same as my close friends. 348	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Laura: I think that what I would sent to like my close friends would probably be something that we 349	  
would have in common and find funny or something like that  350	  
*Everybody agreeing*  351	  
Laura: And something I would send in general would probably be something that I expected a lot 352	  
more people would to find funny .. Øhh.. I guess.. I think.. that’s sore of my *Use her hands to 353	  
show that’s her thinking* 354	  
*Everybody laughs* 355	  
Laura: Yeah, I think that something.. I would consider being yeah generally funny or something 356	  
like that.  357	  
Clara: Yeah  358	  
Anne: Is that’s the same for you or?  359	  
Anna: Yeah, I think so  360	  
Anne: Mmh 361	  
Anna: Yeah, øøh my family is or at least my mother is øhh I don’t send her the same snaps as I 362	  
send my friends, because I don’t think she will find that funny *everybody laughs*.. But it could be 363	  
food for instance, because that’s more her interest, so that’s instead of Instagram like look what I 364	  
have for dinner or something like that.. soo 365	  
Anne: Mmh  366	  
Clara: Øhm, do you think there something bad about Snapchat or does *Mumbles something* 367	  
(28:09).. I don’t know, things like that?  368	  
Anne: Do you ever get annoyed about the app? Is there anything, I mean find bad about it?  369	  
Clara: What would change about it? 370	  
Anna: Øhh, when I hear about for instance children or girls at 12, who sends pictures of them being 371	  
naked to someone and they took a screenshot and then post it on Facebook or something like that .. 372	  
I think it’s like okay maybe it should not have the screenshot function or maybe there should be 373	  
some regulations. I don’t know how, but .. But.. 374	  
*Anders’ phone ring certainly* 375	  
Anders: Ohh sorry 376	  
Anna: People are too young to manage to know what to send  377	  
Julie: But isn’t that the same as in Facebook and Instagram those kind of social media have the 378	  
same problem, I think  379	  
*Anna agrees* 380	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Anne: That people are too young or? 381	  
Anna: People are too young and don’t have the filter to like .. well..  to sort the good things from 382	  
the bad things for instance.. øhh.. body ideals or something like that .. it’s… it’s easily get the 383	  
impression that .. if.. that’s the ideal to look or what to eat or.. or go out or whatever .. then there 384	  
must be something wrong with me. So, it’s ..Øhh.. I think it’s messing up øøh the natural i don’t 385	  
know the cycle or something.. hehe, strong word but.. but it forces a lot of pressure into the life of 386	  
young people  387	  
Laura: I think like maybe what you said one of the biggest problem with Snapchat it that I think a 388	  
lot of people are aware of that much and make their children become aware of with problems of 389	  
Facebook and maybe Instagram as well, where maybe due to fact that I think with the timer on that 390	  
people sort of forget that they still send it out there  391	  
Julie: Mmmh  392	  
Laura: They still put these things out there and I don’t know if, yeah if children are aware of they 393	  
still that still been send from you and they are still somewhere available and even if goes away 394	  
nothing really is does it  395	  
Anna: Yeah, it still… yeah  396	  
Clara: Someone had the Snapchat storage place and they.. some of the pictures went out to the 397	  
public .. Like naked pictures mostly  398	  
Anders: Do the pictures get stored?  399	  
Clara: Yeah, of course  400	  
Anders: Of course after some time until they get played or whatever in the other end, but do they 401	  
get stored permanently?  402	  
Clara: Not permanently but they get stored I don’t know the amount of time, so it got hacked  403	  
Anders: Ahh.. That’s quite of a bad thing  404	  
*Everybody laughs* 405	  
Clara: Did you know?  406	  
Julie: I did not know that  407	  
Laura: That’s probably in the term of condition that you agree too 408	  
*Everybody laughs* 409	  
Anders: Jaaaa  410	  
Laura: When your like *indicate with her hands that she scrolls*  411	  
Anders: *Does the same* yeeees 412	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*Everybody laughs* 413	  
Laura: Fine 414	  
Anne: Would something like make you stop using it? Like if you have known that in the beginning 415	  
.. when your.. Does it bother you that they are stored somewhere?  416	  
Julie: No 417	  
*Everybody saying no* 418	  
Anna: Exactly.. I’m.. I’m a bit old, but I’m a bit sceptical about things like that.. I’m.. It’s.. It’s.. 419	  
You know.. I don’t trust it, so I wouldn’t send pictures that I wouldn’t of course I’m taking pictures 420	  
of my face in the morning I wouldn’t be please to find in the newspaper .. but but.. 421	  
Everybody laughs 422	  
Anna: But.. I wouldn’t send something there would be øøh.. there would be catastrophic for me .. 423	  
to .. to.. yeah if it got public  424	  
*Julie is nodding with her head* 425	  
Clara: So, would there be something make you stop Snapchat? 426	  
Anders: I don’t think so  427	  
Julie: I don’t know what that would be  428	  
Anne: Well, what if there were more øhm what are you calling it .. open or if more .. if.. let’s say 429	  
Snapchat was an app, where you automatically send the picture out to your whole network? Would 430	  
that be something that make you stop using it? 431	  
*Everybody laughs and says yeah* 432	  
Anne: Let’s say that Snapchat and Facebook was connected  433	  
Anna: yeah yeah 434	  
Anne: And you couldn’t control who to send the picture too 435	  
Anna: That would probably …  436	  
Anders: Then I think I wouldn’t have started it in the beginning 437	  
Julie: I think it’s nice who you are sending too and what kind of picture you them to see ..øhh 438	  
..yeah.. I think that’s one of the good things about Snapchat you choose who sees the picture  439	  
Anne: What are your .. øøh.. Considerations when you send pictures? What.. Let’s say your take a 440	  
picture of the sun shining outside, it’s a beautiful sunset, you take a picture of that .. What do you 441	  
consider? what’s your thoughts? like.. Do you know what I mean.. Do you think of something 442	  
special before you send the picture or .. Is there something you consider about the picture? 443	  
Laura: Take the picture or sending the picture? 444	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Anne: Sending the picture  445	  
Anders: Actually I’m .. At least I’m aware of what I’m sending, because I have at least one friend 446	  
or maybe several .. But one friend in particular he is just snapping a lot totally unnecessary stuff for 447	  
me to see and I’m quite annoyed about that. So, every time I’m trying to do a snap or at least 448	  
*mumbles something* .. Is it that funny that I should to someone else or is it just that …  449	  
Julie: Doesn’t matter yeah  450	  
Anders: Yeah 451	  
Julie: Yeah 452	  
Laura: It’s funny ‘cause you still like even though that I did the same. It’s still funny to think about 453	  
the requirement, because when.. when are you thinking that as funny.. yeah.. that someone.. yeah .. 454	  
It is useless to some extend  455	  
Anders and Julie: Yeah yeah  456	  
Laura: It is.. Like.. Yeah.. Funny face is useless information and somehow you still find it funny or 457	  
something yeah 458	  
Julie: Yeah yeah 459	  
Laura: As you said you wanted to block *point her hands at Julie* your cousin because she sends 460	  
almost only party videos or pictures or something like that  461	  
*Everybody laughs*  462	  
Laura: I think I do the same.. Like I go.. Do they really think this is funny? 463	  
Anders: Actually one of my experiences is that I took the picture and I checked out the friends I 464	  
wanted to send the snap to and then I just deleted it anyway because well then I think this is not 465	  
necessary actually 466	  
Julie: Yeah.. But it’s not only because that is fun all the time. I think like I said before you are at a 467	  
concert and you want someone experiences what you are maybe.. øhh..  a beautiful day I get a lot of 468	  
snap, when the was the very first spring day everybody oh the weather is awesome and ohh I’m 469	  
walking here and the sun and something like that. Then you get like a mood or something can you 470	  
call it that 471	  
*Clara and Anne are nodding* 472	  
Julie: Or a mood picture .. ahh I’m enjoying the sun or snow, when there was snow. I got a lot of 473	  
snaps of the snowing.. There is snow outside and stuff like that.. I think it’s like.. yeah.. I get like 474	  
many mood snaps if you can say that.. 475	  
Anne and Clara: Mmh 476	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Anna: The same.. Yeah, I receive like you said the sun shining, people outside eating ice cream and 477	  
things like that yeah.  478	  
Anne: And that’s also the considerations you have yourself when you send out  mood pictures? 479	  
Anna: Sometimes .. But it’s not like.. Like .. It’s not something like *Mumbles something* (37:34) 480	  
Of course *Mumbles something* (37:37) or stupid or useless, totally useless .. But ømm.. I think 481	  
for instance it’s a beautiful day the sunset or something *Mumbles something* (37:50) or whatever. 482	  
Then I just send it, it’s so beautiful I have to share this with someone rather than post in on 483	  
Facebook because yeah  484	  
*Everybody nodding* 485	  
Laura: You somehow consider what would, yeah what you self would what you want to receive, 486	  
that’s how I feel. I consider what would I receive my self and I sort of and go through that *puts her 487	  
finger up to her head* and then I decide to Snap, i think  488	  
*Everybody agrees*  489	  
Anna: Also for instance I had some friends that a lot of friends actually, who have children and 490	  
that’s so that then they send videos and funny pictures from them and see now she is walking or 491	  
something like that.. That’s fun to receive 492	  
Clara: Would you.. You don’t have example the same pressure or you don’t take the same 493	  
considerations as with other social media? 494	  
Laura: No  495	  
Clara: Because it’s more fun? As like you said before like that you don’t get the competitions with 496	  
the likes or something like that? 497	  
Laura: I’m .. I’m.. I’m .. Like I don’t know .. I think I use I don’t have Instagram or Twitter. I just 498	  
have Facebook.. But.. I’m like only using Facebook for something really really important or 499	  
something like that if something has changed like i’m going on a holiday or something like then I 500	  
post that.I think I can count the last updates I have done on one hand in a year. Maybe I have done 3 501	  
or 4  502	  
Anne: Yeah 503	  
Laura: Whereas Snapchat I use more on a regular basis because it doesn’t mean to be a life 504	  
changing event, that’s happening that just might be a lovely beautiful day or … 505	  
Anna: It’s sort of the junk version of Facebook  506	  
*Everybody laughs*  507	  
Laura: That’s true  508	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Anna: You don’t have to think about it, it doesn’t matter it’s just like watching reality shows. You 509	  
don’t really have to think about it 510	  
*Everybody laughs*  511	  
Anne: So, you have taken pictures, I don’t know if you answered that before, I just wanna .. øhh.. 512	  
of things happening or do you also take pictures of yourself often? and how .. Do you think about 513	  
how that makes you look.. It sounds negative but do you think about how people think, when you 514	  
send a picture to them? 515	  
Anna: I have some friends who always perceive like face pictures and often send face pictures and 516	  
then I send that back but it’s just a couple of friends .. øhh.. Normally, I don’t take of myself it’s 517	  
mostly where I’m at .. yeah.. of the weather and food  518	  
Anne: Okay 519	  
Julie: I think at least not at myself,  I don’t think I’m that interesting all the time. It’s like it’s the 520	  
same face they don’t have too see that every time. I think it’s mostly events and some weird things I 521	  
see on the street or something yeah. It’s not of myself  522	  
Laura: I’m think I’m more I mostly take pictures of others thing. But I think if I take pictures of 523	  
myself and i’m sending it it’s only for my closest friends. Not the people I would have to think 524	  
about my appearance because they know. So, if it picture of myself it’s mostly to closer friends but 525	  
if it’s pictures more in general or to the outer circle øhh it would be of something else .. 526	  
Anders: Yeah ..For my part,  If I take a picture of myself it is mostly for fun just like ugly faces or 527	  
hangover faces or something like that. Only for good laugh 528	  
*Everybody laughs*  529	  
Anders: Also to get something back because.. 530	  
*Everybody laughs*  531	  
Anders: Seeing someone with hangover..  532	  
Julie: And then you get some response because you were at the same party last night *makes a selfi 533	  
with her* haha I’m ugly too and I feel bad too  534	  
Clara: So you don’t actually take into considerations on how you look?  535	  
*Everybody agrees*  536	  
Julie: No no no. I think Snapchat is a good way to be ugly 537	  
*Everybody laughs*  538	  
Anders: To be yourself 539	  
Julie: Exactly  540	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Anne: So, what about the filters on Snap? you can sort of swipe and then you put certain filters on 541	  
like a degree or how fast you are going pr. hour and stuff like that. Do you use that? 542	  
Anders: I have never tried it  543	  
Julie: I have never tried that neither  544	  
Laura: I have only use the filters the ones that were for during Christmas and Easter and those, 545	  
where you put a Christmas hat or the Easter bunny is coming jumping I have used those, but I 546	  
haven’t used the other ones. Yeah, I have used the degrees one on vacation like haha .. I’m doing 547	  
okay  548	  
Anne: So, you put another light on the pictures on Snapchat and then send it to people?  549	  
*Everybody says no* 550	  
Anders: I don’t knew you could do it  551	  
Anne: What would make you take a picture of yourself and send it to all your Snapchat 552	  
friends?  Like a selfie? What selfie would that be? and why? 553	  
Anna: If I was a place for instance on holidays or something like that øhh.. where the surroundings 554	  
where interesting .. Interesting in a way so yeah i’m here look lucky me or if I was wearing 555	  
something funny like a hat or some ugly glasses .. yeah.. probably  556	  
Laura: Ja.. Neither that.. ja or some other terrific background. I don’t know why thinking 557	  
something such as the Eiffel Tower  558	  
*Everybody laughs* *Laura makes the Eiffel Tower with her hands*  559	  
Laura: That or something like I really got a bad haircut .. really bad.. or something bad like I got a 560	  
black eye or something like that would be funny to send out to everybody  561	  
Julie: Yeah, that’s the same thing for me, I think. I would probably do it the most on vacations . 562	  
Yeah.. It’s like .. Look at me, I’m here .. haha.. I’m getting a lot of those snaps myself, when my 563	  
friends are on vacations it’s like haha you are cold in Denmark and here it’s like 40 degrees or 564	  
something yeah  565	  
Anne: Does anyone else have something to add? of what we have talked about?  566	  
Laura: I just have one question is there a block function on Snapchat?  567	  
Julie: I don’t know actually .. I haven’t.. 568	  
*Everybody starts to laugh* 569	  
Anders: I would be considering using it  570	  
Julie: Yeah, it’s like hmm .. I don’t know.. I have just thought about it but I haven’t really look into 571	  
it  572	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Anna: It would be nice actually 573	  
Julie: Yeah, sometimes it would be quite nice. But i think the one in the other end would see it, 574	  
because then.. *Indicates with her hands that you can’t communicate*  575	  
*Everybody agrees* 576	  
Anne: You don’t know *Mumbles something* (46:24)  577	  
Julie: Yeah exactly.. Maybe I think it’s a bad idea  578	  
Anna: In the end what’s the purpose of having a someone as a friend on Snapchat and blocking 579	  
them 580	  
Julie: Yeah yeah 581	  
Anna: It’s it’s it’s…  582	  
Julie: You just deleted but how can you tell your friend that I have delete you, you are annoying  583	  
Anders: Can’t you just go on your friends list and uncheck them or? 584	  
Anna and Laura: Yeaaah 585	  
Laura: If you are good enough friends they would probably not know it 586	  
Julie: Yeah 587	  
Laura: They won’t see it  588	  
Clara: That’s it 589	  
Anne: We’re good. 590	  
Clara: Are we missing anything?  591	  
Anne: I think that was it  592	  
Anders: that was quick  593	  
Clara: Thank you so much  594	  
Anne: Yeah that was quick, but we got all the answered that we wanted  595	  
Anders: That’s nice  596	  
Anne: So thank you guys  597	  
 598	  
*Done*  599	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Transcript of Instagram Group 1	  
 2	  
Participants: Stine, Katrine, Susana & Lena 3	  
Mediators: Jonas & Signe 4	  
 5	  
Signe: Thank you for coming. Ehh, now we have to be serious... *People laughing*... And talk 6	  
about.. This is for our Bachelors thesis so we really appreciate your answers .. Aand I don’t know.. 7	  
Do you know what we are gonna talk about today? *People saying no* .. No, we are gonna discuss 8	  
INSTAGRAM.. yes… Øhhm..  9	  
Jonas: Yes.. So let’s get started.. Uuhm… Why do you use Instagram?  10	  
Katrine: Should we just throw out the ball and (Jonas: yes) theeen.. Talk?  11	  
Signe: Or you can raise your hand and I can decide if I really… *People laughing* No…  12	  
Katrine: If I just start and then maybe we can take a... (Signe: yeah sure) round… and yeah? 13	  
(Signe: Good suggestion..) Umm…. I usually use it to.. Øhh… Cool down aand relax… Because.. 14	  
We… It’s just a lot of pictures and a lot of food and you can find .. Øhh… A lot of different things 15	  
on it.. Sooo… It’s just nice. Instead of reading a book. It’s nice just to lay down and watch all the 16	  
pictures and then you can just scroll down (Signe: Mmh..) Sooo… yeah.. I’m not one of the .. Øhh.. 17	  
Famous V.I.P with a lot of followers.. So.. Øhh.. *People laughing* I’m a little more cool down I 18	  
would say.. (Signe: Yeah?) .. What about the others?  19	  
Susana: I think I… Yeah.. I either use it when I’m bored or just in the bus because it’s easy just to 20	  
scroll down the pictures or just in the bus To do something when you don’t really want to do 21	  
anything (Signe: yeah) .. and then I also just to put photos of my baby *People laughing* (Signe: 22	  
Okay.. Yeah..) It’s not like there’s not enough photos of Lucia, there needs to be more *People 23	  
laughing and talking at the same time* (Signe: OkaY…) .. Only Lucia.. Hehe.. (Signe: MMH) 24	  
*Jonas laughing* 25	  
Signe: So baby pictures?  26	  
Susana: Yeah 27	  
Katrine: *Mumbling something*  28	  
*People laughing* 29	  
Lena: Ummm… Well I don’t use it a lot I only use it when… I don’t know.. There’s nothing 30	  
interesting on Facebook or something.. Then I just open that.. Like.. When I’m bored basically.. I 31	  
don’t use it that much.. (Signe: Don’t use it.. Okay..) 32	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Stine: Yeah.. I started using it for posting pictures when I was on exchange .. I .. I already had 33	  
Instagram before but I didn’t really use it.. But now I think I also use it when I’m bored and just.. 34	  
To scroll down and see if anything is happening.. And I try to post pictures sometimes but it’s… 35	  
I’m not that good at it now that I’m home again.. So.. Yeah.. (Signe: Okay)  36	  
Jonas: Okay… Umm… You all say.. Or most of you say that you mainly use it when you’re bored 37	  
.. So it’s not like you go in and look for something someone… Special.. Like someone you follow 38	  
that you like to follow.. Or.. Look at?  39	  
Lena: Yeah.. I started using it just because I knew that this famous singer had it and I could follow 40	  
his pictures and stuff.. That’s mainly why I started using it.. 41	  
Signe: Who.. Who was that?  42	  
Lena: It’ a… Umm.. Sing-a-song-writer called Stu Larsen..  43	  
Signe: Okay… Mmh…  44	  
Susana: I follow several museums… I… Like.. The thing is like.. I also began using Instagram just 45	  
because I read an article of Our Way and how he will make the most hilarious selfies (Signe: Yeah) 46	  
.. So then I just like.. Went in to start following him and then I’m just following a bunch of different 47	  
artists.. Like Gia and .. Then.. Museums because.. That’s why how you know when the new 48	  
exhibitions are coming or just… The regular new art (Jonas: Mmh)  49	  
*People saying: Yeah*  50	  
Jonas: Umm… You… How do you use Instagram.. Like.. You said that you mainly look through 51	  
it.. Umm.. But you don’t really post that many pictures? Or?  52	  
Katrine: I think that’s different from person to person (Jonas: Yeah).. Like.. Some.. Someone.. 53	  
Like.. When.. Some of my friends they use it all the time to make sure that everyone knows what 54	  
they’re doing.. Like… *People laughing*... It’s like… So.. Now I’m eating banana.. Now I’m 55	  
sleeping.. Now… Tired… Aaand… I think that.. Like… If you have some.. Ehh… Some interest 56	  
in.. Like fashion.. Or food.. Or.. Like creative things then it’s.. Ther.. There’s a lot of posts in there.. 57	  
Øhhm… Where you can find like inspiration for your thoughts and then likes with that  58	  
Jonas: Yeah.. Definitely.. 59	  
Signe: Okay… Soo.. Who do you follow? You talked a little about you follow people who post 60	  
food?  61	  
Katrine: Yeah… I do… *Laughing* .. I like food..  62	  
Signe: Yeah… And you talked about museums.. So.. To be updated about the expeditions.. Blah.. Is 63	  
there anyone else you follow?  64	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*People talking: Friends.. Yeah… Mumbling*  65	  
Stine: Bloggers.. (Signe: Yeah) Mainly Danish bloggers… and… My friends…. *People 66	  
laughing*.. Umm…  67	  
Katrine: It’s also like.. Like.. We have this special guy called Anders Hemmingsen (Stine: Yeah.. 68	  
*Laughing*) Who is.. Ehh.. Quite famous in Denmark.. For.. His hilarious.. Øhh… Postes.. So… 69	  
Yeah.. It’s a bit different.. I.. I think..  70	  
Signe (05:24): So you f… How many do you follow?  71	  
Stine: About a hundred I guueesss…  72	  
*People talking at the same time* 73	  
Katrine Ildal: Maybe like 50…  74	  
Stine: Yeah…  75	  
Lena: I think like.. 20…  76	  
Signe: 20? *People laughing*  77	  
Susana: 30…  78	  
Jonas: 30? Yeah…  79	  
Susana: Yeah… I.. I think I only follow my friends who are photographers.. So.. They really.. 80	  
Like.. Take the time… Like the ones that just post food photos.. Like.. I don’t really follow..  81	  
Signe: Yeah… 82	  
*People laughing*  83	  
Signe (05:54): So.. You follow friends.. Do you follow any people on Instagram you normally 84	  
don’t talk to in real life?  85	  
Katrine: Yeah…  86	  
Stine: No…. I think it’s.. No… Actually I like Instagram because .. I don’t have to follow all the 87	  
people on Facebook that I… don’t want toooo… Interact with.. Umm… Yeah.. So I try not to 88	  
follow all of them.. Because I don’t want to see all their… Pictures.. Because it’s not really 89	  
interesting for me… And on Facebook it would be a bit.. I dunno.. If I wasn’t.. Like friends with 90	  
them.. Then it would be.. Yeah… (Jonas: Mmh)  91	  
Lena: I think I have 20 people just because some people started following me and I felt it was rude 92	  
not to follow them basically.. So… *People laughing* .. (Signe: Yeah) But otherwise… Yeah…  93	  
Susana: I think I follow some.. I think there are some of the people I follow that I don’t really talk 94	  
with anymore.. Just simply because they live in Mexico or in Colombia.. (Signe: Mmh) So I haven’t 95	  
seen them for  years.. But.. They take good pictures so.. I just..  96	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Signe (06:58): So it’s a way to stay in contact with them?  97	  
Susana: Yeah… Without necessarily having to talk.. *Laughs*  98	  
Signe: Yeah… Okay… Is there anyone.. Anyone else feel the same way that you can stay in touch 99	  
with some people just following them on Instagram? 100	  
Lena: Yeah.. I have some friends from Spain that I don’t.. I talk to them maybe every couple of 101	  
months.. But then I see their pictures and you kinda like.. Get an update on what they are doing.. If 102	  
they’re traveling.. Or.. If they’re doing something.. 103	  
Signe: Okay.. Do you comment on their pictures then? Like.. (Lena: No) Nice photo.. 104	  
Lena: I just like them… Never comment..  105	  
Signe: Okay…  106	  
Stine: I think I use Facebook more for that.. I.. Yeah..  107	  
Jonas: So it’s mainly about liking.. Showing that you like the picture.. You’re updated with what 108	  
they’re doing and that’s enough.. *Someone says: Yeah* So you don’t comment and actually have 109	  
conversations about the... *People talking at the same time*  110	  
Katrine: Only if it’s like.. Really… Close (Jonas: Yeah) friends… Then sometimes you will make 111	  
a comment.. “Oh you look good on that picture” .. Or.. Maybe… “Oh look here.. That’s funny.. 112	  
Haha” (Stine: Yeah)  113	  
Jonas: Cool…  114	  
Katrine: Yeah…  115	  
Jonas (08:03): The pictures you take on Instagram do you also share them on Facebook?  116	  
Katrine: Sometimes… *Laughs*..  117	  
Susana: No…  118	  
Stine: Only for like.. Big events.. If you can call it that.. Like… When I was going on exchange I 119	  
posted it on Facebook as well I guess.. And for my birthday… And… Things li.. Like that… 120	  
Otherwise no..  121	  
Lena: No.. I never… I don’t.. I took that off… That it would post at the same time on Facebook 122	  
because I feel like then you can’t really control where your pictures are.. I felt like that even though 123	  
maybe it doesn’t make any sense *Signe laughing*.. But… I just felt like.. If I wanna post 124	  
something on Facebook I’ll post it on Facebook. If I post it on Instagram it doesn’t mean 125	  
necessarily that I want everyone to see it.. I guess..  126	  
Susana: Exactly.. I kinda like the fact that they are separated and not together.. So I’d rather post a 127	  
lot of pictures on Instagram and then on Facebook just post one every three months.. Because there 128	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is way more people.. I dunno.. I have.. Many.. *People agreeing* Way too many friends on 129	  
Facebook at the moment *Laughing* Whereas on Instagram I think I control it way more at least 130	  
because I have my private page.. So not really I… Like everybody can look at my pictures they 131	  
have to follow me or to ask me (Jonas: Mmh) whereas on Facebook there is so many people that I 132	  
haven’t really seen or talked to.. And I don’t really want them to see... (Signe: Yeah) What is going 133	  
on…  134	  
Lena: But I know many.. Many of my friends have that.. That… Whenever they post something on 135	  
Instagram it’s directly on Facebook too… (Jonas & Susana: Yeah).. I have to say..  136	  
Jonas (09:28): Do you also feel that.. Like Susana.. That it’s about privacy? About the fact that you 137	  
don’t necessarily want everybody on Facebook seeing the pictures because you don’t have the same 138	  
friends on Facebook as you do on Instagram? Is that the reason why you don’t let it go through 139	  
Facebook as well?  140	  
Stine: Umm.. I think so… Yeah… That’s why I have a private profile at least.. So… Yeah… 141	  
Jonas: Okay…  142	  
Signe: Do you all have private profiles on Instagram?  143	  
Katrine: No…  144	  
The rest: Yeah….  145	  
Katrine: But it’s funny because when we’re talking about the privacy.. Øhh.. I.. Sometimes I put it 146	  
on Facebook and sometimes I just.. Don’t.. I think it’s.. Depends on if I think it’s funny then I’ll put 147	  
it on Facebook and if not then I’ll just leave it on Instagram.. If it’s like.. Food.. Then I’ll just leave 148	  
it on Instagram.. (Jonas: Mmmh) But.. If it’s like some good friends having too much to drink or.. 149	  
*People laughing* .. Like that.. Then it’ll go to Facebook.. *People laughing*  150	  
Signe: Yeah…  151	  
Jonas: In.. In… Thinking that.. As you said.. That.. It needs to be funny *Someone says: Mmh* for 152	  
it to go on Facebook.. Umm… Is that like a… Hunt of likes.. In trying to get likes?  153	  
Katrine: Hmmmmm.. Sometimes it’s actually just to humilidate the *People laughing* the 154	  
friend… And have a good laugh… *People laughing* .. So… Yeah!  155	  
Jonas: Okay…  156	  
Signe (10:57): Why… Why do you feel there is some pictures there’s only necessary for 157	  
Instagram? And not for Facebook and opposite?  158	  
Katrine: Uhhh… It’s not the same… Like everyone doesn’t have a Instagram profile and… 159	  
Followers.. So… Then.. Yeah…  160	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Stine: Yeah.. And.. If you want to post pictures of your dog or your baby (Signe: Mmh) Maybe all 161	  
the time.. Then.. Then. *People laughing*. Then.. You maybe.. I think..  162	  
Katrine: Get blocked by (Stine: Yeah….) all your friends on Facebook …  163	  
Stine: Yeah… Then you don’t see it on Facebook.. I think some of my pictures it not really.. For 164	  
everybody… It’s just… Normal random stuff… That I think is funny or interesting.. But.. Then 165	  
people can choose to go on Instagram to see it and not be.. I think Facebook is changed in some 166	  
way because it’s more like a way you communicate and not really about posting things anymore.. I 167	  
dunno.. That’s my.. How I see it..  *The rest agreeing* And I.. Then I don’t want to… Bother 168	  
people with all this stuff that I’m doing.. At the moment.. So..  169	  
Lena: And in the end Instagram is about pictures and Facebook about that many different things 170	  
people post stuff like (Susana: Videos) videos, articles... Use it for different stuff and Instagram ind 171	  
the end is about pictures.. So.. (Jonas: Mmh) It’s more normal to post a picture than on Facebook.. 172	  
Signe: Mmh…  173	  
Jonas (12:23): What do you think Instagram is about in.. Like.. You said that it was about posting 174	  
pictures but what is the reason why people wanna post pictures in your view… Why do you think 175	  
it’s important for people and yourself to post pictures? 176	  
Katrine: Attention… 177	  
Signe: Attention? 178	  
Katrine: Yeah in some way… I will say..  179	  
Signe: What do the rest of you feel?  180	  
Katrine: And sharing…  181	  
Susana: Yeah.. And I think it has to do with sharing and many times what happens with Instagram 182	  
is it allows pretty much everyone to try an be like a... Arting themselves as a photographer *People 183	  
laughing* You can always edit the photo (Signe: Yeah) So you kinda enter this type of amateur 184	  
photography kind of field which I guess I like for example I dunno.. But..  185	  
Katrine: That’s true… Yeah…  186	  
Signe: So Instagram wouldn’t not be that fun if you could not put filters on and..? 187	  
Susana, Lena & Stine: No….  188	  
Susana: Because then that’s Facebook *People agreeing*.. With Facebook you can not really put 189	  
filters on.. The photos are as they go…  190	  
Katrine: That was a good point.. Yeah… I agree…  191	  
Signe: Okay…  192	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Jonas (13:34): Is there anything that you.. Umm.. Find.. Bad.. Or annoying in.. Øhhm.. In 193	  
Instagram how it works.. Is there anything you miss?  194	  
*Silence*  195	  
Susana: I don’t really get Hashtags *People laughing* .. But I think it’s because I suck at them.. I 196	  
don’t get it at all.. So I’m always gonna be annoyed when you have a photo and some post a photo 197	  
and they put like 20 different hashtags that doesn’t even make sense and it’s just like “Oh my god” 198	  
.. And the one day tell you like “Why don’t you use hashtags?” Like yeah.. But no.. I don’t 199	  
understand hashtags (Jonas: No…) But maybe it’s because I don’t understand it that it bothers 200	  
me…. *Signe laughing*  201	  
Lena: I think I generally like.. When I see.. People post a picture and then comment like this and 202	  
like... I don’t feel like that’s the point anyway I feel like it’s about seeing the pictures and then 203	  
kinda like.. Getting a... Yeah and of course.. Maybe you say: “I am in Copenhagen” or “This is 204	  
Madrid” or… Whatever.. But… I feel like when people make.. Because I see some famous people 205	  
that make posts like this comment and.. and.. Tagging 50 people and saying this shirt is by bla bla 206	  
bla.. and it’s like get the point *People laughing* .. Like it’s kinda… I know… But... 207	  
Stine: I use a lot of hashtags *Signe laughing*.. Not like 20 maybe more like 5 or something like 208	  
that, but I try to.. Use… Hashtags that’s not… No one used before because I think it’s more funny 209	  
than just use #nofilter or something like that.. It’s just a bit boring I think.. (Signe: Mmh) Yeah…  210	  
Jonas (15:13): How do you feel people in general communicate on Instagram? What do.. What’s 211	  
your idea of how people communicate there?  212	  
*Silence*  213	  
Susana: They communicate through hashtags.. (Jonas: Yeah) Occasionally they either like… I 214	  
rarely no.. I rarely see like.. Friends like really talking like.. Someone.. Someone might comment on 215	  
a photo and then the other one might.. Might answer but it’s always.. Like.. It’s never very long.. 216	  
It’s not like let’s say… Like in Facebook but you.. Sometimes have on there a photo of five lines 217	  
comment in Instagram people usually just respond with a line or either they respond with 218	  
hashtags… (Jonas: Yeah) Kind of keeping the funny dialogue going I guess..  219	  
Stine: Yeah and you don’t feel obligated to answer if someone *People talking at the same time* .. 220	  
Yeah.. It doesn’t really matter..  221	  
*Silence* *People laughing*  222	  
Signe (16:08): I know we talked about .. Little bit earlier.. But.. What kind of picture do you mainly 223	  
upload? You upload food, Lucia… *People agreeing* Is there any other kind of picture you often.. 224	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Like.. You going out.. Or..  225	  
Katrine: … Selfies…  226	  
Signe: Selfies?  227	  
Katrine: It happens yeah… *Jonas laughing*  228	  
Lena: Never selfies…  229	  
Signe: Never selfies? *Jonas & Signe laughing*  230	  
Lena: I guess it’s just a…. It’s be.. I think it’s because my sister puts up selfies all the time so… 231	  
I’m like.. I don’t want.. I don’t want it.. Ehhm… So I dunno.. I think most of the pictures I put up.. 232	  
And I put up 6 in total… I think 4 are pictures that I made with my camera and I liked and then I 233	  
put it up (Signe: Mmh) .. Ehhm… Maybe I dunno.. If I see something funny I guess .. Or something 234	  
nice.. That’s it..  235	  
Susana: I think babies or either places.. Pretty places… So if I go to a really nice cafe in 236	  
Copenhagen or some.. Or I see like.. Ehh.. Cool graffiti or things like that then I’ll post it.. But it’s 237	  
mainly Lucia.. Out of 30 photos 26 are Lucia *Signe & Jonas laughing*  238	  
Stine: There’s.. Not really a theme for what i post.. It’s really random stuff… Sometimes it’s just a 239	  
cup and then it’s more about the hashtags that’s below it.. But.. Yeah.. I don’t know.. A lot of travel 240	  
pictures of course because of.. *People saying yeah* I was on exchange.. But.. *Laughing* That 241	  
was.. Yeah..  242	  
Katrine: *Mumbling*.. Just general when you are enjoying something then you.. Like.. “Oh.. And 243	  
now I’m on holiday.. I want a picture of the palm as well” *Stine agreeing* .. Or “Oh look at Lucia 244	  
she’s growing *People laughing* or something like that… Like something you really enjoy *Lena 245	  
mumbling* .. Or when something is funny… Or maybe it’s food.. *People laughing*  246	  
Signe (17:55): Is there any kind of pictures you don’t like to see.. On the.. Instagram?  247	  
Stine: Animals…  248	  
Signe: Animals? Yeah…   249	  
Stine: I hate animals….. *Laughing* It’s the worst..  250	  
Katrine: Like… Television and Iphones and “Oh look I bought a new phone”.. Congratulations… 251	  
*Signe laughing* Or new TV.. Like.. That’s boring.. 252	  
Signe: That’s boring? (Katrine: Yeah) So you don’t like animal pictures.. What about you two? Are 253	  
there any kind of pictures you don’t like to see?  254	  
Lena: Mmmmh…  255	  
Susana: Yeah, when they just post photos of their bags or things like that… Like.. That.. The same 256	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thing.. They just got a new bag and it’s like.. Yeah… “My bag”.. Or then you have all of.. When 257	  
you are browsing through the feed you have all of these girls that just upload their outfits *People 258	  
laughing & agreeing* .. And I get some people find that inspiring.. I just find it annoying.. Like I 259	  
don’t understand it.. Yeah…  260	  
Stine: Yeah and maybe also if people post too many selfies then it’s a bit (Katrine: Yeah yeah) I 261	  
dunno.. I don’t..  262	  
Lena: Yeah, I guess it’s… For me also…  263	  
Susana: Yeah, that’s true..  264	  
Jonas (19:02): It seems like that’s all about really.. Like.. Things that are about showing yourself.. 265	  
“Look at my outfit” (Katrine: Yeah showing off) “Look at my new TV”, *People agreeing* “Look 266	  
at my beautiful face if it’s a selfie *People agreeing* .. So that’s something you find annoying? 267	  
Katrine: Yeah especially if you’re like “Oh my gooooooood” *Stine laughing* *The rest 268	  
laughing* 269	  
Stine: But maybe it’s also just a bit boring.. It’s just… I know how you look.. It’s just… I see you 270	  
everyday.. *Laughing* It’s just.. Not like.. Yeah…  271	  
Lena: Yeah…  272	  
Jonas: Is there anything.. Like these… Things.. That would make you.. Ehh… Unfollow someone.. 273	  
That.. It may be your friend or a celebrity.. But if they posted a lot of these things would you then 274	  
unfollow them? 275	  
All: YES!  276	  
Jonas: Yeah…  277	  
Katrine: Someone.. Just selfies.. Like every once (Lena: Once a day…) an hour or yeah... Once a 278	  
day .. Yeah.. Just.. No..  279	  
Stine: You can’t really unfollow your friends. I ha.. I have a friend who post this.. Or pictures all 280	  
the time.. But I can’t really unfollow her because she’s really close to me.. But…  281	  
Lena: But can you see that on Instagram? When someone unfollows you?  282	  
Stine: I don’t know.. But… It would be.. *People talking at the same time*  283	  
Susana: It’s like on Facebook at one point they will.. Know it.. (Stine: Yeah) And when you 284	  
unfriend someone they won’t know it but.. Like.. At one point they will think about it.. They will go 285	  
and they will realise and it will be just like…  286	  
Lena: But there’s a difference because even though you’re not following them they can still follow 287	  
you.. So they would only..  (Susana: Yeah yeah) realise if you look at your followers and thought 288	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about it.. Right? (Stine: Yeah) 289	  
Katrine: I don’t think you get any notifications (Lena: No) On it… (Lena: No.. That’s nice) *Jonas 290	  
laughing* 291	  
Stine: But.. I feel.. I feel a bit rude to.. Unfollow her.. *Laughing* Because of we talk… But.. 292	  
*Laughing* 293	  
Susana: I think with friends it’s a bit tricky (Stine: Yeah) .. But in general I follow and unfollow 294	  
many... Like famous people and things like that.. I’ve just.. Like I  used to follow James Franco 295	  
(Lena: Yeah.. I was gonna say…) Not anymore… (Lena: So annoying) He just posts way too many 296	  
selfies (Lena: Yeah) for my taste.. With no sense at all.. I used to follow Miley Cyrus because she’s 297	  
hilarious on Instagram.. But then.. Her craziness also got too boring.. *People laughing*  298	  
Jonas: Yeah, the craziness has to get even worse.. You know.. It has to really rise up and become 299	  
insane… *People laughing* … Okay.. The people you follow do you feel like they are showing.. 300	  
Umm… The… True picture of themselves? Or is it about showing off as you said?  301	  
Katrine: I say it depends.. About the character.. (Jonas: Mmh) Like you can.. Really see who’s 302	  
showing off and who’s not .. That’s quite easy to.. Look at.. I would say.. At the profile and all the 303	  
pictures..  304	  
*Silence*  305	  
Lena: I guess. Yeah.. That’s why I think it’s more clear on.. In this case on.. Facebook.. Than on 306	  
Instagram.. But I guess maybe it’s because I don’t follow that many people.. But on Facebook it’s 307	  
more of a.. Because you can like so many things and say so many things about yourself.. It seems 308	  
like you create this profile.. Ehhm.. More than I think on Instagram.. But still of course you can use 309	  
it for putting… Of course you choose the pictures that you put up and the selfies you always make a 310	  
specifi..  specific pace.. face.. pace… *People laughing* .. Ehhmm.. And.. Yeah..  311	  
Susana: But I think it depends.. You really see it in the profile.. Like she said.. It just depends on 312	  
the different photos .. Like but.. It.. It depends on the person. Some people like more.. to.. like.. Do 313	  
it very naturally.. Some people don’t use filters and then others are always using filters.. Or you 314	  
can… And also you can see that there are people that just… Only upload on Instagram photos that 315	  
they take with their phone when they’re like just walking and they see something and they just 316	  
upload it.. But then you can also see the people that.. Have their professional cameras or really 317	  
fancy cameras and then upload it on (Lena: Mmh) .. On their web after editing the photos and then 318	  
it goes on Instagram.. But then you can realise it rather quickly (Lena: Mmh)  319	  
Jonas (23:12): Have you ever considered .. Umm.. Deleting your profile on Instagram?  320	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*People saying no*  321	  
Stine: Mmmh.. Yes actually.. Before I started using it for real.. But.. Yeah.. I don’t know… I didn’t 322	  
know how to do it so.. Then I was just “Okay I will leave it there” .. That’s… I think I had it fooor.. 323	  
More than one year without using it .. So…  324	  
Jonas: Ok.. Yeah…  325	  
Susana: I remember.. I first opened it and then I didn’t use it for like three years .. *People 326	  
laughing* And then I started using it again (Lena: Mmh).. And now the thing is I’m not there.. So.. 327	  
Like.. Yeah..I.. I kind of like.. I’m there like.. On a daily basis I guess in the busses watching like 328	  
the feed, but itself like posting things I only do it like once a month or so… So I don’t really feel the 329	  
need of erasing it because I don’t do it too much or it’s not like… (Lena: Mh) .. I don’t really think 330	  
so much about my Instagram in general.. So…  331	  
*Silence* 332	  
Signe (23:14): Mmh… Is there something you will change about Instagram if you could? Like … 333	  
Would you like to have the option that you could delete who follows you.. Or… Stop having 334	  
filters.. Is there anything you’ll change about Instagram if you could? Or is there some features you 335	  
are missing?  336	  
*Silence* 337	  
Stine: I.. I dunno if.. It’s hard for my.. For me to describe what it is but.. In the bottom line where 338	  
you choose between theee.. Categories… (Other people: Filters).. No.. Not the filters.. But.. When 339	  
you just enter Instagram then you have the different options.. (Jonas: Mmh) Down here… (People: 340	  
Yeah).. And sometimes it confuses me what it is that.. Is in the different.. (Katrine Ildal: Options…) 341	  
Options.. *Signe laughing* It’s just.. Sometimes.. Then I have to remember “Okay you have to go 342	  
there to see what my friends.. Øhh.. Liked…” And yeah.. It’s.. It’s not on the main.. The wall 343	  
thing.. I don’t know.. (Jonas: Yeah) .. I can’t really describe what it is but there’s something that is 344	  
annoying me but.. I can’t really put a word on it.. But..  345	  
Susana: Yeah but you can only watch in your home the people that you follow, but sometimes you 346	  
also want to see what your friends have liked (Stine: Yeeeaah) .. But you need to enter and .. Yeah 347	  
and then it’s also really weird because you need to switch it off to see what people like.. Saying 348	  
about you and (Stine: Yeah) Just.. (Stine: Yeah exactly!) It could be done simpler (Stine: Yeah)..  349	  
Signe: Done simpler.. Mmh..  350	  
Stine: But I don’t like the idea about having both on your home page (Susana: No) I don’t really.. I 351	  
like the.. tha.. that’s.. the.. the.. Umm.. The design of it that it’s only pictures you scroll down and 352	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comment .. Of course.. But.. Yeah.. I don’t know *Laughing*  353	  
Signe (25:59): Is it important to see.. tha.. what your friends have liked on Instagram? Is that 354	  
important for you?  355	  
Stine: Mmmmh…… Yeah I think so.. Not.. Not what they like but mmmaybe more…. Uhh… The 356	  
pictures… How can I describe it.. Like… Sometimes if they liked .. Uhh.. A nice picture of 357	  
something that maybe could be interesting for me.. So yeah… It is.. Important for me.. Kind of..  358	  
Susana: Njaa.. It.. I don’t.. I don’t know if it is important, but I kind of like to know what they are 359	  
liking because many times .. I.. It’s also how I discover .. Other people that post (Lena: Yeah) really 360	  
good stuff (Stine: Yeah) and I basically do it because a friend of a friend liked a photo and then I 361	  
checked before and then it’s like “Oh .. This is actually something that I really enjoy” and then I 362	  
start following that.. (Stine: Mmmh) .. So it’s nice to kind of like… To discover what is going on 363	  
(Signe: Mmh).. Because many times the feed on Instagram is not very.. Like.. When you’re just 364	  
browsing.. It’s not really very straightforward or either says that of course the.. the things that have 365	  
the more likes are the ones that show up at first.. So it’s not really divided by your taste and if.. If I 366	  
could change something maybe that will be.. You know.. That.. That.. When I’m just browsing into 367	  
like… In the web of the photos (Stine: Mmh).. That if you could just have like something in which 368	  
you just pick... You know… I want to see photos of.. Like… Art.. Or only animals or something 369	  
like that… And then they can show me because now you just go over and then you just see 370	  
thousands of photos and you have celebrities and the people the people can dress .. And like.. (Stine 371	  
& Katrine: Mmh) And most of it you don’t really.. I .. I don’t even find interesting..  372	  
Lena: Isn’t that kind of like the point with the hashtags? That you can search for a specific thing? If 373	  
people put.. (Susana: Yeah yeah yeah) a hashtag on it of course?  374	  
Susana: Yeah but it would be nice to be able to….  375	  
Katrine: Yeah.. Yeah.. But..  376	  
*People talking at the same time*  377	  
Katrine: Instead of like seeing like … All the… Some of them are stupid photos.. Like… “Oh me I 378	  
got 20.000 likes on my dog eating” .. *Signe laughing* .. So instead.. Like.. You can choose the.. 379	  
What you like the most.. Like animals.. Or.. Babies.. Or.. Whatever…  380	  
Susana (28:01): The thing with the hashtag is that since most of them are now ironic *People 381	  
agreeing*.. That either you have like the ones that are really straightforward or then… The hashtags 382	  
saying.. Like.. Your photos says the contrary that your hashtags says.. So then you don’t really like.. 383	  
Find… What you really wanted to..  (Katrine: HMh) 384	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Signe: Yeah…  385	  
Jonas: Okay.. Well… Umm… How often would you say that you use Instagram? A week maybe?  386	  
Katrine: Like do you mean.. Like…  387	  
Jonas: Like how often do you open the app either to just look at pictures or to .. Ehh.. With the 388	  
intention of liking something.. Or.. *People saying: Yeah* .. Searching for something.. Or 389	  
uploading..  390	  
Katrine: I think I do it three times a day .. Like… In the morning and in the middle of the day and 391	  
then in the evening …. Yeah…  392	  
Lena: I would say two... Yeah.. One-two times.. A day.. 393	  
Stine: Yeah I think it’s the same.. Sometimes I look at that more than Facebook actually.. Because I 394	  
think .. (Katrine Ildal: Yeah I do too) Facebook is too much information when I’m just .. Standing 395	  
and waiting for something.. Then I can just.. Look at the pictures…  396	  
Susana: I think one.. Yeah.. Once two times a day… Probably..  397	  
Jonas (29:24): What.. What’s kind of the percentage of friends and celebrities you follow? Do you 398	  
know? Just like… Approximately? 399	  
*Silence* 400	  
Katrine: I think mine is like.. 70 % on someone I DON’T know.. And.. then 30 % is people I 401	  
know.. My friends.. (Jonas: Yeah)  402	  
Susana: Yeah I think pretty much the same..  403	  
Katrine: Yeah 404	  
Lena: For me it’s the other way around.. I think 80 % friends and 20 % pe.. Famous people  405	  
Stine: Yeah I think it’s 80 % .. I don’t know if you can call them famous people but people I don’t 406	  
really know.. (Jonas: Mmh) and then 20 % people I know.. There’s not that many of my friends 407	  
who actually have…. Instagram…. (Signe: Okay)  408	  
Jonas (30:10): So why is it… Well.. Like it is? Why do you mainly have.. Most of you mainly 409	  
have celebrities and not your friends?  410	  
Katrine: Mmmmmh…. I think there’s just like… Ehh.. There’s a difference in.. If you are a girl or 411	  
a boy.. Like.. If I look at all my.. friends there are boys in Facebook I think maybe two have 412	  
Instagram and if I look at the girls then like 80 % have.. has.. Ehh… Instagram.. So…  413	  
*Silence* 414	  
Susana: Famous people tend to post more interesting things.. (Lena: Mmmh) than your friends 415	  
(Jonas: Mmh) I think it’s just because for famous people Instagram is a tool to kind of become more 416	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famous or to stay trendy so in a sense they’re always trying to post things that will get them a lot of 417	  
likes so there are usually interesting things while your friends many times they .. Post either like a 418	  
photo of what they’re eating or just of friends .. Two friends extremely drunk… *People laughing* 419	  
So I think it just seems that the posts that .. Yeah.. Famous people use are a bit more interesting.. 420	  
Or.. Have something different than the ones that my friend does.. My friends.. Yeah do..  421	  
Stine: Yeah but also just .. About being updated about what is going on in the society not 422	  
necessarily famous people like Miley Cyrus.. But also news.. For instance.. (Katrine & Jonas: 423	  
Mmh) You can see that in one picture and then I can read the article later on.. So…  424	  
Signe: So it’s a good.. good way to be updated on what’s going on? 425	  
Stine: Yeah… A fast way… *Laughs*  426	  
Signe: A fast way…  427	  
Stine: Yeah…  428	  
Jonas (31:57): So the reason for following .. Uhh.. Celebrities as you said Susana.. Is that they post 429	  
more interesting things. So what your friends post at least in your case is just ordinary everyday... 430	  
things?  431	  
Susana: Yeah.. 432	  
Jonas: Mainly… *People laughing*  433	  
Lena: I think it’s alsoo… 434	  
Susana: No I think it’s a mix.. I think it’s just… I think it.. It depends.. It’s a mix.. And I think it 435	  
will depend of who of my friends.. Like I think.. The ones that I.. At least the ones that I follow... 436	  
They are… Most of them are either photographers or they *mumbling* cinema.. So they tend to do 437	  
these very artsy type of photos (Jonas: Yeah) that I really really enjoy.. But.. Then the rest that I 438	  
don’t follow.. Yeah they.. Well.. They post ordinary things and in the sense I feel that I already can 439	  
see the same.. Tha.. The same posts are the ones that I.. That I see of them in Facebook. So I feel 440	  
that having them already on Facebook is enough. To have that type of update from them or just to 441	  
see those type of ordinary activities if you want to call them like that.. Whilst in Instagram .. Since I 442	  
kinda want to have something different that I have on Facebook I try to look for perhaps things that 443	  
are a bit more special too..  444	  
Lena: And I think it’s also about that you know your friends.. You know.. you.. what they kinda 445	  
like, but with famous people or whatever there are.. People are kind of.. Far away so in a way you 446	  
feel closer to them and you can see.. Kinda like.. What’s their everyday.. everyday life.. What does 447	  
it look like or what do they want to that you know.. whatever or.. You know what things do they 448	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like.. Do they have a dog.. Do they go running in the morning.. Do they eat this or that or… I guess 449	  
that’s also.. Something..  450	  
Signe: Yeah! *Coughs* 451	  
Jonas (33:37): Iiif… If we look at the friends you follow or follow you on Instagram - Do you feel 452	  
like the way you communicate with them is .. Uhh.. A communication that’s very personal or very .. 453	  
Ehhm… Mm.. Superficial or shallow or easy?  454	  
*Silence* 455	  
Lena: Mmmh… I guess very superficial in a way…. Unless it’s an inside joke.. But.. I don’t 456	  
know… I only like maybe pictures.. Or.. Maybe.. If people either like comment on a pictur.. One of 457	  
my pictures it’s never something.. Personal.. It’s more like a.. I dunno… Smiley or… You know.. 458	  
Or… Something funny, but nothing.. You know it’s very in the open … (Jonas: Mmh) Not… Very 459	  
personal… I’d say..  460	  
Susana: Yeah, it tends to be superficial unless you are.. Yeah you are dealing with an inside joke or 461	  
you posted something that it’s clearly an inside joke and then… (Lena: Yeah) Of course yeah like .. 462	  
Of course they are going to see it as that, but if not.. Because it’s all about just putting the like or in 463	  
the same sense as you don’t really have to.. as you were saying… You don’t really have to answer 464	  
the comment then.. You know.. I don’t think I ever answer comments on Instagram that people 465	  
make in my photos.. Just.. (Jonas: Okay)  466	  
Katrine: I actually do… *People laughing* Especially if someone is asking me a question then .. If 467	  
it’s someone like I haven’t seen for a while and they’re like: “Ohh should we catch up” or 468	  
something and then I’ll.. Will respond on that.. Of course.. (Lena whispering: Yeah, that’s true) 469	  
So…  470	  
Jonas: Do you.. Would you like Instagram to offer you a more.. Uuum… Personal.. Umm.. 471	  
Communication tool of some sort.. (Katrine Ildal: Like a chat?)  Like would you like Instagram  … 472	  
Not necessarily a chat… But.. Would you like Instagram to kinda offer you a way of.. Or a forum 473	  
where you could actually be more personal? Because when.. Most of you had a closed account, so 474	  
you have to accept the people following you so.. But.. Still if it doesn’t feel personal and intimate 475	  
the communication you have with these people then.. What are you missing there?  476	  
Katrine: Mine is open so.. *Laughing* (Jonas: Yeah) *Signe & Jonas laughing* I don’t have a 477	  
right answer to that…  478	  
Susana: I don’t know.. I think that I wouldn’t like it.. I kind of like the fact that it is like that.. But it 479	  
is like.. full of.. Then Instagram has other things that... Why do I have Facebook? *Jonas laughing* 480	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Or the other way around.. You know.. (People: Mmmh) Like.. Since.. Since what is nice now is that 481	  
you have to click at things that you use a lot (Jonas: Mmh) But they are very different than that.. In 482	  
kind of Facebook is.. Like.. You can go personal because there is a lot more information and you’re 483	  
showing way more things that you are in Instagram and I kind of like that in Instagram that you 484	  
don’t really have to explain a lot what is going on you just post a photo (Lena: Yeah) and that has to 485	  
*Jonas coughing* talk for like 1000 words and people kind of answer with a like and it’s kind of 486	  
understood (Katrine, Stine & Jonas: Mmh) that it’s going to stay (Katrine: Yeah) like that. It’s in a 487	  
sense superficial and that’s what I actually like on Instagram .. (Jonas: Okay)  488	  
Stine: But it’s not more superficial than.. That you.. When you see people again you often talk 489	  
about the pictures that you have posted. And that’s maybe the personal way of communicating 490	  
about the pictures (Jonas: Mmh) .. I don’t know.. Yeah..  491	  
Jonas (37:20): Do you use the function in Instagram.. I don’t remember what it’s called.. (Signe: 492	  
Direct) Where you.. Yeah.. Where you can send pictures just.. Just like on Snapchat you can send 493	  
pictures directly to people instead of just uploading it?  494	  
All at once: I didn’t know that.. You can do that? There’s a function like that? *Laughing*  495	  
Jonas: You didn’t know?  496	  
All: No…  497	  
Stine: Never heard about it..  498	  
Katrine: Ho.. How do you use it?  499	  
Signe: It’s a.. When you are on the front page.. I think it’s on the right corner there’s like a 500	  
mailbox.. 501	  
Katrine: Okay… (Jonas: Yeah) (Lena: Oooh)  502	  
Signe: And then you ca.. You can.. Also when you *Stine laughing* In the upload function it says .. 503	  
You can choose .. On the top you can post it online on Instagram or direct..  504	  
Katrine: Like.. Like this little… 505	  
Signe: Yeah the.. The.. Up in the corner ..  506	  
Katrine: Okay..  507	  
Jonas: Well there you are..  508	  
Lena: *Something*  509	  
Katrine: I have actually.. I have never pushed that button.. 510	  
Stine: No.. Me neither..  511	  
Jonas: Because they.. Umm.. Instagram or Facebook tried to buy Snapchat .. But.. (Susana: 512	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Aaarhh.. They couldn’t..) they declined.. No… So they made their own ..  513	  
Katrine: Try it on me.. *Laughing* So… *People laughing*  514	  
Signe: Okay.. Yeah..  515	  
Katrine: Yeah..  516	  
Jonas: But you haven’t used it? (Katrine: No) Would you consider using it?  517	  
Katrine: No…  518	  
Stine: Noooooo…  519	  
Jonas: No?  520	  
*People talking at the same time*  521	  
Susana: Then it’s like Snapchat..  522	  
Katrine: Yeah…  523	  
Stine: Yeah, Snapchat.. And I can also send it on Facebook .. Or… Textmessage.. 524	  
Signe: So that’s not.. Instagram is not the.. Platform for sending pictures.. (All: No.. No)  525	  
Katrine: Snapchat took that function from them.. So.. (Signe: Okay) And made it .. Like.. Their 526	  
own.. 527	  
Signe: Mmh.. What was the last picture you posted in Instagram? … Lucia? 528	  
Susana: I think so…. *People laughing*  529	  
Jonas: Very likely *Laughing*  530	  
Susana: It’s more like.. I think Lucia making a monster face *Jonas & Signe laughing*  531	  
Lena: Yeah… Mmh.. I..  532	  
Signe: Did you also post Lucia?  533	  
Lena: Umm.. No.. *People laughing* (Lena and Susana speaking at the same time) Ehhm.. For me 534	  
it was like a… It was on monday and it was aaa picture.. I made a picture of a .. You know those .. 535	  
You know in front of restaurants they have those blackboards with pe.. They write stuff so there 536	  
was this Indian Restaurant that made a kind of joke … And it said.. Ehh.. Eehm.. Do you know how 537	  
many .. Ehh.. Food jokes .. Do you know how many food jokes .. How many Indian food jokes we 538	  
know? And it says “Naan” *People laughing* .. I thought that was kind of funny so…. *People 539	  
laughing* .. Yeah that was the last thing..  540	  
Signe: Yeah..  541	  
Stine: Iiii.. It must be a cup that I won at Danish .. Danish Statistics because I was in an experiment 542	  
and then I posted that and .. Because I kind of made a joke that it was a cup .. I don’t know if you 543	  
have seen Natholdet with a Natholds cup and then it was kind of .. A cup for people who studies 544	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economics .. It’s just.. Yeah..  (Signe: Okay) An inside joke, but yeah.. *Laughing*  545	  
Katrine: Obviously food *Signe and Jonas laughing* .. Yeah.. Food.. Yeah..  546	  
Jonas (40:24): Have you ever uploaded a picture that you regretted later on or do you know 547	  
anybody who …? 548	  
Katrine: Mmh.. No..  549	  
Susana: Yeah … A friend of mine uploaded a photo of his and his girlfriend .. Like his girlfriend 550	  
was naked *mumbling something while laughing* .. It was a matter of perspective but they were 551	  
lying on the bed and you could totally see her boobies and the photo he didn’t know how to erase it 552	  
and then.. We all kind of saw her boobies .. *People laughing* It became this huge thing.. But they 553	  
were also young and like.. Uhh.. They were twee.. 19.. I don’t know… It was just.. But I don’t 554	  
really .. Like.. Me personally I haven’t .. *Silence*.. Can you erase photos on Instagram?  555	  
All: Yeah yeah.. Yes..  556	  
Susana: Oh okay… Yeah.. *Signe laughing* .. Didn’t know that.. Yeah.. (Lena: Yeah)  557	  
Stine: I think.. I.. Think too much about it before uploading it so I know that I want it there for sure 558	  
and not .. Yeah.. (Katrine Ildal: Mmh) .. But I deleted some pictures that I took when I .. Uhh.. Got 559	  
Instagram and they were really old .. And I didn’t really get the .. thee thing about Instagram in the 560	  
beginning so there was some pictures that I don’t really .. Liked.. So... I deleted them.. Because it 561	  
was long time ago .. But yeah…  562	  
Lena: I think yeah…  563	  
Jonas (41:48): Cool..  .. Umm..  *Signe laughing* .. Do you think what you personally show on 564	  
Instagram shows the true life that you live? (Katrine: Noo.. No) Or .. No?  565	  
Katrine: No.. I sit in an office all day and ther.. I have NO office picture AT all .. (Jonas: Okay…) 566	  
So no… *Laughing* ..  567	  
Susana: Yes… *Jonas & Susana laughing* .. I am surrounded by baby all day long so… That kind 568	  
of.. That’s the only thing that has my Instagram .. (Lena: Mmh) ..  569	  
Lena: No not really.. I don’t really post that many pictures and they’re usually not very personal so 570	  
.. (Jonas: No) No..  571	  
Jonas: Okay..  572	  
Stine: Yeah.. It’s not like me brushing my teeth or something like that .. It’s more .. Maybe more 573	  
the funny par.. part.. about my life and the inside jokes .. And yeah..  574	  
Jonas: I remember I had a friend .. Uhh.. At one point that I unfollowed .. Umm… Because he was 575	  
always .. Uhh.. Doing pictures of him in the gym .. *People laughing* (Katrine: Ohh, that’ also 576	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annoying) .. But.. Yeah.. It is and being a very good friend of mine I also knew that after he was 577	  
done there he went out and ate a pizza and he went out and partied .. You know.. So all of his 578	  
hashtags with .. Uhh… (Katrine Ildal: Bodyfit... and fit..) Healthy life and bodyfit and fitfan and 579	  
fitDK and all those .. (Katrine: Yeah) Just went down the drain .. So I unfollowed him.. Have you 580	  
ever.. Like.. Had a person where you really thought.. Well.. This is not your life.. This is just.. A 581	  
facade really.. (Lena: Mmh) ..  582	  
Katrine: Yeah… I have..  583	  
Stine: But I think it’s funny sometimes some of my friends and I we research for a.. the hashtag.. 584	  
ehh.. Dullermedmuller *Jonas laughing* in Danish .. Ehh… And there’s some really funny pictures 585	  
and some really funny .. Really really stupid hashtags .. and then we just laugh about them because 586	  
.. Yeah..  587	  
Jonas: But why.. Why do you laugh?  588	  
Stine: Because I .. Maybe because I know that that’s not their real life .. If you post picture.. 589	  
Pictures of your body everyday then .. I dunno.. It’s not your life .. It’s .. Well maybe it is but… 590	  
Then you’re maybe.. A bit sick.. Or.. *Jonas & Stine laughing* … I don’t know.. If you.. If you.. 591	  
(Jonas: Yeah) .. Post pictures like .. It’s a lot of pictures.. It’s (Jonas: Mmh) not only one picture a 592	  
day… So.. (Jonas: So you als…) But it’s kinda funny.. *Laughing* .. 593	  
Jonas: Yeah.. So it can also be something that you just cannot relate to.. You find it so 594	  
ridiculously.. Uhh.. Centered around fitness or.. (Stine: Mmh) Stuff like that so you can’t really 595	  
relate to what’s going on?  596	  
Stine: Yeah.. I think so…  597	  
Katrine: Yeah…  598	  
*Silence*  599	  
Jonas: Cool..  600	  
Signe (44:54): So the pictures you are uploading is what you want to show people what’s going on 601	  
in your life .. (Katrine: Yeah) .. Like.. You cooking good food.. You having a baby all the time… 602	  
*People laughing* .. Yeah.. So that’s working ..  603	  
Katrine: It is because if you .. Like.. If you want to show something to your followers and that’s 604	  
obviously 80 % of your friends … If you have.. Like.. 10.. I would say that’s my followers .. If I 605	  
upload a picture of my computer screen at the office then they will say I think you need shrink now 606	  
*People laughing* .. So.. Yeah… That won’t be like showing what I enjoy .. Of course I enjoy my 607	  
job but if I do that all the time there won’t.. There won’t be .. That funny.. So..  608	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*Silence*  609	  
Signe: Is it important that the pictures you post on Instagram is what .. Øhhm… Present a picture 610	  
that everything is going okay in your life that .. It’s always beautiful pictures .. That…  611	  
Katrine: I.. I mean.. Sometimes .. Like I had a friend she got a really bad haircut and she took a 612	  
really bad picture and then she.. Like.. Made a hashtag .. “Have a bad hairday” .. And that’s like.. 613	  
Realistic.. But.. Also she’s only doing that to be funny (Signe: Yeah) .. So... If somethings really 614	  
bad happening then you won’t upload it to Instagram .. So.. Yeah..  615	  
Jonas: And .. Playing on the funny thing also generated likes .. I guess…  616	  
Katrine: Jo.. Yeee.. Yeah .. *Laughing* .. (Jonas: Yeah) .. Also because it was a funny picture .. 617	  
So… (Jonas: Yeah) ..  618	  
Jonas: Have you ever made an upload on Instagram and thought: “This is gonna get a lot of likes.. 619	  
(Katrine: Yeah) And I’m looking forward to it”? *People laughing*  620	  
Katrine: And also the comments… *Laughing* .. (Jonas: Yeah) .. Yeah…  621	  
Susana: Not really…  622	  
Lena: Maybe…  623	  
*Jonas laughing*  624	  
Stine: I think about it… But yeah… But I had a friend… She was really obsessed with the likes and 625	  
she was telling “Okay, this time Stine I will get 100 likes on this picture” .. And I was like: “It’s 626	  
nothing special that picture…” .. And she got like.. I don’t know.. 50 likes .. And… Yeah… I don.. 627	  
I’m not obsessed in that way about it.. But.. I think about it.. I think I wouldn’t post a picture 628	  
actually.. That.. Wouldn’t… Get any likes .. Because then it’s not really necessary for people to see 629	  
it.. I think I.. (Katrine: Yeah) .. In that way.. It would be too boring for people to see if they 630	  
wouldn’t like it .. (Katrine: Yeah).. (Jonas: Yeah) .. *Someone mumbling*  631	  
Signe: Do you ever think about which people are gonna like your pictures? Is there sometimes 632	  
you’re uploading a picture “Oh I need him to like my picture….” Or.. “I need her to see that I’ve 633	  
been baking this beautiful cake”? .. (Katrine: Nnn.. Noo..) Like to.. To brag about .. Your life?  634	  
Susana: Not really… Unless it’s a very.. Like.. Unless it’s a joke .. (Stine: Yeah).. Like an inside 635	  
joke.. Like… (Katrine: Like.. If.. If..) Look at what I did .. You know.. (Katrine: Yeah) But it’s 636	  
more.. Of the type of relationship that you have with certain people..  637	  
Katrine: Yeah.. I think you use that more on Facebook .. If you’re like.. “Okay now I’m done with 638	  
my bachelor.. I got 10” Or something.. Then you want to brag and say “Look at me I made a 639	  
University .. Ehh.. Something for me.. For myself..” (Jonas & Signe: Mmmmh)  640	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Jonas (48:33): Do yo.. Do you tag people when you wanna brag or .. An inside joke or something .. 641	  
In order to like really get in contact with them and show them this is.. (Katrine: Yes.. I do) .. 642	  
Forwarded to you? 643	  
Susana: I have only done it once…. But yeah… But it’s the only time that I have bragged on 644	  
Instagram.. 645	  
Stine: So you tag them to get them .. Get their.. Attention.. Or? 646	  
Jonas: Yeah..  647	  
Katrine: Like..  648	  
Stine: No I have never done that…   649	  
Katrine: Like.. I had a friend … Ehh.. She.. Or.. Both of us is following Anders Hemmingsen and 650	  
then .. Ehh.. He made.. Uploaded a photo of.. Ehh.. A bicycle with a.. Ehh.. Justin Bieber.. Paper.. 651	  
Something.. And then she made like a hashtag “Oh.. Katrine.. This is just for you” or something 652	  
like that (Stine: Mmh) to make fun of it .. So yeah.. I do it and .. *People mumbling* ..  653	  
Susana: We had a  cake competition with my cousin who will make the cake.. The best cake to.. 654	  
The.. Best cheesecake.. And my little brother was the judge .. So… Once.. Like.. Once I made the 655	  
cheesecake and it’s .. Like.. You know.. There is this photo of him just being like “Aaaah” .. 656	  
Because he’s dying because of my cheesecake *People laughing* .. Then I just uploaded it because 657	  
we have these running jokes in my family .. We are like what.. We are 40 cousins .. So we tend to 658	  
just .. Like.. Make jokes of who is the favorite one or .. (Katrine: Hmmm) Who is the best and the 659	  
best.. So we keep just going.. But we do it on Facebook and everything.. Like.. That becomes what 660	  
we are always doing it.. So now it’s on Instagram .. (Katrine: Hmm) .. But we don’t really.. Like.. 661	  
On Instagram at least I only do it that one time.. (Lena: Mmh) .. *Jonas laughing* (Lena: Mumbling 662	  
something)  663	  
Jonas: Okay… (Katrine: HMm) *People laughing*  664	  
Signe: Anything else you wanna share with us what you think about Instagram?  665	  
*Silence*  666	  
Lena: … No… Not really.. No…  667	  
All: No…  668	  
Signe & Jonas: I think we got it covered… *People laughing* ..  669	  
Jonas: I think we got all the questions answ…  670	  
Stine: Oh…. One thing maybe… Have you thought about .. Because my parents have a Instagram 671	  
profile only to see what I’m doing … Not because that they want to see everything that I’m doing 672	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because they.. They won’t have Facebook and all .. They.. Yeah.. Not part of that… But they have 673	  
Instagram to follow me when I was abroad.. But.. (Signe & Jonas: Yes.. Mmmh) .. Maybe that’s 674	  
also a perspective with parents on Instagram ..  675	  
Jonas: That’s actually what grow younger people away from Facebook.. (Stine: Yeah)... So maybe 676	  
that’s happening with Instagram as well.. (Stine: Maybe….) (Susana: Yeah).. But why do you think 677	  
that would lead them to .. Why do they.. Like..  678	  
Stine: I think… 679	  
Susana: There will always be something new…. Like.. We now.. We now tend to forget that before 680	  
Facebook there was (Jonas: Yeah) Myspace .. *People agreeing and laughing* .. Like.. We were all 681	  
on Myspace.. And there was also a time where we had just all.. Like I remember.. I opened my 682	  
Myspace when I had Hotmail .. And then I was chatting on like.. You now… Messenger.. (Jonas: 683	  
Messenger) *People agreeing* .. And then in Spain I know.. And then even before .. In Mexico.. 684	  
Before Myspace ther.. They had Highfive .. Or something.. (Jonas: Yeah?) It was the name.. 685	  
Something like that.. So I think like.. There will always.. Like.. You know.. If that happens there 686	  
*People agreeing* will be a new world.. (Jonas: Yeah) .. And you say like for example it hasn’t 687	  
really take off but Google.. Apparently Google has kind of like a Facebook .. Like.. Thing going 688	  
on..  689	  
Signe: What would make you go away from Instagram?  690	  
*Silence*  691	  
Katrine: S.. If.. If people stop posting things in there…  692	  
Susana: Yeah.. Or if someone really creepy starts following .. (Katrine: Yeah…) *People 693	  
laughing*.. And you like start getting.. Like.. Creepy comments.. (Katrine: Yeah) *Jonas laughing* 694	  
.. That’ll be when I leave .. *Jonas coughing* ..  695	  
Stine: I dunno.. Because I can just unfollow people.. So.. Maybe I won’t see all that .. (Jonas: 696	  
Yeah) Maybe people that I follow or .. I.. Are friends with on Facebook actually HAVE Instagram .. 697	  
But I don’t follow them because I think their pictures and posts on Facebook is annoying so.. 698	  
(Susana: Mh) Maybe I will never see it.. That people… Enter… Instagram..  699	  
Jonas: Would you.. If.. Your parents .. The rest of you.. Your parents joined Instagram.. If they 700	  
haven’t already.. Would you leave Instagram if they started following you, commenting on every 701	  
picture? 702	  
Katrine: No… We’re too old for that.. If I.. If I was teenager (Jonas: Mmh) then yeah.. Then I 703	  
would have a.. Private profile .. *People agreeing*  704	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Susana: I don’t really mind…  705	  
Lena: Me either… I actually… Well my mom does actually take my pictures that I send her and 706	  
post them on HER Instagram *People laughing* .. Which I think.. A little bit.. But otherwise I don’t 707	  
.. I don’t care..  708	  
Susana: My mom does the same.. Yeah..  709	  
Lena: It’s like.. “Ahh look a nice picture I’ve made.. Like I put it up on Instagram”  .. *People 710	  
laughing* .. It doesn’t even say like “Made by my daughter” Or something.. No.. She just posts the 711	  
picture *Signe laughing* Everyone’s like “It’s so nice” .. I’m like “Yeah, it’s my picture..” *People 712	  
laughing* ..  713	  
Jonas: So she steals your pictures .. (Lena: Yeah).. Does she have more followers?  714	  
*People laughing* That would not be fair.. (Lena: No…)  715	  
Susana: *Laughing*.. Actually a bit sad..  716	  
Lena: *Mumbling* .. *People laughing* I should take that..  717	  
Jonas: Yes.. You need to… *Susana laughing*  718	  
Lena: I should have a talk with her… 719	  
Jonas: Yes.. *Susana laughing* Get her arrested for *Signe laughing*… (Lena: Yeah) picture 720	  
plagiarism .. (Lena: Yeah) Okay.. Umm.. Thank you (Signe: Thank you) I think we.. Uhh.. We 721	  
asked some questions and you gave us some answers… *People laughing*.. (Signe: Good 722	  
questions…) It’s all we could ask for..  723	  
Signe: Good questions.. Good answers..  724	  
Jonas: Thank you..  725	  
Signe: Thank you.. 726	  
Lena: Signe’s clearly *Mumbling* .. *People laughing* 727	  
Signe: No I just..  728	  
Jonas: Drawing.. A box..  729	  
Signe: I always need *People laughing* I always need to draw when I’m in these things… 730	  
Lena: Oh okay…  731	  
Signe: Sorry..  732	  
Lena: Yeah I get it.. I do it too..  733	  
Signe: Oh okay.. Let’s turn off the cameras.. *Laughing*  734	  
Jonas: Thank you very much…  735	  
Signe: Thank you..  736	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People: No problem…  737	  
*Done* 738	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Transcript of Mixed Group 1	  
 2	  
Interviewees: Sabrine, Michael, Mads, Vincci, Kamilla & Sergio 3	  
Mediators: Jonas & Anne 4	  
 5	  
Jonas: Well, thank you very much all of you for coming, very nice 6	  
Mads: You are welcome 7	  
Jonas: Ahhh so today we are, I don’t know how much you’ve been told since you’ve been 8	  
approached by different people 9	  
*LAUGHS* 10	  
Mads: Nothing 11	  
Jonas: aaa But we are talking about.. Ehh.. Snapchat and Instagram today, so we wanna know what 12	  
you think about them, your habits, and what you think makes them different from each other and 13	  
what your ahhm use of them how that differs. Aamm Soo I think let’s start with Snapchat, Umm... 14	  
Why do you use Snapchat? 15	  
*LAUGHS* 16	  
Kamilla: Should I just begin 17	  
Anne: Ah yeah  18	  
Kamilla: I think mostly just to keep in touch with your friends you don’t see on a daily basis so it’s 19	  
just a quick input or quick view into your life, but to me it’s like... I don’t know.. odd experiences if 20	  
something’s weird, like when I found the chocolate box on the station, then that I’ll snapchat, but I 21	  
wont just take a selfie of me “oh tired of being in school”, it’s like special occasions to me  22	  
Jonas: Yeah 23	  
Kamilla: Yeah  24	  
Mads: Yeah to let your friends know what happens to you on the day, small events 25	  
Kamilla: Yeah 26	  
Jonas: Yeah? 27	  
Vincci: It started to me as like, this an American friend of mine was like oh yeah do you know the 28	  
app; Snapchat, do you want to download it?  29	  
*LAUGHS* 30	  
Vincci: Ok, so I downloaded.. I downloaded it and it was like, I was only talking to her and it’s I 31	  
think the appeal of it is that the pictures disappear after a while and stuff like that, it's just very 32	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instant, and I mean I guess you can do that with other platforms, but this at least the photo 33	  
disappears, and then at the beginning it was just like normal communication that you would have, 34	  
except that you would put like tiny captions and you’d take pictures of funny things, and then once 35	  
they added more features to it, like the way I started using it kind of changed, like recently I started 36	  
putting stories cause I saw that people starting doing that as well and I like looking at their stories 37	  
and that offers something completely different so.. 38	  
Anne: Mm.. 39	  
Mads: Yeah 40	  
Kamilla: But for me I wouldn’t , I’ve never used the story function on Snapchat because then again 41	  
is like a status, I don’t use it for that, that’s more for Facebook or Instagram, you go and  you post 42	  
something that stays there that’s for me, Snapchat is like.. the spare of the moment, so I’ve never 43	  
used the ‘My story’ thing on Snapchat  44	  
Mads: For my point of view that’s also the fun part of Snapchat , that it disappears  45	  
Kamilla: Yeah  46	  
Mads: For a few seconds it’s there and then it’s gone, I think that’s the fun part of it, at least for me  47	  
Michael: Well, my friends don’t use snapchat so that’s basically… just.. it’s goes as far as Sabrine, 48	  
all I use Snapchat for 49	  
*LAUGHS* 50	  
Jonas: Ok 51	  
Sergio: Yeah precisely I think it’s just very limited because I.. You know how people use more 52	  
Facebook or Instagram so when you go to Snapchat  it’s like you have this always fixed contacts, 53	  
like 3 or 4 friends that you have that you know they use Snapchat very often so you just send this 54	  
event lenses that like.. something kind of unique  and you are like ‘hey look at this’, but that it 55	  
disappears it’s kind of  like annoying, I don’t know  56	  
*LAUGHS* 57	  
Sergio: I cannot post  …..*Mumbles something* 58	  
*KNOCKS* 59	  
Vincci: I think it’s funny that you guys talk about like special events that you wouldn’t take photos 60	  
of like the normal thing, because that’s actually one of the things I like about it,  is it’s like i like 61	  
since my friends are all spread all over the world and I don’t really, I mean of course I wanna be 62	  
there for their special moments, but I also want to be there for their normal ones, like  to me I find 63	  
exciting like the mundane life exciting as well like I don’t know, maybe , it does get kind of 64	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annoying once you get photos of breakfast and  65	  
*LAUGHS* 66	  
Vincci: Like the same selfie face with like different captions.. ‘I’m tired’  and stuff like that you 67	  
know 68	  
*LAUGHS* 69	  
Vincci: But ahh yeah it works out, I feel like the same goes for different social media platforms, 70	  
sometimes you use something more and sometimes you use something less, it comes and goes 71	  
really fast I feel like, I don’t know…  72	  
Sergio: And the good idea for example this temperature thing that you can just through filters and 73	  
they come to the temperature one. It’s like the only thing I use when I’m here in Denmark .... I’m 74	  
freezing my ass but ahh also because it’s kind of  limited depending on the region because for 75	  
example if I go back to Madrid I have this Madrid filter and Barcelona is kind of the same but here 76	  
there’s no Copenhagen or Aarhus or Odense and so and so and so.. 77	  
Jonas: So, the timer is really important when you communicate a lot of you said that the fact that 78	  
the image disappears again is really important, would you still consider using snapchat if the 79	  
pictures didn’t go away, or if the timers were longer, let’s say an hour or.. 80	  
Kamilla: Then it becomes sort of the ‘my story’ 81	  
Mads: Yeah 82	  
Kamilla: Thing right? Because it stays for 24 hours, but actually I never touch the timer on my 83	  
Snapchat it’s just set to something and that is what I snap, I never go in and say oh you can only see 84	  
this for 3 seconds , I think it’s 8 seconds every time ‘cause  I just never touch it, yeah, there you go 85	  
Vincci: I set mine like to 5 seconds, because when people send you 5 snapchats in a row and you 86	  
have to ok, I’ve seen this enough, but then I guess you can click on it like tap on it to make it faster, 87	  
but I don’t think I would use it it’s like an hour, because then... and then it bleeds through other 88	  
functions of social media I think, there is youtube for longer videos 89	  
Mads: Yeah it takes out the.. how do you say it.. uniqueness of the app I think because if it was just 90	  
there for an hour like ok so, what’s new, we’ve seen this before.. So.. 91	  
Kamilla: Yeah, and I think the point of snapchat is to see what your friends are doing right now, so 92	  
if it’s like oh she was there one hour ago, then the fun aspect is lost 93	  
Mads: Yeah, definitely  94	  
Jonas: But isn’t that the case of ‘MyStory’? Because that stays there for a long. 6:47 How many of 95	  
you use my story? 96	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Sabrine: I used to 97	  
Jonas: You used to? 98	  
Mads: Yeah you are right 99	  
Sabrine: Yeah 100	  
Jonas: Ok 101	  
Mads: That would for very special events I think, or not very special, but for me if I should put 102	  
because I see some of my friends on Snapchat they put these long videos maybe 1 minute or 103	  
something they post is like this long story, but then is like most of them is for special events if they 104	  
are in a concert or whatever, and then you have this huge amount of story going on, I think that 105	  
was..  if I were to use it I think it would be in such cases at least, not just for like ok now I’m at 106	  
work, I’m still at work, also at work now, I mean, that’s just boring and uninteresting, anyway, I 107	  
think it would be for the special  events going on 108	  
Vincci: And I use it exactly for the boring reasons that you just stated 109	  
Mads: Ok 110	  
*LAUGHS* 111	  
Vincci: Because I feel like I don’t know, it also it depends on the kind of friends that you have, like 112	  
the type of friends that I have, in the Philippines when you live abroad is like wow what an exciting 113	  
life like oh you are so successful , and it’s kind of my normalizing, the life is like no it’s not I’m 114	  
sitting at work and the blinds are not working buhu, or like I eat normal things, I don’t eat  ex.. you 115	  
know that I guess It  also depends on your friends 116	  
Mads: I think it’s also different if you have friends around the world, because then you can just 117	  
keep in touch in a different way than you know, if it’s people you see three times a week, I mean, 118	  
they know I’m at work, so I don’t have to upload a story for that, to tell that I’m still working now 119	  
so I cannot say that for sure 120	  
Sabrine: It’s funny though because I snapchat more with my friends here in Denmark than  I do 121	  
with people back home in the US, I rarely ever get snapchats from them and they don’t answer back 122	  
when I write something or where I feel like it just kind of stops in the picture and that’s all you get, 123	  
so it’s kind of opposite of what you would think it would be, I just don’t really use that to keep in 124	  
touch 125	  
Kamilla: And it differs a lot from person to person I think, because sometimes you have like long 126	  
conversations going on in snapchat, and sometimes is like you post something in a way, you just 127	  
send something out there but you don’t really get a response of that yeah depends on the people you 128	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are snapchatting with.. Mads: yeah definitely 129	  
Jonas: So the messages you send out, depending on who you are sending them to, also, kind of 130	  
changes if you expect to get something back, so sometimes you are just sending out to send out 131	  
something funny… mundane... 132	  
Kamilla: And sometimes it can be more personal 133	  
Jonas: Ok  134	  
Kamilla: If you have some experience together and you walk down the street and you see, I don’t 135	  
know, a poster  then oh we talked about that the other day, remember? And it’s sort of a 136	  
conversation another times is just like I’m eating ice cream it’s really delicious, have a look 137	  
*LAUGHS* 138	  
Kamilla: But I would never post that on Instagram for example,  never post something I’m eating, 139	  
that’s only for Snapchat  140	  
Jonas: Ok 141	  
Vincci: That’s very specific 142	  
Kamilla: Because I think it’s such a cliché to post it on Instagram, I don’t wanna be one of those 143	  
people 144	  
Sergio: That foodie thing 145	  
Kamilla: Yeah! I don’t wanna do that  146	  
Mads: Food porn 147	  
*LAUGHS* 148	  
Vincci: I posted like ah something on Instagram like steps on how to be a foodie 149	  
Sergio: Oh yeah, I know 150	  
Vincci: First make something from leftovers and then mix everything together and plate it very 151	  
very nicely, add a nice filter and then write all of the ingredients and how you cooked it so if it’s 152	  
like smoked salmon on a bed of green beans boiled something like that and then hashtag foodie, 153	  
that’s it  154	  
*LAUGHS* 155	  
Jonas: If snapchat weeeere.. was more of an open arena amm that were let’s say if you decided to 156	  
open up your account and you made let’s say 3 stories, ‘MyStories’, and people from outside, 157	  
people you didn’t know were able to see them in order to know if they wanted to follow you, would 158	  
you think that would be a good addition to Snapchat or would it change the.. the meaning of 159	  
Snapchat? 160	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Kamilla: I mean, a lot of celebrities have started doing that so I guess for them it’s fine for me I 161	  
don’t think it would really matter, because it’s not about getting followers, I don’t really care about 162	  
that it’s about staying in touch with your friends, but I guess for snapchat it’s good because a lot of 163	  
famous people use it  164	  
Mads: Yeah 165	  
11:45 166	  
Sabrine: I think it would be weird, snapchat is kind of like an intimate relationship in a way I mean 167	  
.. Kinda use it for intimate things sometimes .. 168	  
*LAUGHS* 169	  
Sabrine: No.. But like it seems more it’s just you and me, no one else on Instagram and Facebook 170	  
everyone else can see what you are doing and... 171	  
Kamilla: But I think that’s what celebrities use that for as well, to get this use I let you behind the 172	  
walls of me I perceive personal relationship with the celebrity  173	  
Mads: Yeah 174	  
Sabrine: Yeah for them I guess it would be great, but for us it’s kind of weird I don’t know 175	  
Vincci: It’s creepy isn’t it? like I don’t know I don’t wanna show, my.. well not really my private 176	  
stuff on Snapchat but like you know the Monday things like the only people that would care are the 177	  
people who know me 178	  
Sabrine: Yeah  179	  
Kamilla: But isn’t that the same on Instagram? Why would other people care if they don’t know 180	  
you, I mean that’s public right? For most people they have a public Instagram  181	  
Vincci: Yeah yeah 182	  
Kamilla: So in that sense you just put it out there 183	  
Sergio: But that’s the thing, when the situation is different like in Instagram where everyone can 184	  
see or if you have this account open and everyone can see it you post different things than if you are 185	  
in Snapchat, so maybe with Snapchat is more as you said  something related to your friends, it’s 186	  
like you 13:05 assume like for example you take this selfie and then you friend answer you with 187	  
another selfie like look at my hair now so in instagram you can’t do these kind of things because is 188	  
more like.. Okay you post it and nobody is  gonna post it back, so it changes the situation in that 189	  
way 190	  
Jonas: Do you, do you use snapchat to stay, you all said that you use it to stay in touch with people, 191	  
do you use it to stay in touch that you wouldn’t normally talk to, people that you don’t see in your 192	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everyday life or? 193	  
Kamilla: Yeah people I don’t see in my everyday life, but not people I never see 194	  
Mads: Exactly 195	  
Kamilla: Then is like friends in Jutland that I see once every 6 months or something but not people 196	  
I’m not interested in keeping a relationship with 197	  
Mads: Exactly.. so people that you don’t see you know on a daily basis or whatever if you see like 198	  
let’s say people from Jutland or wherever you are from or wherever your friends are that a good 199	  
way to keep in touch and keep them updated and keep yourself updated on their everyday life but 200	  
not people that you are not interested in I mean I wouldn’t care about that, I wouldn’t send them 201	  
images of anything because that just you know, I think it’s people that you kind of relate to on some 202	  
way 203	  
Kamilla: Yeah, I’ve actually noticed that on my Snapchat I have friends on snapchat I used to send 204	  
stuff to and after we stopped talking I just don’t send them anything anymore then you are picking 205	  
up who you want to send your picture to and then you just skip them because I haven’t talk to the 206	  
person in like a year so why should I bother 207	  
Anne: So what would make you guys stop using it if there was a reason for stop using snapchat? 208	  
Vincci: Boredom, It’s like.. I don’t know, it comes and goes as I said in the beginning, it comes in 209	  
waves basically, sometimes I use a platform more frequently than I use all the others like whatever, 210	  
sometimes it’s like when there’s not a lot of people talking to me on Snapchat, then I won’t use it 211	  
but sometimes I’m really really into trying stuff like with the features but after a while once you’ve 212	  
tried everything there’s nothing more to try so it gets like boring I think then you move on to 213	  
something else 214	  
Mads: Yeah definitely, something new has come along and then that’s the new hot thing  215	  
15:48 *LAUGHS* 216	  
Jonas: Do you when you use it do you feel like you show a realistic picture of yourself when using 217	  
it? 218	  
Sergio: Of course, I mean there’s no main filters or something that can make you up like they can 219	  
just cover you, you know what I mean, it’s like you just use this snapchat thing like to take 220	  
something that it’s kind of real, instant while in Instagram you can just be whatever you wanna so 221	  
this is just this is very like right away you have this 3 filters that can just cover you and you choose 222	  
the one that looks better but ah for me it’s kinda... it’s more authentic 223	  
Sabrine: I think so too, all my ugly pictures are on Snapchat and it seems like it doesn’t matter if 224	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you send like an ugly picture or anything cause I guess you know who is gonna see it, you control 225	  
who is able to see it and for how long and yeah, it just seems more real and authentic 226	  
Sergio: Also because it lasts for 5 seconds or 10 seconds so if it’s a really bad picture or whatever.. 227	  
you think well, it’s only gonna be 5 seconds 228	  
Sabrine: Yeah 229	  
Kamilla: but I guess it’s kind of contradictory because at least for me I only send snapchats when 230	  
it’s something special not like an occasions but if I see something I think it’s funny so it’s not like 231	  
you say the boring everyday life but still is not necessarily good special things it might as well be 232	  
oh I dropped my egg so now there just egg all over the floor then I’ll snapchat that it it is stuff that 233	  
happens that you didn’t expect I guess so in that way yeahh 17:40 in good and bad days yeah  234	  
Sabrine: Yeah in bad days LAUGH 235	  
Jonas: Mmmm 236	  
Anne: Should we move on to Instagram I guess 237	  
Jonas: Yeah yeah so, why do you use Instagram?  238	  
Vincci: I always misunderstand this question, why did you, how do we start using it or why do we 239	  
keep using it? 240	  
Anne: Why do you use it what are the reasons do you keep posting pictures on Instagram 241	  
Vincci: I like oh for me I like  photos I like I like photography in general, I wouldn’t call it like real 242	  
photography but since I got a new camera that I post the photos from my camera on to instagram 243	  
and before it was kind of like also like mundane stuff, it’s also one of the first apps that I got on my 244	  
iphone, it’s been there longer than snapchat or all those new apps so I thought it was the thing to 245	  
have when you have an iphone so it’s just been there in my phone for a while 246	  
Mads: Yeah 247	  
Vincci: It change I mean I like instagram more than snapchat I would say because then you.. 248	  
because of the whole following thing, I guess you can follow people on snapchat but it’s a different 249	  
yeah I don’t know it’s like a one way like to follow picture that you are interested in and I like 250	  
photographic content and ah it’s more pleasing to my senses 251	  
Kamilla: I don’t really use Instagram to post stuff I think I’ve posted four pictures in like two years  252	  
*LAUGHS* 253	  
Kamilla: It’s more I want to follow my friends to see what they are up to, on a different platform 254	  
than facebook, because I don’t think a lot of people our age post on Facebook anymore 255	  
Mads: No, not anymore 256	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19:34 Kamilla: It’s not like when you were in high school and you posted weird stuff all the time 257	  
now it’s more on Instagram and then it’s different content 258	  
Mads: For me it’s also more appealing because you get all this very annoying statuses where 259	  
people write all kinds of shit you just get a picture of what’s.. you know.. going on or whatever it 260	  
might be and that’s much more appealing for me than the facebook that’s just spam with basically 261	  
all kinds of from time to time you get something useful but most of it is just like basic crap all over 262	  
so it’s much more appealing for me to use Instagram to keep in touch also with friends because the 263	  
people you follow if you follow your friends on Instagram, it’s also for me at least people that I 264	  
wouldn’t have on Snapchat a lot of times because it’s not people that I really  communicate that 265	  
much with but still like to keep in touch it’s not like that you have this relationship that snapchat 266	  
really covers you have a  more distant relationship but still a relation that you would like to keep for 267	  
me at least, you also have them on Facebook where they can post all this weird shit but ah I think 268	  
it’s *Mumbles something* much more appealing it feels like that some of the aaaaa sorts things 269	  
away that I don’t like at least 270	  
Vincci: Yeah because I have this feeling that Facebook, like you said before everyone posted all 271	  
these annoying stuff so either we’ve grown up or it’s just like there’s so many platforms that allow 272	  
you to disperse all the annoying information about your life so it’s like if I go to Instagram I know 273	  
there won’t be all of these Huffington Post about relationships and stuff like that I’m not really 274	  
interested in and kind of annoys me as well but you follow people that you want to see I mean you 275	  
can do the same feature, facebook has the same feature where you filter your news feed I don’t 276	  
know if you guys use that 277	  
All: No 278	  
Vincci: I had to start using it 279	  
*LAUGHS* 280	  
Vincci: Because like the people who I delete tempted to added me back so I have to delete I don’t 281	  
know it a weird thing but yeah it’s just so messy, Facebook is messy and other things are for other 282	  
purposes so Instagram it’s kind of is like a different that offers something different | 283	  
Sabrine: And I like on Instagram when you 22:10 get on a picture then you follow or  you click on 284	  
that name or that picture  and then it follows something else and then it goes so something else so 285	  
you  end up looking or watching at something else that you wouldn’t normally look at so it’s just 286	  
it’s quite interconnected you just see things you wouldn’t see if it was just that picture that was 287	  
shown but that’s all, I dunno I  kinda like that, because I don’t post a lot of pictures like I did 288	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before, now it’s on special occasions that I post, but I always look at it every  day, like random 289	  
pictures like oh my gosh I know that girl from the school or something and then like you find them 290	  
again or something I think that’s cool 291	  
Kamilla: Yeah 292	  
Mads: Yeah   293	  
Sergio: Yeah we also got into this dilemma between Instagram and Snapchat the thing is you have 294	  
more options in Instagram as you can upload pictures instead of taking pictures all the time while in 295	  
snapchat it’s just taking pictures so you don’t if you have this nice thing that someone sent you on 296	  
your phone you cannot just send it to someone unless you open the chat it’s kind of like tricky but 297	  
ahh also cause instagram as you said you can just following like a thread of pictures by clicking 298	  
hashtags 23:18 and all that stuff so you just get to discover, normally people also like that you have 299	  
in your school as well post people that have your same kind of interest and yeah it’s not your 300	  
contacts, your friends, but more like similarities in taste am yeah I mean hobbies and things like that  301	  
Vincci: There is also interesting people on Instagram, I follow National Geographic for example 302	  
*LAUGHS* 303	  
Vincci: I guess snapchat has this new feature where you put discover but I don’t know, I’ve never 304	  
used it 305	  
All: No 306	  
Mads: Me neither 307	  
Kamilla: Actually I just think it’s annoying 308	  
Vincci: Yeah 309	  
Kamilla: I got something for Saint Patrick’s day  310	  
Mads: Yeah exactly 311	  
Kamilla: Why do I need to know that? 24:03 312	  
Sergio: *Mumbles something* or some new years  313	  
Kamilla: Some American football 314	  
Mads: So it’s like ok , there is a baseball match going on in the US, great 315	  
Kamilla: Yeah, why should I know that? 316	  
Vincci: Or the Coachella recently, COACHELLAAAA 317	  
*LAUGHS* 318	  
Vincci: Yeah but I'm talking about the discover part I’m gonna show you 319	  
Mads: With the MTV  320	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Vincci: Yeah exactly, what is it? 321	  
Mads: I don’t know  322	  
Kamilla: No idea 323	  
Sergio: I think it’s a sponsor 324	  
Vincci: I don’t know, sometimes it’s just, yeah, this thing, when you accidentally swipe and there’s 325	  
this 326	  
Mads: I don’t know, I never look at it 327	  
Vincci: But there’s National Geographic as well but it just seems like a very informal way to 328	  
receive information from National Geographic like in instagram they post the photos you can really 329	  
see the quality of the photos, I mean it’s about the photos so it’s really put out there it’s like 330	  
Mads: There’s also a story behind each photo  331	  
Vincci: Yeah yeah 332	  
Mads: On National Geographic on Instagram where they.. Well.. ‘This is 25:15 a lady from I don’t 333	  
know, Mongolia or wherever and there’s a small story underneath, I think that’s very nice, and also 334	  
like you said the quality of the pictures are amazing and I don’t know it’s just weird  through 335	  
snapchat to get that, I don’t know, I’ve never used it , I haven’t tried it  336	  
Sabrine: But wasn’t Instagram that got that little direct chat thing after snapchat came along, but 337	  
I’ve never used it either 338	  
Kamilla: No, me neither 339	  
Sabrine: I think I’ve used it like twice or something but the picture also stays forever, like you 340	  
can’t erase the picture so it’s not like snapchat 341	  
Mads: Yeah I have no idea 342	  
Sabrine: But I don’t know how many people  343	  
Vincci: Yeah cause I don’t know if there is 344	  
Sabrine: If you go after you either post the picture to everyone or you can post it directly so I could 345	  
send a picture just to you  346	  
Mads: Really? 347	  
Sabrine: And it’s like Snapchat but you can see the picture forever so I could go back and see if I 348	  
sent a picture like to my sister or something  349	  
Vincci: Ah okey 350	  
Sabrine: And you can write a little comment  351	  
Kamilla: Is that? 352	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Sabrine: But it’s so weird  353	  
Vincci: Ah okay in the corner 354	  
Sabrine: ‘Cause I haven’t met a person, everyone know what it is  355	  
Mads: I’ve never played that thing      356	  
Jonas: It’s funny, the group yesterday ammm our instagram group didn’t know either amm and 357	  
when we told one of them she had actually received a couple of direct messages but she didn’t 358	  
know and she did not responded so she was kind of like oh my friend is gonna be mad now but I 359	  
think that ahh like the deal with that is when you send something, you as a sender can delete it when 360	  
you like to delete it I think but it could stay there forever but 361	  
Sabrine: Yeah I think mine are just laying there I think I have to my sister I don’t know some 362	  
random person or something  363	  
Vincci: But I feel like social media platforms tend to do that like  364	  
Sabrine: They try to 26: 55 be like each other 365	  
Vincci: Yeah but at the end of the day it’s like since people use different platforms for different 366	  
reasons it’s doesn’t really work I mean there are just there kind of, the features bleed through each 367	  
other if you really look into them on snapchat for example you can upload pictures from your phone 368	  
but you have to it’s like more annoying to go through the whole process of it but it’s possible but 369	  
it’s just like the focus of it  370	  
Mads: Yeah people are not even sure how to, they have ever tried  371	  
Vincci: Yeah because they are used to using snapchat for something else 372	  
Mads: Also I like the fact that they are different that they are how do you say it they do each thing 373	  
different  you have instagram for this, you have snapchat for this, you have facebook for this and I 374	  
don’t like them to combine 375	  
Sabrine: And try to 376	  
Mads: Yeah and try to exactly  377	  
Sabrine: That just seems pointless and they should just 27:46  have one app for everything instead 378	  
of making three and then say oh let’s try to be a little bit like facebook, let’s try to be a little bit like 379	  
snapchat, it just gets weird  380	  
Mads: Yeah that’s why downloaded it in the first place to make it different, we don’t want it to be  381	  
Sabrine: Exactly 382	  
Mads: The same 383	  
Michael: I used to use Instagram as my inspiration aaa now I use Pinterest instead so that feels a lot 384	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way better so I don’t use Instagram that often anymore 385	  
Jonas: Okay  386	  
Vincci: Like you just follow a bunch of people and never post anything 387	  
Michael: Yeah 388	  
Kamilla: That’s what I do too, that’s fine 389	  
Michael: That’s what my Instagram is for yeah  390	  
Kamilla: For stalking 391	  
Michael: I can’t remember   392	  
Sergio: But I don’t know perhaps on Instagram more artistic view I would say don’t know like you 393	  
cannot find this artistic thing on snapchat this kind of daily thing but in Instagram you can just 394	  
follow aa really good artists or like music bands or things like that so you can just get things, better 395	  
quality as you mentioned before you can just upload things with your nice camera and then just 396	  
charge that to your phone and then upload it but snapchat is just shitty pictures if you have a good 397	  
camera nice, but if you don’t you ok, you just come out with the bad thing, but at the same time I 398	  
can see why you like more Pinterest because also filter things more like you can just decide what 399	  
you like and it appears in your timeline 400	  
Vincci: Organizer  401	  
Sergio: Yeah yeah so well instagram sometimes is a mess if you follow a lot of people you have to 402	  
scroll down until you find whatever you like  403	  
Sabrine: And I don’t think it post everything either because I’ve never seen my sister post a lot of 404	  
pictures of what she is doing right now and I haven’t seen them in my timeline I guess you could 405	  
call it, so I don’t know if it like picks out of the things or I don’t know how it does that 406	  
Vincci: Maybe you are following too many people 407	  
*LAUGHS* 408	  
Sabrine: Maybe, that’s the problem 409	  
Jonas: So do you mainly do you follow people you already know or people you don’t know 410	  
celebrities, bands, artists…? 411	  
Mads: Good mixture I would say for me I think, mostly people I know but I also I  play music so I 412	  
follow a lot of different music accounts both just random unknown people that I’ve just randomly 413	  
came across and they’ve posted a video where they play the guitar and I think oh that’s good and 414	  
then I just click on a few more videos and then I say ok this guy is actually really good then I can 415	  
see they post frequently videos and pictures and it has a lot of nice guitars or whatever then I can 416	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just press follow and then but also on celebrities some  30:46 sort of bands and National Geographic 417	  
and you know like photography and music, that’s my friends, that’s mainly 418	  
Vincci: But actually how do musicians post videos on Instagram 419	  
Mads: 10 seconds 420	  
Vincci: Like small  421	  
Mads: Or 12 seconds yeah whatever yeah, it’s not a lot  422	  
Vincci: Ah okay  423	  
Mads: I still think it’s nice because then they do a cover of a song that you also played or trying to 424	  
play or whatever and then it’s ok it’s actually really good so it kind of covers your interest as you 425	  
say in a good way too you know just get in touch with random people who still are in the same 426	  
thing as you do much more easy than facebook or I would have never found those people not that I 427	  
don’t have any interest on Snapchat but it’s just a good platform to meet people that do the same 428	  
thing as you I think 429	  
Sabrine: I use Instagram as entertainment a lot like if I’m in bed or before I wake up or  430	  
*LAUGHS* 431	  
Vincci: Before I wake up?  432	  
Sabrine: Before I go to bed, like I like watching funny videos and cars and dance and all of the 433	  
random stuff when you have like 5 minutes to kill just to swipe through it to get a good laugh or 434	  
something  435	  
Kamilla: Yeah I follow that guy Anders Hemmingsen they post a lot of funny stuff I like that 436	  
because as you said, is just a quick laugh and there is always something weird 437	  
Sabrine: Yeah those funny videos with those little kids or something going wrong  438	  
*LAUGHS*  439	  
Sabrine: And then you are replay replay replay never gets old 440	  
Vincci: Actually I never I’ve realized that I don’t follow family or any people anyone I know from 441	  
the Philippines basically because they post so much content is driving me crazy, like social media is 442	  
such a huge thing from back home like in back home so it’s crazy every single things 50 selfies 443	  
album like that’s on Facebook but on Faceboook they post albums of just selfies, it’s a huge thing 444	  
it’s kind of scary but so I don’t follow those people but it’s nice to have that option too you know 445	  
just unfollow and it’s also super super quick, on Facebook it’s kind of different when you unfriend 446	  
someone then you loose the chat, then you loose you know it has so it’s more  447	  
Mads: It's like more serious on Facebook  448	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*LAUGHS* 449	  
Kamilla: I don’t want to be friends anymore 450	  
Mads: If you delete someone it’s like ok we are not friends anymore 451	  
Kamilla: Exactly  452	  
Mads: It’s much more, like if you unfollow someone they post annoying food pictures all the time  453	  
Kamilla: Actually a lot of the times you get like small reminders from instagram like your friend 454	  
on Facebook just joined Instagram go follow him I never do that, there a lot of people I have on my 455	  
facebook I just don’t want them on instagram because it’s a different form so I think I don’t know a 456	  
have like 500 Facebook friends and I maybe follow 80 on Instagram I don’t know is just to keep it 457	  
simple you don’t know all of that going on all the time  458	  
Mads: Exactly  459	  
Jonas: Is that a way of filtering your friends whose life interest you like enough to the fact that you 460	  
wanna see pictures 461	  
Kamilla: I guess is the same thing as we talked about with Snapchat you don’t snapchat people you 462	  
don’t talk to and it’s not like I still talk to everyone I have on Instagram but I’m still interested to 463	  
see how they are doing without having direct contact so it might be high school friends that I don’t 464	  
talk to anymore but I still want to know if they are doing well  465	  
Vincci: Or if they are doing something cool or yeah 466	  
Sergio: But I think it's also a matter of how they use Instagram as well because there is some 467	  
people that upload their pictures of their travel to Paris or the travel to Berlin, those that they just 468	  
upload I don’t know like some design thing for example they are just crafty or whatever and they 469	  
are just uploading a picture so maybe you cannot get in contact that much so I think there are like 470	  
two sides, or those that only upload pictures of food like you 35:08 *mumbles something* contact 471	  
you can just have and those that I have in my account that they upload food pictures for example 472	  
because they are close friends so it’s kind of 473	  
Kamilla: You have to 474	  
Mads: You have to follow them  475	  
Sergio: I love you so that’s why I can just deal with this but otherwise I would just unfollow easily 476	  
I will follow 35:30 *Mumbles something* 477	  
Vincci: Like I think Instagram is more for the content the type of content than the relationship 478	  
Sergio: Yeah 479	  
Vincci: Even if you don’t really know the person if they really post cool stuff or they travel around 480	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or they play music you follow them 481	  
Mads: Yeah 482	  
Sergio: Yeah I think actually it’s very related to fashion world as well there are so many 483	  
fashionistas uploading pictures and they have like thousands followers and the same with bands 484	  
because they are in the route and they just upload pictures of that and they have followers but if you 485	  
try to do that nobody is going to follow you 486	  
Vincci: Yeah  487	  
36:14 488	  
Anne: Would you change something of Instagram if you had the if you were able to, is there 489	  
anything you find bad that you would like it to be different or..? 490	  
Sergio: The size 491	  
Anne: The size? 492	  
Sergio: The size of the pictures sometimes for example when I design whatever I have to residing it 493	  
again because it doesn’t match in that square picture for example I have a really nice design that is 494	  
kind of vertical and then it’s like I have to design it again and upload it because it doesn’t work that 495	  
way 496	  
Kamilla: Also that you can’t zoom in the pictures if you try then everyone knows you like it 497	  
*LAUGHS* 498	  
Mads: Oh yeah if you tap it too many times  499	  
Kamilla: That’s so annoying, they could change that  500	  
Mads: You can’t stalk someone  501	  
Kamilla: Yeah you can unlike but they still get the notification that you like the picture 502	  
Jonas: You can’t? I didn’t know  503	  
Kamilla: Yeah you can’t 504	  
Jonas: Ok, I haven’t used Instagram in a long time 505	  
Kamilla: You are gonna go home and unlike a lot of pictures 506	  
Mads: you want to zoom in the picture and then they get to know that you saw the picture 507	  
Kamilla: Ups 508	  
Mads: You got to be careful 509	  
Kamilla: I think it's because we are used to look at pictures like that on Facebook for example so 510	  
it’s you kind of mix the 2 apps together 511	  
Mads: You forget it 512	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Vincci: But I feel that if Instagram adds more features to it then again it bleeds to the other features 513	  
of the other social media platforms I don’t know maybe I don’t know if I would still find it 514	  
interesting if I was able to do the exact same thing on Facebook or I guess it still has the advantage 515	  
that you choose the people that you follow but still is like is too much don’t try to do everything 516	  
you are good kind of thing 517	  
Mads: Yeah definitely 518	  
Anne: So if we take kind of the same question as the one in snapchat with do you find the pictures 519	  
that you post on Instagram a realistic image of yourself what do you feel about it in instagram? 520	  
Sergio: No 521	  
Kamilla: Definitely more positive I’ll say 522	  
Anne: More positive? 523	  
Kamilla: Yeah if you are doing something ‘I could brag about this’ then you post it on Instagram, 524	  
but that happened 4 times in 2 years as I said so  525	  
*LAUGHS* 526	  
Kamilla: Not a lot going on 527	  
Vincci: You haven’t had a lot to brag about 528	  
*LAUGHS* 529	  
Vincci: but Instagram for me it’s not realistic at all not at all it's like I post things when I go to 530	  
Louisiana museum, that’s not what my life looks like, snapchat it’s more the normal life, but 531	  
Instagram is more, before I used to post more like normal life stuff on Instagram but then I realize if 532	  
I see other people’s normal stuff and I get bored by it and I realize ok maybe other people will get 533	  
bored with mine as well so yeah 534	  
Mads: I think the good thing about Instagram that is not all mundane things, I also like that people 535	  
don’t post pictures everyday it’s like when they post something is much more interesting than you 536	  
know just what they are doing everyday it’s much more a special events 537	  
Vincci: I’m curi.. I’m gonna look at my profile right now, I’m curious 538	  
Kamilla: Yeah that’s the thing, you don’t expect Snapchat to be realistic, you know if you are 539	  
checking, Instagram sorry, you know if you go to the Instagram profile that it’s not how a day in the 540	  
life is , you know that is something polished  541	  
Mads: Yeah everything has been through 50 filters and  542	  
Sabrine: Finding the right text 40:12 543	  
Mads: Yeah  544	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Vincci: But I don’t know actually, it kind of is because I post daily stuff but like I don’t know 545	  
actually now I'm confused because even if the posts are about daily stuff, is about special things that 546	  
happen in the day so it’s not so much the boring stuff I don’t know there are a lot of travel photos I 547	  
guess that’s also special  548	  
Kamilla: Should we check our Instagrams? 549	  
*LAUGHS* 550	  
Vincci: Because people ask you and then you realize I don’t know what I post I don’t look at my 551	  
profile so much 552	  
Sergio: Sometimes it’s better because now I’m getting addicted to selfying  553	  
Vincci: That is embarrassing  554	  
Sergio: Yeah it is  555	  
Vincci: Let me take a selfie  556	  
*LAUGHS* 557	  
Sabrine: I can just tell that my Snapchat and my Instagram use is and what I do with it different 558	  
when I’m in Denmark than when I’m back home in America, and people use it so much more back 559	  
home and I can tell now that I don’t post every often on Instagram you know but when I’m at home 560	  
I could post like all the time and weird things and I don’t know it just changes so much, it is 561	  
completely different 562	  
Anne: Why do you think that is? 563	  
Sabrine: I think is the people like everyone had Snapchat, everyone had Instagram, everyone 564	  
posted, everyone posted this type of picture, everyone did this kind of thing and here it took like a 565	  
lot of work that it got popular and it got started so then it’s just nice I don’t know it’s just different 566	  
Vincci: Don’t you think it’s about who you are posting for? Like your audiences I don’t know when 567	  
I moved to Europe most of my posts I hope people from the Philippines will see it and when I 568	  
moved from Belgium to France then I hoped that my friends from Belgium could see it and then 569	  
you move I don’t know where I was going with this because I feel like it depends like when I travel 570	  
of course I post more photos because I want, I don’t know, do I want people to be jealous of me? Or 571	  
do I just want to 572	  
Kamilla: 42:25 I don’t wanna brag, at least for me, if you are doing something yeah you should 573	  
travel then I’ll post it  574	  
Vincci: I don’t know, I actually don’t know now  575	  
Kamilla: For me it is 576	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Vincci: Maybe because it gives me an excuse to actually put photos or something like that because 577	  
why would I put photos, well that’s a lie because I have an album called the everyday I don’t know, 578	  
so boring why we use social media 579	  
Sabrine: Yeah especially because you actually don’t actively think about like I don’t even ask me 580	  
these question like why do I use it? why did I started? I don’t know  you don’t really think about, 581	  
you just kind of do it I don’t know 582	  
Jonas: Do you feel like the people you follow, that you know, are presenting a realistic picture of 583	  
their life? 584	  
Kamilla: No 585	  
Mads: A very small picture maybe of them I think mostly is not realistic at all 586	  
Kamilla: Yeah it’s often stuff like Friday night with the girls and you have a picture where 587	  
everyone looks amazing and fun with their drinks, and it might happen once every month or 588	  
something at most 589	  
Mads: And they don’t post the picture of 2 hours later when they are all  590	  
Kamilla: Throwing out, no, it’s the image, the public image 591	  
Vincci: because I think Instagram has this unspoken aesthetic qualification, that’s why people only 592	  
posts photos where they.. you know what I mean, so in that sense, it will never be realistic it’s like 593	  
even if you just take a picture of your toast and avocado you have to put, there are the angles 594	  
working and stuff and you don’t really post like 595	  
Kamilla: It has to be a pretty plate 596	  
Mads: Yeah the sun has to come in all right 597	  
Anne: So how much, how much do you plan, let’s put the two apps up against each other now , 598	  
how much do you plan your use of Snapchat like the pictures you post there and how much do you 599	  
plan on Instagram like how much does that differ? 600	  
Sergio: Well it’s different, I mean Snapchat it's like ok this, or whatever and if you don’t like it or 601	  
ok you get tired and then maybe 44:55 *mumbles something* but on Instagram is like wow Im 602	  
gonna try to take the good angle mm oh this is not a good one ok, the square looks ok , ok then 603	  
move on and you start adding filters and checking the contrast and all that stuff so yeah you really 604	  
use some type of work, plus hashtags, plus so yeah I think it’s way different 605	  
Mads: It is snapchat is just snaps, just here and now,  606	  
Sergio: And if you try to draw something like with this pencil tool like adding, you are afraid to 607	  
make a mess so you are delete delete, so yeah 608	  
APPENDIX 3 
	   20	  
Vincci: I don’t know about you guys but I don’t like seeing ugly photos on Instagram, that’s why I 609	  
follow the people that I follow because they post really awesome photos so like for me I now I 610	  
started taking photos with my camera as well and then the process is you have to resize it up 46:12 611	  
on a Insta size because otherwise it will look ugly because there’s like a huge I mean for me 612	  
Instagram is for pretty photos, so I want the photos that I put to be pretty as well kind of for 613	  
Snapchat well it depends, if I’m sending a photo to a friend to doesn’t give a fuck if I look ugly or 614	  
whatever  615	  
Sergio: But I think it’s also a matter of the Instagram’s origins like at the beginning it was some 616	  
kind of hipster app but only people really into photography were using, now it’s like kind of yeah 617	  
something like everyone can use so that’s why you have this kind of hype in mind because you all 618	  
the time see these really nice pictures and it’s like oh well maybe this one is not so good, so I can 619	  
see your point of not liking things that you really see that are amateur   620	  
Kamilla: I don’t know, for me I rather have it being funny than being pretty, I mean, I wouldn’t 621	  
follow Anders Hemmingsen if I wanted pretty that’s not what he does, he is more like jokes and 622	  
weird stuff 623	  
Sergio: Yeah I mean it’s not like pretty or beauty but just like a concept  624	  
Kamilla: Yeah it’s like an effort on it 625	  
Sergio: Yeah precisely  626	  
Kamilla: Yeah, that’s true 627	  
Anne: Do we have more? 628	  
Jonas: I don’t think I have anymore questions, I think you have performed very well 629	  
Anne: Thank you 630	  
Jonas: Thank you 631	  
DONE 632	  
Male 18 22.5 %
Female 62 77.5 %
15-18 years old 4 5 %
19-23 years old 37 46.3 %
24-28 years old 37 46.3 %
Above 28 years old 2 2.5 %
80 svar
Se alle svar Offentliggør analyse
Oversigt
Sex?
Age?
How long have you been on Snapchat?
Rediger denne formular
22.5%
77.5%
46.3%
46.3%
43.8%
anne_engbo@yahoo.dk
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Less than a month 0 0 %
3-6 months 6 7.5 %
More than 6 months 16 20 %
A year 23 28.8 %
More than a year 35 43.8 %
Daily 37 46.3 %
2-3 times a week 24 30 %
Once a week 4 5 %
1-2 times a month 10 12.5 %
Rarely 5 6.3 %
Daily 63 78.8 %
2-3 times a week 14 17.5 %
How often do you send Snapchats?
How often do you receive Snapchats?
30%
46.3%
17.5%
78.8%
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Once a week 2 2.5 %
1-2 times a month 1 1.3 %
Rarely 0 0 %
Daily 1 1.3 %
2-3 times a week 13 16.3 %
Once a week 10 12.5 %
1-2 times a month 5 6.3 %
Rarely 51 63.8 %
Friends 77 96.3 %
Family 20 25 %
Co-workers 9 11.3 %
Flirts 15 18.8 %
Boyfriend/Girlfriend 25 31.3 %
How often do you make a “My story”?
Who do you mainly Snapchat with?
What do you mainly use Snapchat for? Please elaborate
Det er meget forskelligt. Eks. til at besvare spørgsmål, stille spørgsmål, vise noget
16.3%
63.8%
12.5%
0 15 30 45 60 75
Friends
Family
Co-workers
Flirts
Boyfriend/Gir…
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som man har snakket om tidligere, vise noget sjovt/sødt/lækkert...
Sharing funny pictures, normal communication (like texting), it is a middelway when
it comes to flirts, as it is not an actual messages, so it is not as serious.
To share moments with my friends, both funny things and the small daily
annoyances or weird moments. To send naked pics.
Sending pictures of food, or moment of Life, or selfies..
Keeping my friends updated with little things happening in my life which I consider
entertaining for them specifically. Also, it is often things that matter to me that I want
to share with several people, but I don't necessarily want to put it on facebook for
600+ people to see. I consider snapchat a more intimate and informal social media
to use when interacting with friends.
For showing other people what I am doing. I like to see what others are doing too.
tage billeder
Sharing non-important everyday moments. Bad Weather, too much landry, burnt
food. Everything in selfies of course.
Showing my friends funny and or interesting things that is going on right at that
moment. Or as a quick hello or greeting.
...
Showing fun stuff to others
Sjove episoder, korte beskeder ("jeg er på vej", "Sorry, jeg er forsinket" osv).
-
Fun
I use snapchat to send photos of what I'm doing, food, tranning and so.
Sending funny pictures to friends
show friends/family the cakes i make
fun stupid photos
Holde liv i venskaber. Så kan man følge lidt med i hinandens liv uden den helt store
samtale.
I only use it cos some of my friends wanted to snapchat me... I don't care for it
myself.
Daily activities
I almost only use it to send personal messages - it is a more personal and fun
substitution for a text message. And few times when I see something funny that I
want to share with 1-3 close friends.
For fun. Nothing serious.
only playing around
Just taking picture of my Day, if something happens or i am having a good time
Sending pictures with text to support my 'story'
Photo sharing.
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To follow famous vloggers and famous people that I like
Silly photos of everyday things
Showing my friends what i'm doing, eating, drinking and so on :)
To send pictures of funny things I see or as a communicative tool.
Communicating in a quick and fun way - also not worrying about what I send as it
will only exist for 12 seconds!
Communicating odd things from my daily life (not necessarily anything very
interesting - but still something relevant for the one i send to). A way to
communicate - like SMS (there is not always any content).
Funny selfies, nudes.
Funny events from my daily life, funny objects or people I see on the street.
Show my life :)
z
It's a fun and interesting way to show what you have been doing in your day.
If I'm drunk, I usually take a picture of something dumb - like a statue or something -
and draw moustaches and such on it.
quick messages that aren't important or need an answer like new things I have
bought or funny things I see
Keeping contact with friends and boyfriend - and their whereabouts
Quick messeges, funny moments and food pictures.
..
I mainly use snapchat to send pictures to my friends. Can be something I want to
show them, something that made me think of them or to tell them something, but if it
involves a picture, I use snapchat.
Chat with pics
Random snippets of my day, or a means of conversation.
fun and means to communicate. It is a fun, fast and easy way to make a comment
on something, get a hold of someone in a funny way and just keep contact with
people I don't see every day.
Entertainment, keeping up (when other people send me snaps), short/casual
conversations
Sending funny pictures but also if i want to show a particular friend something
relating to our friendship
Funny pictures and conversations conversations
Tager billeder af en bestemt situation, som jeg gerne vil dele med nogen eller som
minder mig om en bestemt person.
An easy and simple way of communicating with friends you rarely see. I enjoy
mostly friends' snaps of fun/peculiar/strange moments. It's and easy way of sharing
little glimpses of funny situations with friends that understand a given situation just
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with a picture
Just to share everyday things - a nice dinner, my moms silly cat, my silly boyfriend
or just a funny face to my sister, if I'm bored, etc.
Sending funny pictures "in the moment"
I don't really use it as much but I like certain features it has, such as being able to
paint or write something onto the pictures.
Short messages, funny pictures - it's fun communication.
Sjov og ballade + arbejde.
pictures of nothing, really. Mostly just stuff that are to funny not to show to other
people.
Mainly i use Snapchat as a communication tool aswell as Facebook. The difference
is then, that its more fun to show what you're doing instead of describing. For
instance i can send a snap showing an enormous piece of bleeding red striploin.
That wouldnt be the same experience for my friends if i just wrote about it in a
chatmessage on Facebook.
Short text messages
everything and nothing
Talk w/ friends and show them my daily life
Show food I made
just quick updates on where I am or asking how they've been / where they are.
Its fun and easy
Funny situations
it's easier than texting. If you see something funny, and you want to share it with a
friend Then sc makes it alot easier. As an exemple : if your friend asks What you're
doing, you Can just take a picture of it. - its Like giving the person you sc with, an
actual view of What you're doing. And its the Best when you're out shopping and
dont know What to buy.
for fun
I stedet for at skrive, er det nemmere at sende et billede. Jeg bruger det primært til
når jeg ser noget sjovt.
to get in contact with my friends
To send pictures of fun/curies event in my everyday life
sending funny stories
Keeping in touch with friends and family
stay in contact with friends, sharing funny moments
The main thing I use it for is probably to send a picture of something funny, crazy or
surprising. It's like telling a story but in stead of writing a long message describing
what happened and what I saw, I just send a picture. Though, it's not always I do
that, if I find something interesting but it's out on the street or I want to take a pic of
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myself but I'm in the train/bus I usually just don't do it because I feel stupid doing it
and think that it looks stupid/ridiculous when others do.
Sending pictures of what I am doing or who I spend time with.
1) If somethings happens that i want to share with multiple firends, without positing
on facebook. I don't post things on facebook. 2) If I want to share something with
one or two close friends I want to visualize. (Can both be something something
funny or serious)
Funny faces and random stuff
Has your activity on Snapchat resulted in less time spent on other
social media e.g. If, yes which?
NEj
Yes, I rarely post pictures on FB.
no
Possibly Facebook - you can chat quickly on snapchat
Not really.
No
I dont Think so
No. I only have snapchat and facebook, and I don't post things on facebook
No. I'm not active in so many types of social media except Facebook
Facebook or text messages
Not really, due to the fact that it is so fast - you watch a snap for max 10 seconds (if
it is just one picture), therefore, it doesn't tale much time from other things.
No.
nej
no not really
no. I have not really clicked with snapchat and I rarely use it.
Yes, facebook and instagram times are reduced.
Nej.
Yes Facebook
No it hasn't, because anapchat is quicker then other social medias. Once you've run
out of snaps to watch, there is not much you can do.
Yes. Im almost never on Facebook. But thats also because of Instagram. Sc took
the chatting part. Instagram took the picture/show of part.
yes, facebook, as many things I would normally post on facebook is just sended out
as a snap instead.
No
No, not at all.
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I wouldn't say so, but I have chosen not to have an instagram account as I fear that
would take up too much of my time! I guess snapchat is quicker that way.
Yes, such as facebook and instagram.
Not at all.
..
Nope
It has resulted in less time spent on Facebook.
It has become my favourite method of chatting with friends... and all the pictures I
would normally think twice about posting on Facebook - I'll post on snapchat ...
No.
No, i guess not. I think Snapchat offers an unique product, which cant be compared
to Facebook. Maybe it's a measure for the people behind Snapchat, and maybe
that's the reason they implemented the chat function for that reason, but its not my
impression that its used as a chat tool equal to Facebook.
probably not, no.
Hmm, I spend less time on other social media now than before. If it's because of
Snapchat I can't say. But it's a good/visual way to communicate. Some of the
facebook messages is replaced by Snaps and some of the SMS' are.
No, I don't use snapchat that often.
No, I equally distribute my time on different social media sites
No, not really.
no, not really, because it's so different compared to other social media - it can't
'replace' them for me.
Depends on what is meant by 'media'. I might use snapchat sometimes instead of
texting
Nej, jeg bruger stadig facebook. Men har ikke brugt andre sociale medier.
not really, maybe texting?
Jeps - mere fokus fra Instagram til Snap
not really
Not really. I use Facebook and Instagram as well
Zp
i don't think so, I don't really think it replaces any of the other social media.
Instagram has other kinds of photos (probably because they are meant to be seen
by way more people(/strangers)), and messenger is better if you are actually trying
to have a conversation with people. Facebook is entirely different I think. They can't
really be compared in my opinion. I don't use any other social media than, I think.
Bit less on Facebook maybe
Not really
ñ
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What makes Snapchat special? How do you feel it differs from other
social media?
It is a quick method to have funny moments with special people
It's a quick and fun, yet personal way to keep in touch with friends
more instantly, pictures instead of words
It's not that different at all, there are many medias like snapchat, except that
snapchat is the only app that, everybody has and you can find your own friend, and
not just random people
It's my least favorite social media - I only look at it if I get bored and run out of other
options
It's glorified MMS'ing.
It's fun because it's all temporary. It makes it more silly - you can look like an idiot in
front of exactly who you choose for five seconds and then it's gone and soon to be
forgotten. It's much more private than both facebook and instagram (at least mine is.
I don't have nearly as many friends on instagram as on both facebook and
instagram)
It's more rapid to share moments and more personnalized.
...
In lack of a better word, less serious - because the pictures only last 10 sec. it is in
some way easier to share that specific moment. Also you are not 'dependant' on
other people to like the picture or update. You can share some things you wouldn't
really put anywhere else on the internet - drunk picture, stupid snap because you
are bored and the train is late etc. and it is great for long distance relationships too...
But I do sometimes think about if what I send is funny enough.
it differs in that it represents reality best, but that is not what we usually use media
for. I prefer having at least the illusion of capturing a moment more long-term
Sending lots of unimportant crap out on Snapchat is not considered spam as it
would have been on FB/Insta etc.
.
The fact that the messages aren't permanent
,
it's easy to send a quick picture
The pictures can only be seen for a while
I think that a limited time of display is what makes it most attractive.
it is funny to get og to sent pictures of funny things, and nice to know that they are
only there for a few seconds. A picture for me, says more than words :)
?
it is quick, it is mostly pictures, and it all dissapears within 10 seconds, so you
cannot be hold responsible for what you put out there, as you Can with other social
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media.
There is not many things to do else than taking pictures. Facebook is very wide
compared to snapchat
instant photo sharing with chosen friends
You don't create a profile and the people you interact with are often closer to you.
That it is not permanent, the things you write, People's cant oroof what you do. And
that you cant write very much
That it's quick and easy to use and that you don't have to save keep the pictures on
your phone
Hurtigere, mere uforpligtigende.
It's easy, you can't fuck anything up, and the pictures last 10 sec. max. Plus you can
draw and make funny doodles.
It differentiates itself by not letting the user keep the photo, it's a few seconds long
and you can't comment, like or anything, it's a quick boost of a day.
I guess it's the whole narcissistic selfie thing. It's fast and uncomplicated.
Z
It is more like a text-message than a social media. I almost only use it to
communicate words, like having a conversation with a specific person on snap chat
- it just means that you can add pictures to your conversation in text.
I know that Snapchat is categorized as a social media, but to be honest thats not my
opinion. Maybe there is a predetermined characteristics that classifies Snapchat as
a social media, but i just see it as a fun tool to communicate with my friend like
messages (MMS). But if we need to discuss the differences, i guess the main
difference is that everything that goes out on Snapchat is believed to be erased.
Therefore theres a lot more personal stuff on Facebook as the world could see in
the snappening.
Det er mere privat, det er en hurtig måde at kommunikere på, optager ikke plads på
mobilen (beskeder og billeder), let at "følge med" i venners liv der er langt væk (fx
ude at rejse).
Because its limited. You feel you can perhaps send a photo you would not have sent
elsewhere
Like I said earlier; it is a good way of telling a story without having to describe what
happened to see the point, it's like the saying; a picture says more than a thousand
words. But of course, I've also received snapchats where I wondered; so....why did
you send me this? Haha. Because the point didn't come across that well.
nothing
it's temporary and quick to make/send
its instant and quick. A picture tells 1000 things - there's no need for messages.
I don't really think its that different. Maybe that the 'middleman is removed
The pictures make it more personal. Also it feels creates a greater sense of
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connection when you are "snapchatting" friends/boyfriends in different countries.
It's more personal. You are able to show friends what is happening right now with a
picture.
It's fun to receive the photos, and you can share funny stuff with your friends. its just
fun
I can send it to certain people instead of everybody, and people can only watch it
once. So if a snap something random (like a funny face), it disappears again. It's
more 'instant' communication, than e.g. pictures on FB. Also, I use it sometimes
instead of sending an sms.
I do not know.
Being instant and not permanent makes it special. People may want to share photoa
but not others to have those photos.
..
It's so personal on another level than Instagram and it's so direct. Makes you feel
close to people who are actually far away
It with you everywhere.. Its right in your pocket and its simple..
The 10 seconds and the limit on the texts lenght. You need to be quick and good at
sending short texts.
Det er lidt mere som at chatte. Jeg bruger det udelukkende til udvalgte personer, så
det bliver "personlige" ting og ikke bare kædebeskeder, som alle får.
I don't think snapchat is that special from other social medias. The only difference
for me is that the pictures disappears afterwards, but other than that I prefer other
social medias.
It's a good way to share moments with a few people instead of everybody as when
you upload pictures on Facebook or Instagram.
Just the idea of sending fun pictures to each other in a media that has that one
purpose. It is also less public in a sense.. Unless of course you like use snapchat
updates/statuses
I am more dearing/unedited in my thoughts and pictures I send out because it's only
temporary. This makes this media sort of more free in comparison to others.
Kender ikke andre apps der kan bruges på samme måde
i can share things that aren't important and other people only have access to the
image for at short period of time.
It is more personal. BUt I also use it to speak to friends. I snap to specific people as
if snapchat was texting
It feels more personal in a way, even though I know that people often send snaps to
multiple recievers
time limitation. It is less serious and over more quickly than updates on other media
It's nice and fun and the picture isn't permanent like on Facebook. You see/send a
picture and then it's 'gone' afterwards.
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You can send an ugly photo that dissapears again which you probably wouldn't om
Facebook since everyone can ser it there
It is easy and fast, and quickly disappears
Jeg kan sende sjove/grimme billeder til mine veninder uden de kan gemme dem. Og
jeg kan selv vælge hvem der skal modtage.
communication by picture, it needs more will for self-display and maybe a little bit of
vanity. also the temporary comunication - the picture vanishes after a certain time
It is different because the photo is only there for a maximum of 10 seconds. You
think less about what you send/how the photo looks because it is not something the
receiver is going to keep.
Its fun, its easy and it last for only a few seconds. And its private, Facebook and
Vine are for everybody to see, this is for group of people or private to just one
friends, without anyone knowing. It feels more private, as a private joke.
Your picture is only visible for 1-10 seconds (or 24h on my story). I think it makes A
difference in what you choose to snap a photo of.
Its faster
Det er hurtigt og nemt og tit siger et billede mere end 100 ord.
It's somehow less formal
I like the concept of only showing the pictures to the receiver for a limited amount of
time. sometimes it bothers me that all pics I send on whatsapp for instance are
enternally available for the receiver, although it might just be something I want to
share for the moment. Pictures might then be forwarded to other people that were
not intended to see them. I think it's problematic though, that people can still take
screenshots on snapchat.
See the above comments, but also the fact that the pictures and messages are
temporary makes the social interaction more informal and effortless, and you don't
need to put much thought into how you present yourself as you are more in control
of who gets to see it, when they see it and for how long they see it. To me it also
seems that on snapchat there is room for imperfections, whereas facebook to me
has become a space of self-promotion of one's successes and seemingly perfect
life.
It is simple and fast
Direct contact while still seeing what each other are up to and their faces (which I
like, especially with some of the people you don't see that often), quick and easy.
And fun.
The don't save you pictures so you can send orgly pictures and tings that don't
matter + you choose Who is going to see Them, not everyone has to.
It feels more real, less filters, things disappear after a day, if u screenshot the people
know...
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Has your use of Snapchat changed how you behave (e.g. post less
pictures, liking less, less use of Facebook messenger, less
tweeting…) on other social medias (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter etc)
? Please elaborate.
Nope. As Said before I mainly use snapchat for really boring stuff, and I would never
post those things on instagram or facebook.
Jeg ser instagram som mere seriøst end jeg gjorde før, da snapChat jo er endnu
mere lir og ingenting... Hvert fald indtil videre...
I post less pictures on Facebook
no
No
No I don't think so
Nej, det synes jeg ikke. Men jeg er blevet bedre til at holde "kontakt" med venner
fordi en besked/billede kan nå ud til flere, men stadig mere privat end facebook.
Yes. As the things I would normally post on facebook is just sended out as a snap
instead.
No i don't find I post less but I think it has made Instagram more refined because
you no longer have to tell people what you're doing so Instagram is filled more with
photography.
Yes. Im never on Facebook.
.
i put less pictures up on facebook, because now it is easier to just sent one with
snapchat :)
Yeah i do not really post pictures on facebook anymore
Post less pictures and status updates on facebook, liked less, less use of Facebook
messenger...
I despise social media more, because many people use snap chat as just another
platform to expose themselves to other people.
It probably has gradually without me even considering it. However, that may also be
a tendency caused by how on facebook it has become limited what you will gain a
positive response from, and thus I feel less motivated to share anything on there.
Regarding twitter and instagram I don't have it, again because I fear it would take up
too much of my time.
No.
not at all. As earlier mentioned, snapchat has not properly established itself in my
social media life.
Jeg poster ikke nær så mange billeder på Facebook mere, men jeg har fået
Instagram, så tror det er derfor.
No it doesn't. I only use it because my best friend likes to keep in touch through
snapchat.
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Nah, not really.
I guess I might post less on Facebook and Instagram
not really. since i don't use snapchat very often, i actually have not changed my
behaviour (on other social media) at all i would say.
Z
I noticed that my use of instagram was less.
^^
No, I was never a big poster on facebook or instagram, I like how the pictures only
last an allotted amount of time.
No
See above :)
I wouldn't say so - I think I spend the same amount of time on Facebook, which is a
lot. I don't use other social media.
Nej det tror jeg ikke.
No, not at all. But in general I don't use social medias that often, except from
keeping contact with friends.
yes I think in some extend, because I havent used instagram in a long time.
Snapchat has taken over some of the use on other things medias as well, but only
to a small extend.
nej, jeg bruger stadig Facebook og Instagram ligeså meget som tidligere, men nogle
gange bruge rjeg snap istedet for sms'er.
Less use of facebook indeed.
..
Definitely. I mean, in a way snapchat is a different form of instagram. Cause on
instagram you spend hours making the picture look good and maybe even take
several while, for me at least, snapchat is just something fast I do, I don't usually
take the same picture several times only if it's blurry and then it's like two times,
tops. But also, facebook because sometimes I could've made a status with certain
picture but because (again) I don't want to bother, I just send a snapchat.
Nope
Maybe a bit less messages on FB... But this is another way to communicate so I
think Snapchat is more like 'complimenting' other platforms. A conversation tool
which is not public.
I have Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat, but I rarely use any of them. Snapchat
hasn't affected my using the other social medias
I'dont think it has change my behaviour on other social media
i don't think so.
No, but i've never posted much on Facebook or Instagram.
Not at all, I've just grown up I think
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Maybe fewer facebook messenger, but if I need to say anything that takes more
time/demands more words to explain, or if its a non-funny comment, I'll use
facebook or text other than snapchat. Snapchat is only for funny stuff.
I just prioritize snapchat because it's more personal, and Facebook is getting more
more advertise-intense. i still use the same amount of time on instagram.
Yes and no. I might spend a little less time on other media but I still use other media
regularly. It's more of an addition to my social media than a replacement.
I don't really use other media much anyways - in terms of posting things. But
snapchat allows you to be social without letting everyone see who you're talking to
etc.
I think I post fever pictures on facebook
nope
I don't think so, but maybe it is just me. I do not perceive myself as a snapchat geek
:)
No, because I don't really use it
Only messenger.. But I've never been the most active person on neither facebook
nor instagram. Snapchat is definitely the social media that I use most actively.
Sometimes i use snapchat instead of messenger/texts, if we're already snapping
eachother or if we are having a casual conversation , so mostly when we're just
bored. Not for making appointments, 'cause that's just unpractical.
No not at all. I snap more now than I did when I first got Snapchat. But I still don't
really use facebook for other than messaging people in greater detail than I can
through snapchat
I think i post less pictures and send less pictures to friends on Facebook.
Not really. PS: Media is plural, just for future reference. ("on other social media)
Hasn't changed. I rarely post pictures and such on Facebook. But with snapchat I'm
more inclined to share pictures/updates with close friends
No I don't Think so.
Can we contact you for further interview?
katlucas@hotmail.fr
dorthe_ld@hotmail.com
emmapearson@live.dk
Camilla@bernth.dk
nannafredskild@gmail.com
malte@ukirke.dk
krja91@gmail.com
Du kan bare skrive til Julies kusine José, Jonas :) haha
Marie-eva92@hotmail.fr
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I'm in Spain haha but through skype yes sure!
nina_kue@yahoo.de
shalyn.trisha@gmail.com
Sure, my email is: sabohm@ruc.dk
marie_ha_@hotmail.com
netejuul@gmail.com
Kristinamunch@hotmail.dk
kh_andersen@hotmail.com
sebjje@ruc.com
Mette_engbo@yahoo.dk
No, I live in Scotland. LOVE Y'ALL!
lap@eastafrica.dk
stefanstraten@gmail.com
mettebom90@gmail.com
Antal daglige svar
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